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Rolvaag Urges Prompt Action
On Redistricting, School Aid
<**

HOUSE SPEAKER TAKES OVER ... House of Representatives at tbe opening ses-

Rep. Lloyd Duxbury, Caledonia, (left ) accepts the gavel from Secretary of State Joseph
L. Donovan after being elected speaker of tie

sion in St. Paul. Donovan was acting speaker
until the election. (AP Photofax)

ST. PAUL (AP) — Minnesota
is making good progress, Gov.
Karl Rolvaag told the Minnesota Legislature today in a talk
in which he appealed for cooperation and expressed optimism
that the legislature will make
a good record.
The governor made a number
of specific recommendations.
He urged lawmakers to give
priority consideration to legislative reapportionment. He asked
that the legislature act promptly
to restore the $6.6 million school
aid cut he ordered because
"appropriations exceeded revenues," and that the Liaison
Committee for Higher Educa-

New Floods Threaten
North California Again
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Northern California's rampaging rivers — fed by new torrential rainstorms and melting
mountain snows — again are
threatening dozens of communities, including areas hardest hit

by the disastrous Christmas
week deluge.
Army helicopters Tuesday
evacuated nearly 200 persons
living in two areas near the
swollen Eel and Mad rivers as
flood stages approached. Air

HOW TO HAV E HEART ATTACK

Pile on Weight ,
Avoid Exercise

CHICAGO (AP ) — Are you a
prime candidate for a heart attack? One way to tell , says a
specialist, is to put a tape measure around your waist. If you're
male and measure more than 32
inches, or female and exceed J' &,
the answer is yes.
Dr. Richard C. Bates of Mich-

Marina Oswald
Michigan Student

Marina Oswald
At Ann A rbor Institute
ANN ARBOR , Mich. (AP) The pretty University of Michigan coed wore a babushka-like
scarf around her head and a
blue skirt and sweater as she
met with newsmen for a brief
chat.
Although she resembled most
of the thousands of other coeds
on the Anit Arbor campus , the
student was Marina Oswald, 23,
widow ' of the assassin of President John F. Kennedy.
The Russian - born Mrs. Oswald began classes Tuesday In
the university 's English Language Institute, which specializes in teaching the language to
foreigners.
Although she said she ls under
contract to write a book about
her life with Lee Harvey Oswald
and has been instructed to grant
no interviews, Mrs. Oswald
talked with reporters and posed
briefly for photographers.
Askod if she planned to date
while at the university, Mrs.
Oswald was puzzled by tho
question. She was told lt meant
''going out socially. "

igan State University says vf ery Inch beyofld 32 or 25 means
five pounds overweight. And
overweight, said Bates, can
cause heart attacks.
But in his talk to a luncheon
club Tuesday on "How to Have
a Heart Attack," Bates said
skinny persons shouldn't smirk.
Slender persons suffer just as
many heart attacks as does the
more robust group — but not so
many of the fatal kind, he said.
Weight is just one factor that
causes heart attacks, said
Bates, a specialist in internal
medicine.
Two-pack-a-day smokers, for
example, have twice as many
heart attacks as non-smokers,
he said.
He said there is no evidence
that alcoholics have either more
or fewer heart attacks than teetotalers.
"They Just die of cirrhosis (an
inflammatory liver ailment),"
he said.
Dr. Bates said that although
Swedish people have levels of
cholesterol in their blood as
high ' as Americans, they have
fewer heart attacks.
It is presumed, he said, that
the difference is in the amount
of exercise. The Swedes have
fewer automobiles and probably
not as many self-winding watches, Bates said.
Bates told of an experiment
with chickens , the only fowl
which can be induced to lay
down fatty deposits in their arteries such as human heart attacks victims do.
Experiments have, shown, he
added, that this tendency can be
halted in fat hens by keeping
them in a nervous state by Introducing a new rooster to the
flock every day.

Russ Oppose
Indonesia
Quitting U.N

JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP —
Reliable diplomatic sources said
today the Soviet Union opposes
Indonesia's decision to withdraw from the United Nations
and has urged President Sukarno to reconsider.
Communist China , however ,
announced solid backing for Sukarno's decision, becoming virtually the only nation to approve
it. The official Peking People's
Daily called the United Nations
"a vile place for a few powers
to share the spoils."
The diplomatic sources said
Soviet Ambassador Nikolai A.
Mikhailov met Tuesday night
with Indonesian Foreign Minister Subandrio to tell him the
Kremlin believes Indonesian
"I hope lo meet fellow stu- withdrawal from the United Nadents while here ," she replied tions will aggravate the tense
cautiously in heavily accented and explosive situation in Eastern Asia.
English.

tion be given adequate staff session of a House and Senate
and appropriations.
in which his Liberal supporters
are in a minority.
He called for tax relief for "I have been in state governsenior citizens, for repeal of the ment long enough to know what
old age lien law and suggested the next several months will be
the present $71 a month limit like. We will agree, we will
on such assistance be abolished. disagree, and we wiU make
He also asked the legislature adjustments to achieve the posto approve pay raises for state sible.
employes along with a program
"But I am confident that by
of health and life insurance for
the
time the motion comes to
them.
adjourn sine die, we here will
"I look forward to working have joined together to make a
with you, benefitting by your record of solid achievement
counsel and experience, as we which will build and strengthen
cooperate on the job which our beloved state and our great
must be done," he said in a people."
speech prepared for a joint
The governor's speech dealt
with education, the state's economic health and the state's
responsibility to the handicapped.
He promised later special
messages on coordination of
higher education, strengthening

Reynolds Not
Included on
Lawyers' List

Force helicopters dropped feed
to thousands of starving sheep
on barren floodlands south of
Eureka, Calif., center for flood
relief operations.
A howling rainstorm, driven
in some places by a whole gale
of more than 60 miles an hour,
battered the northern half ot the
state Tuesday. Eureka and Red
Bluff recorded more than an
inch of precipitation in a few
hours.
Both areas immediately menaced are on the coast 250 miles
north of San Francisco. The
warning to evacuate was

Beware of Snakes
BLUE LAKE, Calif. <*vDisaster authacitMtefead another warning today for
flood victims alerted to
evacuate the area:
"Beware of rattlesnakes!"
Officials said the floods had
routed out tbe hibernating
rattlers and extreme caution was urged when ap~
proachic? piles of logs and
debris.
sounded by Norman Robertson,
Humboldt County Civil Defense
director.
New flooding finds California
still reeling from the devastation wrought by the floods that
started Dec. 20, which spread a
billion dollars in property damage and caused more than 40
deaths in five Western states.
Hit besides California were Oregon, Nevada, Washington and
Idaho.

CHAT BEFORE BRIEFING SESSION . . . Secretary
of State Dean Rusk and Chairman William Fulbright of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, chat before an executive session on U. S. policy in South Viet Nam. Rusk, in
addition to briefing the senators on South Viet Nam, also
reported on problems in the Congo and on Russia's refusal
to pay its United Nations peace-keeping assessments. Fulbright, left, is from Arkansas. (AP Photofax)

Vie t Troops Seek
Binh Gia Revenge
BINH GIA, South Viet Nam
(AP) — More than 800 South
Vietnamese troops moved out of
embattled Binh Gia today into a
new operation zone nearby,
seeking revenge for the Viet
Cong success of the past week.
For the second day no important contact developed. An enemy sniper with a shotgun
wounded one paratrooper. The

sniper was captured immediatelyEighty helicopters transferred
the troops under tbe watchful
eye of Lt. Gen. John L. Throckmorton, deputy U.S. commander in Viet Nam. No enemy fire
met the helicopters as they
landed the troops.
Fifteen armored personnel
carriers were moving toward
the new helicopter landing zone,
but it did not seem that the Viet
Cong intended to fight during
the day.

^-Million Fire
This time, California alone Is
The Roman Catholic peasants
taking the brunt of a low-pres- At Eglin Missile
in Binh Gia, 40 miles east of
sure area anchored off WashSaigon, were getting jittery
ington. Rains, in decreasing
about the exodus of government
amounts, are expected to con- Tracking Complex forces from the area immediately around the town. Only
tinue through Thursday.

None of the other Western
states report any flood danger,
although two inches of rain fell
Tuesday on the Oregon coast,
Disaster authorities warned
more than 1,000 residents of the
Eel delta and the nearby town
of Blue Lake to prepare to flee
their homes.
The threat to Blue Lake, population 7O0, lessened Tuesday
night as flood workers succeeded in reinforcing a catchment
cable above the Ruth Dam. The
coble holds back floating logs
and debris which can act as battering rams against the dam.

EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE.
Fla. (AP) — Fire that destroyed
a $30-million satellite and missile tracking complex was extinguished today after an all-night
effort by 75 military and civilian
firefighters .
Air
Force
investigators
probed the ruins to determine
the fire's cause.
One Eglin fireman, Robert E.
Chambers, was hospitalized
with a fractured rib after being
hit by a hose.
Fire reportedly broke out on
the second story of the 13-story
wedge-shaped building Tuesday.

BILLY ECKSTINE RETURNS . . . Singer Billy Eckstine, left , is greeted by singer Tony Bennett Tuesday night
as he arrived at a New York hotel for his performance in a
supper club. Eckstine did not show up for tbe opening of
the show Monday night and said he had been beaten, kidnaped and robbed by three armed men on Sunday night. Bennett was one of several performers who filled in for Eckstine Monday night. Eckstine sang at two shows last night ,
but his performance was subdued from his usual style. (AP
Photofax)

about 400 Vietnamese troops
with 12 U.S. advisers remained
in the town. Rumors circulated
that the Vict Cong had up to 2,000 troops in the vicinity.
Government forces suffered
their worst defeat of tlie war in
nine days of fighting around
Binh Gia, a Catholic refugee
settlement. Six Americans were
killed and two others are missing and believed captured. Government casualties are estimated at around-500, including 121
killed.

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Nine
attorneys-including three circuit judges and a former Democratic state chairman, but not
including former Gov. John W.
Reynolds — have been recommended to President Johnson by
the State Bar of Wisconsin as
qualified to be U. S. district
judge for the western district.
The bar's six-member judicial
selection committee said that it
"did not consider the qualifications" ofcr^Reyiiolds because a
majority of "the' committee felt
that the fontter governor's residence in the western district was
"doubtful" under the bar
group's standards. Two members of the committee dissented.
In addition to the nine men
recommended specifically to the
President for the post, left vacant again this year when the
Senate for the second time did
not confirm the appointment of
David Rabinovitz, the committee said that each of the seven
members of the Wisconsin Supreme Court "is highly qualified
should you care to make your
selection from that group."
In Washington, Sen. Gaylord
Nelson, D-Wis., said that the
nine men recommended by the
committee "all are distinguished lawyers and are eminently qualified for the bench, and I
shall so advise the President."
"However," Nelson said, "I
shall adhere to my recommendations to the President of John
Doyle."
Doyle, a former Democratic
state chairman, is one of the
nine on the committee's list.
The others are:
Circuit Judges Richard Bardwell of Madison, Lewis J.
Charles of Medford and Richard
W. Orton of Lancaster; Jack
DeWitt, like Doyle a Madison
attorney ; William H. Frawley,
Eau Claire attorney ; Herbert
Terwilliger of Wausau and Francis J. Wilcox of Eau Claire ,
both former presidents of the
State Bar. and Richard P. Tinkham of Wausau.

A battalion was airlifted Tuesday to search for the two missing U.S. soldiers. Villagers at
Xa Long Tan told intelligence
officers the Communists took
the two Americans to caves in
the area.
"Finding the right caves Is
like finding a needle in a hayMINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Jerstack ," said 1st Lt. Gerald L.
ome
Keough, 25, Faribault,
Sewell of Houston, Tex.
Minn., died in a hospital today
of injuries suffered in a traffic
accident New Year's Eve.
S pr ing Fashions
The death raised the record
The spring fashions are 1964 hi ghway accident toll to
being shown, and Taffy Tut- 83S.
tle wonders what kind of
Keough was injured in a crash
bathing suits the girls won't
on
Highway 60, two miles west
be wearing next summer.
of Faribault. He was riding in a
. . . You don't have to take
a fellow 's advice to make car driven by his wife , Phyllis,
him feel good—just ask him 23, who also was injured.
for it . . . This generation
is fortunate . Everything that
WEATHER
is wrong today is the fault
of the past, and will be corFEDERAL FORECAST
rected by the generation of
WINONA
AND VICINITY the future . . . There's one
Variable cloudiness tonight and
mldwestem town so strict ,
we hear, that it has banned Thursday. Continued mild. Low
the waltz.
tonight 22-30, high Thursday 8038.
LOCAL WEATHER '
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
( For more laughs see Earl
Maximum, 31;.minimum, 18;
Wilson on Page 4)
noon , 31; precipitation , none.

the MetropolitanPlanning Commission and tbe Municipal Commission, natural resources, civil
and human rights and reorganization of state government.

crucial national programs — to
aid education, to make war oa
poverty and to combat mental
retardation . . ."
The gorarnor devoted a major
part of his speech to education.
He called for strengthening tht
Department of Education, tt»
speed school district enlargement, to expand libraries and to
adopt "exciting new teaching
methods."

The speech was delivered at
a time and in a setting in which
no previous governors have
delivered
their
inaugural
messages. Rolvaag, the first
chief executive to be elected for
a four year term, now is in mid
term.
He urged that the state more
He described state govern- toward a goal of providing half
ment as an enormously "big
business" and as a "key instru- (Continued on Page 2, Col. 5)
ROLVAAG
ment in the implementation of

OFFICIAL INAUGURAL MEDAL . . . The official medal
for the Jan. 20 inauguration of President Lyndon B. Johnson
bears his profile on the front, and the presidential seal superimposed on an outline of the United States, on the reverse.
It .was executed by Felix DeWeldon. (AP Photofax)

COUNTY BOARD REALIGNMENT

Wisconsin Sefs
National Pattern

MILWAUKEE (fl - The Wisconsin Supreme Court, which
set a U.S. precedent last year in
reapportioning the Legislature,
appears to have established another national pattern in ordering realignment of county
boards on a "one man, one vote
principle."
The high court ruled in a
unanimous decision Tuesday
that an 1849 law under which
county board members are

Princess Meg
Lives It Up

elected violates federal and
state constitutions because it
denies equal representation.
The Legislature was given until next Nov. 1 to change the
law, under which a supervisor
is elected from each town, village and city ward. The ruling
did not affect Milwaukee ana
Menominee counties, which arm
covered by different statutes.

The decision was hailed by a
nationally known expert on reapportionment.
1 'I've been writing to people
all over the country, telling
them this is the case they've
been waiting for—go get it,"
said William J. D. Boyd, senior
associate for the National Municipal League in New York.
"Your court will be very
surprised at the number of requests they receive for copies
of the decision," Boyd said. ''To
our knowledge, this is the Ugliest court which has ruled on the
14th Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution as a basis for local government."
"We have been anticipating
this and telling county officials
all over the country it would
happen," said Bernard F. Hillenbrand, executive director of
the National Association of counties.
"The idea of 'one man, one
vote ' is a philosophy for which
the time has come, Hillenbrand
said. "Nothing can stop it now."
Wisconsin Gov. Warren P.
Knowles pledged his "full support" to the enactment of "fair
ard equitable legislation dealing witn county representation."
Knowles added that a bill drawn
up by the Legislative Council
Apportionment Committee will
b« introduced in the Legislature.

Faribault Man
Dead of Injuries

Princess Margaret
Goes Pub-Crawling
CLARENBRIDGE ,
Ireland
(AP ) — Princess Margaret and
her in laws went pub-crawling
on the west coast of Ireland
Tuesday night, downing Chablls
and Galway Bay oysters at Paddy Burke's bar while the regulars goggled over their beer and
stout.
"We're having a wonderful
time," the queen's sister told
Paddy and his staff.
With Margare t were her husband, Lord Snowdon ; her mother-in-law , tho Countess of Rosse,
and the earl; and Snowdon's
brother-fri-law and sister, Viscount and Viscountess de Vesci.
Margaret and Snowdon are visiting the Rosses at Birr Castle,
45 rniles inland from the coast .
The princess wore beat-style
black stockings,
low-heeled
shoos and a schoolgirlish gray
dress.

Ed Johnson, executive director of the League of Wisconsin
Municipalities, urged early notion by the Legislature "so we
do not have a state of flux or a
problem next year at election
time."
"If the election is to be held
under a different system in 1966,
counties are going to need plenty of time to make the necessary arrangements," Johnson
said.
Lloyd G. Owens, chairman of
the Waukesha County Board,
which has 68 members and at
which the reapportionment suit
was aimed, said "we are going
from one extreme to another ."
"There Isn't any man alive
who can set up a one man, one
vote system," Owens said. "By
the time you get the figures
compiled, you are already out
of date. There must be a <• rtain leeway up to 10 or 15 percent.
"I know our system has been
wrong, and if tbe Legislature
copies up with something fair,
Waukesha County will be in fa-vor of it. 1 would hope, though,
that the state wiU allow the
counties to set up the districts."

|

Duxbury Wins
BILL MERRI L LS. . Second Term
^Orn&tnltio
As Speaker
^
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HERE ire some thoughts I would like to share with you,
dear reader , on our times and their effects on this
generation, typified in the statement of Norman Vincent Peale,
who said, in effect, "If America were to have a patron saint, it
would be Saint Vitus, because we 're all shook up."
I guess as a people, we are moving about as fast as any in
the world. We punch time-clocks, keep appointments , hurry here
ind there, with only minutes to spare; depend, for an example
en cars, plan our comings and goings on the ability of these
can io gei us mere, ana gei an
ihook up if an auto has a flat greatest economy on earth.
or won't start , or loses oil pres- Competition, tor the most part
sure, just when we 're in a hurry is good. And the majority seems
The problem is, there is hardj^* to thrive on it, The problem lies
ever a time when it's opportune with the ever growing numbers
for these things to happen, for it that get, as we say, "All shook
appears we are nearly always in up."
• hurry.
A friend of mine1 spent quite IT SEEMS to me one does
lonie time in the Orient. The himself a favor to relax , to
other day he said, in the course practice being calm, and to plan
of discussion, "I guess I'll go his comings and goings tc
back to Japan where every- include an easier pace. And in
thing is moving at a slower this regard, 1 guess "yours
pace. We 're always so busy truly" could work harder at
here." It was only a passing re- practicing what he preaches.
Now be good to yourself , be
mark on his part, but I believe
inwardly he has a longing for a busy, useful, even creative. But
quietness he can't find in the keep calm through good health
bum of traffic and the press of practices and proper evaluations. Don't reach for the moon
business.
when you haven 't a place to keep
1VNONYMOUS WITH our era it.
art the words frustration, neurotic, and nervous. I question if
anyone would be quick to admit 50 years ago that a family member was a neurotic,
much less, to admit that one
KARACHI , Pakistan (AP) had been told that he or she was
suffering from neurosis. Yet, in Fourteen persons have been
our day, it seems to be com- killed and 50 injured in political
ing more or less accepted if one violence wliich continues in the
is in a state of frustration. And wake ot Pakistan 's presidential
talking about it freely is not un- •lection.
luuel. It isn't necessarily bad A dusk-to-dawn curfew was
te admit out loud that you have reimposed in Liaquatabad and
anxieties, compulsions, obses- two other Karachi suburbs,
ai«w, and phobias. It's only that scenes of rioting between supwe seem to be living in a time porters of tbe two political parwhen these things are becom- ties.
lag more and more apparent— Karachi schools and colleges .
thus accepted.
scheduled to open today after
To escape the atmosphere of being closed because of riots in
frustration at least demands in early December, were asked by
attitude of mind that causes one the government to remain
to say within himself, "Relax. " closed indefinitely.
This isn't easy to do in a competitive world. The kids com
Marinate lamb chops in salad
pete in school , the sales force oil seasoned with onion salt and
competes in sales, the business coarsely ground black pepper
competes in the business world , before broiling for a aavory
and out of all this comes the meat course.

14 Killed in
Pakistan Riots
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India Delays
Kerala Votinq

ROLVAAG

(Contused From Page 1)
tht cost of elementary and ie<ondary education and backed a
request of the State Board of
Education for funds for a study
of the operations and needs of
the State Department of Education.
Methods of financing his proposals for education and in other
areas are expected to be covered when Rolvaag submits his
budget message in about two
weeks.
The governor asked the legislature to provide money to
strengthen the state colleges and
the new state junior college system, including the addition of
new junior colleges "where
needed."

NEW DELHI, India (AP) The Indian government today
postponed the Feb. 15 elections
in Kerala State — a Communist
stronghold — for two weeks.
The postponement was recommended by Gov. V. V. Giri , who
ST. PAUL (AP ) -Rep. Lloyd feared violence might erupt as a
Duxbury of Caledonia , elected result of the recent roundup cf
for a second
pro-Peking Communists. Giri
term as speaker -, y j ^ O 's
-w . said time wis needed for the
atmosphere to calm down.
Prime Minister Lal Bahadur
Shastri's government on Dec. 30
arrested more than 700 Commuplishments in a I ^B^^^'^* nists throughout India and ordered thehi held without trial.
¦

Israeli Irrigation
sources Act and ^W^^^m Project Completed

the junior col- Durtury
lege system were examples of
factions working well together
in 1963. "I love this House, " said
the Caledonia lawyer as he
accepted the office.

ST. PAUL (AP)-Sen. Norman
J. Larson of Ada had little
trouble finding his seat in the
Senate chamber Tuesday. This
will be the 27th year he has
occupied tbe same desk.
ST. PAUL (AP ) - With the
House voting machine not yet
in operation, several time-consuming oral roll calls were
needed Tuesday to get things
moving. The voting machine
can't be operated until proper
connections are made to the
seats chosen by members. Roll
calls were needed for the election of a speaker and hiring of
employes. Members chose their
seats on a seniority basis, except for several handicapped
members -who wanted desks
down front.
ST. PAUL (AP)-The House
Liberal caucus adopted a resolution Tuesday calling itself the
"DFL caucus. " Senate Liberals
are expected to do the same
today. Minnesota law , however ,
does not recognize political
labels for legislators , although
attempts are made at each session to change this.
ST. PAUL CAP )-The House
Liberal caucus approved a resolution Tuesday asking President
Johnson to establish a "blue
ribbon commission" to study
farm programs. The resolution ,
to be introduced in the House,
asks that the commission look
especially into the problems of

H
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"I urge you to know its work
and to protect and strengthen it
through your actions during the
next few months," he said of
the University of Minnesota.
On the economic front the governor said the state is making
significant strides. Unemployment has dropped sharply, he
added, with the number of persons at work up 35,800 in two
years.
He said adoption of the taconite amendment will mean substantial new investments in

TEL AVIV , Israel (AP) —
Another stage of Israel's diversion of the Jordan River to irrigate the Negev Desert has been
completed.
Water from the Sea of Galilee,
through which the river flows,
started pouring into an artificial
lake at Beit Netufa Tuesday,
shortly after a sluice gate was
lifted into place.
Much of nest summer's Irrigation waters will pass through
thei lake and a pipeline to the
Negev, but it will he years before the system can be used to
full capacity because of the
water 's high salt content, a
spokesman said.

ACHATE PANTIES
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The House and Senate reelected its veteran hired hands.
H. Y. Torrey of Duluth was
named to his 12th terra as
Senate secretary, and George
Leahy of Maple Lake was
chosen for his 11th term as
chief clerk of the House.
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In the House, the seat for the
30th-North District in Hennepin
County was left vacant pending
outcome of aa election contest.
Liberal
Linn
Slattengren
apparently won the seat but
Constrvative John Wingard
brought court action contesting
it. Both are from Brooklyn
Center. In District Court at
Minneapolis, Judge Tom Bergin
denied Slattengren 's motion for
dismissal of Wingard's suit. Bergin said the court would hear
testimony on charges of illegal
campaigning by Slattengren and
his backers.
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rural communities and the effect of "underpayment for agricultural raw material" in a
large part of the nation.
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northeastern Minnesota and des- requests for additional person- School for Boys m seriously
overcrowded.
cribed moves to insure that the nel at these institutions. "
area will never again be depend- These requests preaumably "Iti vocational program is
ent on a single natural resource. will be detailed in the budget woefully inadequate," he said,
adding there Is urgent Mtd there
meisage,
The governor said that as a In his discussion of youth in- and at Sauk Centre for a better
result of advance planning, Min- stitutiona, the governor des- vocational training program and
nesota has received commit- cribed the Red Wing Training for counselling.
ments for more federal funds under the anti-poverty program
than any other state. He called
upon the legislature to provide
matching funds and legislation
to make it possible for all state
departments and agencies a
all units of local government to
obtain grants to which they may
be entitled.
The unemployment benefit
law which the governor said
should be overhauled has not
been revised for several years.
1C.Sc Par Sal.
The governor vetoed the bill the
1963 legislature passed, saying
it would make ineligible too
many in need of benefits and
protection.
The governor said more money is needed to provide individualized care for patients at
NO STAMPS—NOTHING FREE!
state institutions.
"Institutions for the mentally
retarded (at Faribault, Brainerd and Cambridge ) have been
seriously neglected," he said.
"Many of the buildings should
mmmtmm
Kmammmmmf ^^^mma ^mmm ^m ^^mmmmmma ^^mammmmmmmmamam
mm ^mmmmmtmm
^mmmt
^a.
be replaced entirely. The shortage of staff is absolutely unbeAT THI END OF IAPAYETTI ST.
lievable. I urge you to give careful and considerate study to my
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Phone 9431

Commissioners Ask
High way 61 Bonds

A bond issue to pay for
Trunk Highway 61 reconstruction between Hastings and Winona was urged in a resolution
passed this morning by the Winona County Board of Commissioners.
A copy of the resolution will
be sent to the Highway Interim
Commission, a legislative research committee, which will
make its recommendations regarding highway programs to
the newly-convened Legislature.

zey, chairman of the chamber's
tourist committee, and by
Chuck Williams, Herbert Kleyla, Jerry Berthe and Ray Meier,
representing the Hiawatha Valley Association.
Stone told the board the resolution was necessary to convince the Legislature that there
is adequate support for a bonding program to hasten completion ot the TH 61 reconstruction
program.
He said that under the present highway construction program, 15 or 20 years would
elapse before the section of the
THE ACTION was taken at highway is completed.
Because of the road's present
the request of a group repre- condition—much of it is narrow
senting the Winona Chamber
of Commerce, its tourist committee and the
T.
Hiawatha Val- TZH*
ley
Associa- V-Ollm/
tion. Donald
Stone, chamR/\ar/4
ber manager, I O^a'q
was
its
spokesman.
Stone was accompanied at to
day 's meeting by James Swea-

Furnace Room
Damaged in
Motel Blaze

A fire in the furnace room of

El Rancho Motel, U.S. 61Borkowski Heads the
14, was put out this morning
only after causing extensive
smoke damage.
Winona Co. Board saidFirethatMarshal
Cleo Keiper
a cleaning woman no-

Leo R. Borkowskl
Leo R. Borkowski, Goodview,
who represents the county's
2nd District , was elected 1965
chairman of the Winona County Board of Commissioners
Monday.
He succeeds Adolph Spitzer,
3rd District commissioner, who
held the pos' in 1964 after moving up from the vice chairmanship in 1963. It was the seventh
term as chairman for the St.
Charles man.
Elected vice chairman for
1965 was Carl O. Peterson, Fremont , 'who represents the 4th
District. He succeeds James
Papenfuss, Dakota , the Sth District commissioner.
Borkowski, 38, is in his first
term as a member of the county board. He and his mother ,
Mrs. May Borkowski , operate
the B & B Grocery in Goodview.
Peterson, 59, another firstterm county board member , operates a dairy farm south of
Lewiston.

Cars Damaged
In Parking Loi

Two acts of vandalism in the
parking lot behind Swede's Bar ,
411) and Olmstead streets , were
reported Tuesday night and today.
Mrs. Clarence Mueller , Lewiston , reported at 11:08 p.m.
that someone had torn both
fender mirrors off her car
parked In the lot.
Dennis Brown , 117 Stone St.,
told police at 7:10 a.m. that the
spark plug and ignition wires
had been ripped out of his car
along with the air cleaner , oil
cap and two battery caps and
the rear-view mirror.
Police have both incidents under
investigation , Assistant
Chief Marvin A. Meier said.

New Pepin County
Traffic Officer
Takes Over Duties
DURAND. Wis. (Special) Donald F. McMahon became
new Pepin County traffic officer Jan. 1, hired by the sheriff
and justice committee of the
county board succeeding Roger
Britton , who wns sworn in as
the new sheriff.
McMahon , native of Arkan«mv , attended Oak Center rural
school , Durand High School ,
and the Institute of App lied Science , Chicago.
He tins hurt three years ol
experience in police work at
Madison , Eau Claire , Durand
ami Miami , F|n. He has a
background of fiiiRerprlnting.
firem m identificat ion , police
photography and criminal investigation, and has been radio
operator for Ihe state patrol .
He wns employed at a radio
ami television renter In Eau
Claire prior to taking his new
job and previous to that , wns
an accountant for Bauer Built
here. Married 15 years, he and
his wife have six children.

ticed flames about 10:45 a.m. on
an outside wall of the motel's
east unit where electrical wires
entered the furnace room. There
are three apartments in the
east unit along with the furnace
room.
Flames had eaten through
ceiling joists in the furnace
room and spread through the
entire ceiling structure by the
time firemen arrived, about 11
a.m.
Although flames did not get
into any living units, smoke carried through the heating ducts
caused considerable damage to
rugs and curtains throughout
the structure.
The furnace room does not
connect with any of the apartments directly. Firemen had to
open the roof of the burning east
unit to get at flames eating their
way through ceiling joi sts.
Telephone communication with
the motel was cut off by the
flames. Repairmen were working this noon to restore service.
Firemen retursed to the Central Station by 12:24 p.m. Keiper was to return to the motel
this afternoon to investigate for
cause of the fire and assess
damage.

Buffalo Counly
Names 2nd Man
To Legal Staff

ALMA, Wis. (Special)—In accordance with action taken by
the Buffalo County Board of Supervisors in November, the
county welfare department has
hired a corporation counsel.
The welfare committee of the
county board , Chris Branger ,
Elmer Steiner and Alvin Borgwardt, has approved engaging
Pat H. Motley , former district
attorney, for the position.
He will be paid $180 a month
for an average of 40 hours.
The county board approved the
addition of $972 to the welfare
budget for the new office.
The counsel will handle estate collections; lien foreclosures; investigate responsibility
of relatives in welfare cases ;
will give adoption advice; handle guardianship proceedings involving welfare department clients; represent the department
in juvenile court actions ; handle relief claims, and generally
act as legal advisor to the welfare department.
Corporation counsels are being used In more than 20 Wisconsin counties because of the
increasing work load on district
attorneys. State and federal
funds will reimburse about 55
percent of the counsel's salary .
The new office was created by
the county board for 1965.

Liquor Taken

At Westfield
Clubhouse

Police today were Investigation a theft nnd a burglary
which occurred Tuesday night.
The break-in , at the Westfield
Golf Course clubhouse, netted
the burglars seven or eight bottles of liquor , four of which
were only partially filled .
The burglars pried open a
door of the clubhouse to gain
entry and apparently took only
the liquor. Richard A. Kolter .
club superintendent , reported
the break-in today at 7:55 a.m.
Quality Chevrolet Co., 105
Johnson St., reported today at
8:14 a.m. that someone stole a
battery from a 1965 model compact car sometime Tuesday
night. The theft was discovered who.i the car wouldn't start
this morning.

and twisting—many travelers
choose alternate routes in Wisconsin. This, he said, takes
tourist dollars from Minnesota.
The Goodhue and Wabasha
county boards have passed resolutions similar to that passed today by the board here.

Athletic Club
Lanes Need
Refinishing

Delegation
Checks on
New Industry

Water damage to the Athletic Club's six bowling lanes will
mean their closing for at least
a week, William Bell, club manInterviews concerning a proager, said today.
spective new industry for the
Bell said that the cluh will
city were conducted Tuesday
advertise the reopening of bowlby seven members of the Wiing when the lanes are ready,
nona Industrial Development
Association and Mayor K. K.
HIGHWAYS WERE involved next Tuesday or Wednesday.
Ellings.
in two other items passed by CANVAS coverings kept water
K e n n e t h McQueen, WIPA
the board this morning.
off the bowling surface itself
said it is too early
president,
One was a resolution that au- while firemen fought the firstCENTERED ON HEALTH . . . Visiting president; Sister Emmanuel, college vice to identify the firm or to disthorizes Gordon M. Fay, coun- floor storeroom blaze that smokty highway engineer, to obtain ed up the entire building Tues- with Dr. Francis H. Braceland at the Col- president and dean; Dr. Braceland ; the Rev. close the nature of its business.
lege of Saint Teresa conference are, left to .Walter Meyer, Lewiston, and Dr. M. L. De- Interest in a Winona branch has
needed engineering and tech- day morning.
tbe industry, he
nical services from the Minneso- But Bell explained that the right, Mrs. Gerald Masyga, membership Bolt, chairman of the tri-county mental health been shown by declined
to name
said.
McQueen
chairman
for
the
Winona
County
Mental
(Daily
photo)
center.
News
ta Department of Highways this lanes' underpinnings showed wet
the city in which the conference
year. Payment for such serv- spots today, apparently from Health Association; Mrs. Karl Lipsohn, its
was held but said the delegation
ices will be made upon receipt water that seeped underne.llh
spent the day in Wisconsin.
of verified claims from the the area. Six inches of water
If a Winona branch is estabstate highway commissioner, had collected in a 30-foot by 5lished, WIDA officials said, it
foot depressed area in the basethe resolution provides.
would be housed in a new buildThe board also authorized the ment next to the lanes by the
ing on land not now platted or
time
firemen
put
the
blaze
out,
state highway commissioner to
designated as industrial park
take steps necessary to have As a result, the strips of
area . Plant investment would
two county highway projects wood that make up the bowling
be about $500,000.
surface
have
raised
and
lowered
approved as , federal aid secat their seams; and the surface
ondary projects.
Involved are a grading project is uneven. A complete refinishon County State Aid Highway ing will be necessary, Bell said.
S from a point 1.69 miles north THE LOSS FROM fire, smoke "You are performing an ex- establishment of mental health dren see their fathers less. It's
hard , particularly on the boys.
of the south county line to CSAH and water is completely cover- tremely important mission," Dr. centers, said :
8 at Neiy Hartford, a distance ed by insurance, Bell said. He Francis H. Braceland told mem- "There's a bond between the Thus children come under the
of 1.8 miles, and a job that added that the insurance com- bers of the Winona County Men- family and the community. The domination of their mothers.
will include grading and con- pany now has a crew washing tal Health Association and other family should turn to the com- Boys need a father to emulate.
struction of a bridge.
supporters of the forthcoming munity for help, particularly
down all walls and ceilings.
"THE FATHERS become onThe latter project is on CSAH
local mental health center in a when they're strained to the ut- easy
"This
is
tough
work,"
one
of
because they know they
9, and includes a mile of highlecture Tuesday evening at the most.
the
workmen
told
Bell.
The
man
are
neglecting
their children.
way beginning at TH 74 1.65
College of Saint Teresa.
"Health, especially mental
miles south of Elba and ex- explained that the crew had to Dr. Braceland, psychiatrist in health, is a concern of society. But when the wife complains to
go over some spots three or
the husband because he is away
tending westward.
four times with a strong clean- chief at the Institute for Liv- Every group and society is de- so much, he says, 'Whom do
OTHER ACTION by the board ing solution to remove the ing, Harford, Conn., discussed pendent on the well being of its you think I'm doing this for ?
Community,
Mental members."
smoke. And much of the paint "The
You and the kids.' If they could
this morning included:
Health
and
You."
He
is
mod- DR. BRACELAND was thank- say it, they'd say, "We'd rather
comes
with
it,
Bell
said.
Approval
of
three-eighths
•
homestead classification for
Bell estimated the cost of re- erator and chief of staff of a ed after his lecture by Mrs. have you than more material
Gerard and Ralph Drwall, 719 finishing the bowling lanes at four-day conference at the col- Karl P. Lipsohn, Stockton, pres- comforts.'
W. 4th St. The action, which $2,000. He has no estimate on lege on the emotional problems ident of the Winona County Men"I have to tell you I'm a bit
lowers assessed valuation of the the cleaning and repainting jobs and pressures confronting young tal Association. He was intro- of a hypocrite. For a while there
property from $1,430 to $1,225, but expects them to cost sub- college women.
duced by Sister M. Emmanuel, back East I was out four nights
was taken because the two, stantially, too. Not all rooms
Garness
Olson
OSF, vice president and dean of a week telling fathers to be
DR.
BRACELAND,
who
heads
along with Florien Drwall, lived will have to be repainted, Bell
home with their kids."
the
college.
a conference staff of 12 psychiPRESTON, Minn. - The Fillin the house when the assess- thought.
After his talk Sister M. Ro- Dr. Braceland deplored the more County Board of Commisment was made last May 1, thus The club's facilities, except atrists, said in his lecture that
formerly stern method of rear- sioners during the second day
becoming eligible for the home- for bowling, were unaffected by the event is the first of its kind mana, OSF, co-director of the ing children.
conference
and
chairman
of
the
in
the
nation.
The
conference
of its annual session met with
stead rate.
the fire , as far as use goes. The
college's department of educa- "We did terrible things to the welfare board this forenoon
The three were among eight Winona Rod and Gun Club held ends Thursday .
heirs of Frank L. Drwall, who their meeting Tuesday night in The speaker described as alt- tion, briefly discussed her work children in the past. We raised and were to work on salaries
them by the clock. We didn't
died Nov. 15, 1963:
the ballroom upstairs, Bell ruistic "the good laymen who with the local association since pick them up if they cried at and highway matters this aftThe board's action was recom- said, and the lingering smoke are working in the cause of its founding.
ernoon.
mental health." He said that The psychiatrist often used the wrong time."
mended by David V. Sauer, smell did not bother them.
Tuesday afternoon Arthur Mil*
His formula for happy chil- ler,
county supervisor of assess"it's wonderful you're going to wit to underscore his appeal for
Rushford, the only new
BELL HAS three large fans have one of these centers."
an enlightened approach to men- dren : Lots of cuddling early in member, was placed on the
ments.
going
24
hours
a
day
in
the
life
and
warmth
and
affection
tal
health
problems.
Dr. Braceland told 400 per• Authorization of payment
nurses advisory board. Oscar
at 1964 poor relief bills for Hills- basement bowling area. The sons attending the public lec- "I've lived in mental hospi- throughout the home.
Garness, Harmony, re-elected
area
must
be
completely
dry
The
speaker
said
anyone
could
tals
about
35
years
throughout
dale Township and Minnesota
ture that the number of mental
board vice chairman Monday,
City. The amounts to be paid, before men from the Brunswick hospital patients was expected the world," he said with a become mentally ill.
was placed on the county extenbowling
equipment
company
"Various
illnesses
appear
at
smile.
representing 75 percent of the
"You
may
feel
a
bit
diffito decline sharply in the future
sion committee. Both terms
can
begin
the
refinishing
work.
certain
times
of
our
lives.
They
subdivisions' total relief expenbecause of the work of mental dent about having a psychiatrist
are for one year.
The
drying-out
process
should
ditures, are $820.52 for the town- be
health centers and intensive with you but I'm none too com- happen to saint and sinner."
The Preston Republican was
by
Monday
morncomplete
ship and $894.25 for the village. ing, Bell hopes; and refinishing care in general hospitals.
fortable with well people IT WAS FORMERLY believed named official newspaper. The
• Awarding contracts f o r
that middle age was a time of Spring Valley Tribune was
be complete by Tuesday PREVIOUSLY mental pa- either."
printing and publishing during could
He said that while suburbia stress only for women. Now awarded the printing of the 1964
afternoon, if all goes well.
1965 to the Winona Daily News The bowling surface will have tients were confined in isolated had provided a higher standard men become distressed at that
financial statement in its newsand tbe St. Charles Press, both to be sanded down and five hospitals, the speaker .said.
of living, commuting had caus- time, but this occurs about a paper. Lanesboro Leader got
legal newspapers.
coats of varnish applied before "Now we know it's important ed family problems.
decade after the women's disThe prices in the bids submit- the lanes will be ready for use to keep the patient near home, "Husbands used to work 1C tress, when men are concerned the delinquent tax list.
ted by the papers were essen- again. Bell said that the Bruns- to treat him quickly and to keep hours a day. Now they're work- because they have not accom- Farmers Union Co-op receivtially the same — in both in- wick people will take oare of him near his loved ones," Dr. ing eight. But they spend two plished all they would like to in ed the contract for furnishing
fuel and furnace oil to all highstances the maximum legal rate the entire job, putting on the Braceland said.
hours-a day traveling. And when life. Dr. Braceland said.
allowed by law.
varnish at four-hour intervals The speaker, who has partici- they get home they have a brief- This is especially true of the way sheds except Preston and
The county will be charged right through the night .
pated in committee planning for case of work with them. Chil- man who faces mandatory re- Peterson at 11.8 cents per gat
Ion ; Tri-County Co-op, Rush$1.50 a folio for straight matter Bell said that none of this
tirement, Dr. Braceland said. ford , got the contract at Peterand an additional 50 cents a folio would involve pulling up the
Such a person may feel he is son for 11.7 cents, and Sinclair
for tabulated matter. One varia- lanes themselves, although the
being rejected by society.
tion set forth in the Daily News gutters have been taken out to
"He gets a watch , button and Refining Co. got the Preston
bid is that after the regular speed the drying.
a traveling bag even though shed contract for 11.79 cents.
rate is charged for the first inhe's
not going anywhere. At Sinclair received the contract
sertion of miscellaneous notices, FIRE CHIEF John L. Steadhome he gets in his wife's for furnishing gas at 19.35
subsequent insertions will cost man said that cause of the fire
cents per gallon to all sheds, inhair."
75 cents a folio. The same is true is still under investigation . FireThe pensioner, who hasn't cluding Chatfield , Ostrander,
Assistant P o l i c e Chief
of delinquent tax notices, and men know that a great deal of
at home in the daytime in Cherry Grove, Harmony and
been
paper
(cash
register
rolls,
old
Marvin A. Meier said today
— for these — the extra charge
40
years,
now tends to try to put Lenora , plus Preston and Pethat the city's 20-hour parkfor tabulated matter will be records, toilet paper) was stor- Serious vandalism in the
Da- ing ordinance would be vig- his wife's domestic manage- terson .
made for the first insertion ed in the room where the fire kota storage lot of S. J. Groves
Jean Olson , Chatfield , waa
started.
orously enforced on residen- ment on a businesslike footing. elected board chairman Tuesonly.
&
Co.,
Bickering
results,
Dresbach, has been trac- tial streets in the future.
Dr. Braceland
Flames broke out at about
day. Paul Housker, Mabel, and
said.
the center of the room 's east ed to four juveniles, aged 10
Chief Meier issued the
The speaker offered encour- Rex Groby, returned to the
wall, opposite the door to the to 12, Sheriff George Fort said
w a r n i n g following comagement for troubled parents board as a result of the Noclub office and opposite 2Vi today.
vember election.
of adolescents :
cases of matches which did not
The vandalism of construction plaints that people have left
ignite.
"Adolescence is normally a
equipment in the Dakota stor- their cars parked for long
"We're still trying to piece age lot occurred Saturday about periods in residential areas. time of turmoil. We've spent
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) —
This practice particularly
a lot of time on this at the
Terms of seven Arcadia city this thing together," Bell said. 2 p.m. but was not discovered hinders street clearing operconference.
Adolescence is gountil
Monday
morning.
officers will expire this spring,
The four youths, who have ations by the Street Com- ing to be rugged for all conaccording to Warren C. Shancerned."
been turned over to juvenile mission, the chief said.
key , city elerk-treasurer.
The typical adolescent is
parking
limA
20
hour
authorities
are
accused
of
the
,
Filing deadline is Jan. 26 at
highly changeable — pleasant
following vandalism: Smashing it is set by law on residen5 p.m. Nomination papers may
A drunk driving charge reand mature one moment and irof gas tank on small motor, tial streets, Meier said.
be secured at the city hall .
duced
to careless d r i v i n g
Sheriff
George
Fort
ritable
and
childish
the
next,
was
he
using
sledge
hammers
stolen
Expiring are terms of Morris
brought about a change of plea
said.
Jensen, Raymond Kujak and checking n break-in today at the from tool shed; other machinery
by a Winon a man today in muRudolph Klink Sr aldermen in Interstate Beverage Co., 3648 smashed with the hammers;
DR. BRACELAND m i l d l y nicipa l court.
the 1st, 2nd and 3rd wards, 6th St., Goodview.
Headlights, rear-view mirror,
chided journalists:
Gerald G. Cada , 24 . 729 E.
respectively, and of A . C. Fost- A company employe reported turn signals and right-hand
"I told somebody I don't want Broadway, pleaded
er, M. J, Maloney and William the break-in at 8:05 a .m. today window broken out of a large
to be misquoted, although I charge of careless guilty to a
driving Nov.
Micek, supervisors from the when he discovered a door pried crane ; right-hand .door window
must admit sometimes the mis- 9 on Johnson Street
three wards, respectively, and partially open. The company is broken out of a dump truck ;
between
quote sounds better than what
Foster, justice of the peace .
2nd
and
4th
streets
after a
taking an inventory to discov- Ignition wires, breather caps
I say. I got over feeling conHoldover officers nre Orvin er what , if anything, was stolen. and dip sticks torn out of 10 to
drunk driving charge was discern
about
being
misquoted
¦
Angst, mayor; Eldon Berg , Glen
12 small pavement cutters and
when I sat next to a Southern missed on a motion by City
Forsyth and John Hohmann, USING A RELIC
concrete trimmers;
PRESTON, Minn. - Fifteen governor at a dinner. He told Prosecutor James W. Soderaldermen, and Ernest T. Reck,
berg.
Air cleaners, distributor caps
PULA, Yugoslavia Iff) — The and spark plugs broken and Fillmore County 4-H'ers re- me not to worry about being
police justice .
The $30 fine levied on Cada
ceived
the
Key
award
at
the
Shankey said as of this date, Ljubic family of this Adriatic gas caps thrown away from the recent county achievement day. misquoted and that he had stop- by Judge John D . McGill was
ped
worrying
especially
after
no nomination papers have been port city still uses a sewing above motorized items; 25 gal- They were: Starlet Barnes,
satisfied out of Cada's $150 bail
what happened to him.
filed . No local referendum is machine bought in 1889. They lons of fuel oil dumped onto
and tlie remainder refunded to
Burkholder
Annette
,
Canton;
"It
seems
he
tried
to
lift
a
say
it
works
slated for April 6.
perfectly.
ground; spark plugs shattered Preston; Nancy Drinkall , Wha- window in the 100-year-old him. The defendant had been
and- wires torn out of three of lan; Lois Grabau , Wykoff; Greg Southern mansion. He strained scheduled to stand trial on the
four big finishing machines. Hagen, Mabel ; James Hatlevig , his back and had to go to the drunk driving charge Thursday
Lanesboro; Ellen Keyes, Foun- hospital. The next day the paper in municipal court.
tain; Janeen Klom , Harmony; said he hnd injured himself
Attorney Dennis A. Challeen
Frontenac Park
Linda Kuehnast , Lanesboro; Da- lifting a widow. "
represented Cada.
vid Larson, Mabel ; Dan MaROCHESTER , Minn. - The loney, Sandra Merkel and Thelannual dinner meeting of t h e da Nielson , Spring Volley; Ruby
Frontenac State Park Associa- Rongley , Prosper , and Elaine
tion will be held at 8:30 p.m. Rustad, Rushford.
Jan. 13 in the Centennial Room The Fillmore County lockers'
at the Kahler Hotel. There will
A record number of girls sin Association of Cooperatives be election of directors and of- $25 bond award was presented
, a member of
have entered this year 's Winona in Madison .
ficers . The association is nn or- lo Jud y Schrock
Winter Carnival queen contest, Baird and Anderson are for- ganization of citizens interested the Bristol Builders 4-H Club.
Consolidated Breeders awards
chairman James D. Mohan said mer Winonans. Baird was a stuthis morning.
dent at Winona State College, in the development ot Fronten- went to Dale Barnes, $25; Rollis
A total of 16 girls havo enter- and Anderson was a vocational ace State Park on the Missis- Williams , $10, and Dennna
Pepin.
Klomp, $5.
ed the contest , ho said. The agriculture teacher at Wlnona sippi River at Lake
¦
Pam Miller received the beef
greatest number entered ln pre- Senior High School, Mohan said.
showmanship award; Robert
vious contests has been 12. Last The carnival will get under GRAHAM HONORED
year, there were 10 contestants. way Jan. 15 with a luncheon for RALEIGH , N.C. WI — Evan- Holman , swine showmanship
Judges for the contest will be visiting mnyora , The next day 's fjelist Billy Graham , on receiv- award , and Brian Larson , sheep
at 8:00 P.M.
Alan Baird , stewardess instruc- events will include the street ng the annual Methodist "Up- showmanship award .
tor for Northwest Orient Air- parade and queen coronation , per Room" citation for his work Bloomfield Clover Leaves
lines in Minneapolis; Mrs. Pat and events Jan. 17 will Include a for Christian fellowship, was Club was named the top cluh in
All members requested
Smiley, hostess for the Minneso- pancake breakfast , a curling described by New York minis- the county based on the high
ta Master Brewers Association, tournament , a square dance ter Norman Vincent Peale ns point total. Preble Pioneers i««
to be present.
and Glenn M. Anderson , ex- festival and a children 's fishing "the greatest spiritual leader of ceived a $10 cash award as the
top safety club.
ecutive director for the Wiscon- contest.
our times."

SAINT TERESA SPEAKER

Mental Health Centers
Win Psychiatrist 's Praise

Juveniles Admit
Major Vandalism
At Contractor's

Fillmore Co.
Board Reviews
Salary Schedule

Police to Begin
Strict Check on
20-Hour Parking

Terms of Seven
Arcadians Expire

Charge Against
Driver Reduced

Door Pried Open
At Intersta te

15 Fillmore Co.
4-H Members
Given Key Award

76 Girls Compete

Record Entry List
For Carnival Queen

Winona Activity Group, Inc.
Regular meeting at the

Winona Athletic Club

Wednesday, Jan. 6

They 'll Do It Every Time

By Jimmie Hatlo

Sl Tiappsmsul <£ctit TUghL

It's Penalty -Most
Second Wives Pay

Eydie Got Well
Steve Got III

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Eydie Gorme came back on the Broadway
battlefield after * two-month bout with mononucleosis . . .
Appointing myself as a welcoming committee of one, I threw
toy arms around her at the CBS-TV studios, Mid exclaimed, "You
look so much better than before you sot sick. How can I get
——
I your dliease?"
"Doing what you're doing!"
Eydie Mild. "Remember, they
used to call it the kissing disease."
Eydie returned — officially —
for an appearance on Irving
Mausfleld's "On Broadway Tonight" »how with Rudy Vallee
as m.c. The night that Eydie
was ( officially) recovered, her
husband Steve Lawrence was
out of "What Makes Sammy
The director of the University Run?" with laryngitis. "You two
should be sponsored by Blue
of Minnesota 's Museum ef Na- Cross," somebody said.
tural History, Dr. Walter J.
Mrs. Steve was around town
Breckenridge, will be the speak- with mono for a month before
er at the dinner meeting of the she knew she had it- Nobody
Winona Chapter, University of ever said anything funny about
Minnesota Alumni Association it, except Goddard Lieberson of
Jan. 12 at 6:15 p.m. at Hotel Columbia Records, who said,
"You have mononucleosis? The
Winona.
Dr. Breckenridge, who also least you could have is stereois a professor of zoology it the nucleojis!"
A new outburst of bootlegging
university, will show his film,
"Island Treasure," reviewing of popular recordings — an old
the natural history of an is- swindle — is being Investigated
land near his home north of here, and a couple of highlyplaced chaps may be in trouble
Minneapolis.
. . . Beautiful Elaine Stewart's
WILLIAM F. WHITE. HE W. getting a husband for New
Broadway, president of tha Wi- Year's: TV Packager Merrill
n o n a chapter
Heatter . . . "Diamond Danny"
said that ther<
StradeUa of Danny 's Hideaway
are a p p r o x i
had t tough visit in Puerto Rico.
mately 280 un
All the mothers came running
iverslty alumn
over introducing their marriageresiding in Wi
able daughters . . . It's being
s o n s Count}
buzzed about that Sonny Werand urged al
blin, the Midas-touch owner of
to attend tht
the Jets, is resigning from MCA,
dinner meeting
the talent and production agency
Meeting n o
in which he was such a startices are beini
builder for so many years.
sent to alumni
Dr.
TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
w h o a r e re- Breckenridge
quested to return reservation "You'll notice," says Jack Soo,
"that women seldom wear funcards as toon as possible.
Dr. Breckenridge has been a ny hats on New Year 's Eve.
member of the museum staff They probably figure that the
since 1926, became curator in rest of the year Is enough."
1633 and was appointed director
WISH I'D SAID THAT: It
in 1046.
was so cold up North last week
He is the author of "Reptiles (claims Danny Davis) that his
and Amphibians of Minnesota," girl had to undress with an icehas written a number of short- pick.
er articles and has been a freREMEMBERED QUOTE: "A
quent contributor to profession- toastmaster is a man who eats
al journals and other publica- a meal he doesn't want so he
tions.
can get up and tell a lot of
DR. BRECKENRIDGE Is a stories he doesn't remember to
former president of the Wilson people who've already heard
Ornithological Club, Minnesota them." — George Jessel .
EARL'S PEARLS: The art of
Academy of Science and Minnesota Ornithologists Union, marriage is to wear your handmember of the Council of the cuffs as it they were bracelets.
American Ornithologists Union Lou Monte, appearing with
and ls a member of the Ameri- Sammy Davis at the Copa, told
can Society of Mammalogists. him, "Listen, Sammy, I'll make
He is now engaged in research a deal — you don't sing any
on the ecological relations of Italian songs, and I won't do
three species of toads in north- any Jewish ones." . . . That's
western Minnesota.
earl, brother.
He has produced a number of
films in conjunction with his
hobbies of bird artwork and Alabama Man Shoots
wildlife photography.
Two Fighting Sons

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : My husband (whom I'll call Paul ) was
formerly married to a shrew who bora him a handsome
¦on, Sh« wanted th* divorce (another man) so, rather than
create a scandal, Paul let HER divorce HIM on pbony
grounds (mental cruelty). She was given custody of the boy
and moved to another state where Paul supports them in
grand style. (I heard that the "other man" changed his
mind and left her waiting at the church.) I also heard that
ahe ia still kicking herself for divorcing Paul.
Paul and I have been married for six years. No children yet, but we desperately want one. My problem: Every
Christmas Paul's "ex" brings her son here to spend the
holidays with my mother-in-law. Paul's family wines and
dines her and the boy , and I must witness it all because my
husband insists that I be with him whenever he sees her. I can't stand the sight
of her. Would it be better if I sent Paul
to these family get-togethers alone?
STICKY SITUATION

'IT Alumni
To Hear
Zoology Prof

WJ^£ ^®\

Speech Professor
Attends Chicago
Convention Sessions

Serving as recorder of a sectional meeting on Shakespearean acting at the national
speech theater convention in
Chicago during the holidays
was Miss Dorothy B. Magnus,
professor of speech at Winona
State College.
Speaker was Prof. Bertram
Joseph, University of West Ontario. Canada, who discussed
the topic "A New A-V Aid for
Teaching Shakespearean Acting." Professor Joseph, formerly ot Oxford University, England, used taped scenes from
Shakespeare as a training device for the actor.
Miss Magnus has prepared a
report of the meeting for publication in the "Educational
Theatre Journal."
Another meeting attended by
Miss Magnus, by invitation, was
a private demonstration by
James Hull Miller, theater designer, showing the uses of flexible screens at budget prices for
educational theater.
Wenonah Players were represented in the convention
theater exhibit with three enlarged color photographs of recent productions, two of
"Ghosts" at the Guthrie Theatre and one of "The Miser" in
the Winona State College arena
theater.

Sheriff's Office
Praised for Work
At Air Accident

The state Department of
Aeronautics today commended
the Winona County sheriff's department in a letter to Sheriff George Fort.
Commissioner Lawrence E.
McCabe said that Sheriff Fort
and his deputies could be proud
of "a job well done" during the
investigation of a fatal airplane
crash near Nodine 10 days
ago.
"Mr. Holey , (bureau representative in the investigation) reports the manner in which you
and your men handled the problems involved was excellent ,"
McCabe's letter said.

Okinawa Marines
Plan Exercises
In Philippines
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ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) The 88th birthday of Mrs. Anna
Wheeler, Hegg, was observed at
her home Sunday and Monday
by friends- and relatives.
She is the former Anna Underheim, born Jan. 4, 1877, In
Norway, and came to this country at the age of 6. Her family settled first in Iowa , later
moving to Jackson County.
She married Tolman Wheeler
in 1898 and the couple farmed
in the North Beaver Creek
Valley until 1946, when they retried and built a home in Hegg
where Mrs . Wheeler still lives.
Mr. Wheelter died in 1947.
Mrs. Wheeler has six children: Miles, Whitehall, Archie, Blair; Robert, Rlpon; Mrs.
(Dorothy)
Orville
Mahlum ,
Frenchville, and Mrs. Lester
(Jennie ) Thompson, and Mrs.
Sara Myrland , both of Ettrick.
She has 16 grandchildren and
12 great-grandchildren.

Students in
Luther Event

Students from seven area
communities — five in Minnesota and two in Wisconsin —
have registered for the 14th
annual Dorian Vocal Festival at
Luther College, Decorah, Iowa.
Registration for the music festival begins tonight, and the
first festival choir rehearsal
will follow. Soloists will begin
performing Thursday, and the
annual concert will conclude the
festival that evening.
Area participants are :
CALEDOMA - Mary Freuecht, Mary Heiller, Burl Haar
and Phil Stroetz.
MABEL — Barbara Wanless,
When you want to use ham
Karen Anderson ,Sue Boyum
for
kebabs, alternate the meat
and Cynthia Milne.
PETERSON — Patricia Ag- on skewers with pineapple
rimson and Sheryl Mindrum. chunks and green pepper slices.
M
ia
aMHUMaMMa
S P R I N G VALLEY — Su¦¦¦¦¦ M
Kaess and Connie Churchill.
WABASHA — Linda Boots,
Nancy Wehrenberg , Mary Curdue and Linda Smit.
INDEPENDENCE — Ricci
Sobota, Theresa Halama and
Mary Weier.
TAYLOR - Gail Koxlien.
Mary Lunde, Terry Nelson and
Donald Steven.

Huligren Show
In Art Room

Currently hanging in the Bell
Art Room of the Winona Public
Library are 20 paintings by
Herbert Hultgren, art teacher
at Central Junior High School.
The exhibit will be hung
through January. February's
display will consist of paintings
by Steve Andrus, student at Winona State College.
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WHITHER ALONE OR WITH FRIENDS, WE ARE SURE
THAT YOU WILL ENJOY OUR NIW 1:15 P.M. MATINEE
(UROGRAM.
(SENIOR CITIZENS . . . A GOLDEN AGE CARD MEANS
A SAVING K»R YOU!)
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TOKYO (API — Indonesian
Garuda Airlines will inaugurate
regular service to Communist
China via Cambodia Wednesday. Peking 's New China Neva
Agency reported Tuesday.

DEAR WONDERING : Your laundry is probably safe.
People who carry off hotel towels rationalize their stealing (and it IS stealing) with the mistaken assumption
that the price of the room covers some anticipated thievery.
DEAR ABBY : How can a person choose a reliable doctor when he moves from town to town? Looking in the yellow
pages for a doctor when you need one in an emergency
scares me half to death.
ON THE GO
DEAR ON: Before you leave your home community,
ask your physician ( and dentist , too!) to recommend a
good person in his field in the community where you 're
headed. And before you leave that city, ask again.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LITTLE GIRL B L U E " IN
SHREVEPORT : Don't leave your husband to "teach him a
lesson." YOU might learn the lesson — that he can live
without you.
Troubled? Write to Abby, BOX 69700, Los Angeles ,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, aelf-addressed envelope.
^iMaMaBaMMaaBiaaaMMMaaMaMaflaMa
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LARGE
FRESH

OYSTER
STEW
S teak Shop

DANCE

Fri.—Yeuna P«pl«i Dane*
1:3ft te 11t30 p.m.—
Tha More Tithlartt
Sat.-—The Blue Banner*
Sun.-Tht Jelly Palka Bind

Mixed Old Time A Modern
Rochester's
PLA MOR BALLROOM
Per Reservations Call
AT 15244
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j [ DINING ROOM FURNITURE

LIVING ROOM SUITES
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1 group Flexsteel Davenport and Chair tets. Solid toam reversible cushions. High grade fabrics. Reg. $279
w/l sm

America*! Walnut Drop Leal Table , plastic top, with 4 Matching Chairs. Reg. $198
MM
'
Round Captain s Table in maple wilh 1 extension loaf and 4
matching chairs
Special $11*

2 only—Biscuit Back Davenpo rt and Chair sets. With solid
foam reversible cushions. Choice of fabrics .
Were $209
w/l SH*
1 only—French Provincial Sofa with beige matlesse cover.
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DINETTE SETS

30 " D,

Lcflf Ta l,,c and

Matching Chairs. Reg. J79.95.
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*
TRADITIONAI
&
MODERN
SOFAS
Bronie
Tnble
S6x7r
with
8 Matching cha. s Rcg %mM m
j
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1 only—84" Gold Channel back 3-cushion Sofa.
Reg. $224

w/l $18>

DsllverM by Carrier—Per week 50 cents
It weeki 11275
52 wecki 125.10

WEEKDAY MATINEES WILL NOW Bl PRH5ENTBD
AT 1:15 P.M. INSTEAD OP 2:15 P.M. THIS WILL UNABLE YOU TO RELAX AND ENJOY OUR ATTRACTIONS
AND STILL BE OUT IN TIME TO PICK UP YOUR
SCHOOL CHILDREN OR PREPARE YOUR EVENING
DINNER.

- '

Indonesia Air Line
To Red China Set-

SAVE UP TO 1/2 on TOP QUALITY FURNITURE1

THE STATE THEATR E WISHES TO ANNOUNCE ITS
NKW MATINEE POLICY DESIGNED ESPSCIALLY FOR
YOU.

STARTS.

OSWESTERY, England (AP)
— Four tall young men have
proposed by letter to Anne
Rowston — the l^yesf-old girl
who has undergone operations
to reduce her height.
Friends of Anne said the letters have been received since
Anne has been in the hospital.
Surgeons said that the last
operation had been a success.
Anne's height has been reduced from 6 feet 7V4 Inches to
just above 6 feet.
Surgeons made her shorter by
removing bone from her legs.
They are now considering shortening her arms.
Anne is expected to remain in
the-hgspttal for several months.
For one-thing, site must learn to
walk all over again.

PRE-INVENTORY

^x m i S i A u . . . .

I

Operation Cuts
7 Inches From
Girl's Height

DEAR ABBY: My neighbor across the way hangs a
lot of towels out on her lin& , and I must have counted 50
different hotels represented already. Her husband travels.
With a thief like this loose in the neighborhood, do you
think it is safe for me to leave my laundry out overnight?
WONDERING
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HIDEAWAYS & STUDIO COUCHES
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Ever io popular modern otyle Hideaway Bod contains full sue
innerspring mattress. Sleeps two. Reg. $250
w/t H7»
Sleep Chair with reversible foam cushions. Contains polyfoam
mattress. Converts into « bed to comfortably sleep one.
RPR. $169
$"?
Armless Studio Couch by King Koil. Sleeps two. Choice of
colors. Reg. $120
w/1 $91
m
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1 group-Table Lamps. Values to $15.95
IS 95
ALL OTHER LAMPS. Reg. to $.10
UP TO 50% OPP
Walnut Step or Coffee Tables with plastic tops. Walnut , onk
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LOUNGE. TV, SWIVEL
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HOWPII Self Edge Table in imperial walnut. 6 matching chairs,
2 leaves, Reg. $159.
$1 19
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DEAR STICKY : Yours is the penalty most "subsequent" wives must pay
when their husbands have a family by
a previous marriage. Don't send htm
alone. Go with him and try to be compassionate. If Paul's "ex" can stand the
sight of you (whom she probably envies) , you should be able to stand the
ABBY
sight of her , who deserves to be pitied. P.S. Have you
ever considered adoption?

Hegg Resident
38 Years Old

GULF SHORES, Ala. (AP) An elderly man shot his two
sons when he was unable to separate them during a fight ,
SEATTLE, Wash. (AP) - police said Tuesday.
Seattle police aren't sure in Police Chief Fletcher Phillips
what category to file this com- said Ralph E. Holden, 74, told
plaint.
authorities he shot one son and
Merrill C. Massey, 59, report- then another after they got into
ed belatedly he went to a man's an argument and began
House Dec. 2(1 to collect a $1.50 fighting.
debt for a friend. Massey said
Ralph E. Holden Jr., 44. and
he got the money all right , but Robert C. Holden , 31 each sufas he turned to leave the man fered 22-callber bullet wounds
picked up a cat and threw it at in the stomach and were taken
him.
to n hospital.
Ever since , Massey said , he 's Phillips said no charges had
MANILA (AP ) - About 1.000
had a stiff neck and headaches. been filed.
U.S. Marines will be flown from
Okinawa to the Philippines this
month in a training exercise
BV
S
called Reflex One.
I H
The U.S. Navy said the 3rd
Marine Division and elements of
the U.S. Air Force's 3I5t h Air
LESLIE CARON
>>« Leslie caron In tur
Division will take part in the
«r«ate«t role . . ,
MEL F
ERRFR
_
IY1EL
r-CKKfcK
four-day operation.
m
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Cat Hurled at
Debt Collector

DEAR ABBY

BEDROOM FURNITURE

^-^
3 only —Walnut

HOLLYWOOD St BUNK BEDS

3-pc. Suite with plastic tops. Double dresser .
mirror, chest and bed. Reg. $179
$i3t
1 only—Light walnut Suite by Broyhill. Double dresser, framed
mirror , chest and panel bed. Reg. $209
$1$»
2 only—Solid Rock Maple Suites by Heywood Wakefield. Cinnamon finish . Double drrsosr , frnmed minor , chest nnd poster
bed. R CK . $440
$349
,
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MATTRESSES & BOX SPRINGS j
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King Koil Mnstcrfirnrt Mattress or Box Spring.
' ^^
Kin Koil Saratoga Mattress and Box Spring.
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RUGS

and CARpETj NG
;
w ^tond Acr "*n b, ck whi nnd ,nnl?
B
Hcg. $278.00
*

311(1 ROCKING CHAIRS
L~~s~~w
J
^^wv~~~ .
7 only-High Back Early American Rockers with solid rock
nnaplf wings *nd arms. By Heywood Wakefield. Reversible
Mats and backs. Reg. $100
$79
1 group- Vinclle Plastic Swivel Rockers. Choice of colors.
H«g. $<i».()5
$59
1 only—Combination brown naugnhvde with beige upholstery.
Genuine Stratolwinger Reclinin g Chair , deluxe style. ... $79.50

'

' "

Now $191
15' x!l'2" Castle Royal , all wool , olive. Rcg. $1B7.00. Now $9M0
l-Vxfl'3" Exquisite Acrllan , gold and maple sugar.
nH"' $l5° °°

12'x8'll" Fair Oaks all wool , moss green.
Reg, $120.00

N°W *,M

N 0W $7»,M
15W9" Nylon , Manila beige. Heg $413 00 ...
Naw $1M
PLUS MANY MORE I
SPECIAL PRICKS ON OUR ENTIRK STOCK OF'1 WALL TO
WALL CARPETING , PADS AND INSTALL ATIONS.

i

THREE WAYS TO BUYi Gash — 30 60-90 Day Chargi (No Carrying Chargu) Ttrmi as
Low at $5.00 Monthly.

WINONA FURNITURE CO.

T66 Main

"When Quality Furn iture ind C.rpatin g U Not Expansive "

Phon* 3145
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Goldwater Lost Election,
Not the Republican Party
THERt ARE TWO MH «f ptttelectien
nonsense that need to be buried. One is
that Senator Goldwater made a magnificent race and got an amazing number of
v&tes. The other is that the Republican
party Is on its last legs.
A John Birch society leader said the
other day that Goidwater 's 26,000 ,000 votes
should be measured against the 107,929
votes that T. Coleman Andrews got in
1956. Goldwater outran Andrews about
240 to 1. Well, Goldwater drew 18,571 times
as many votes as Merritt B. Curtis drew
in the 1960 presidential election , too. But,
so what?
Goldwater was the candidate of one
of our two major parties. Andrews ran
as a candidate of the States' Rights party.
And just because Andrews was a right
wing Republican doesn't make him a
much better object of comparison than
Curtis, who ran as Constitution party candidate.
THE FACT IS that Goldwitar got only
38.6 percent of the votes. Adlai Stevenson ,
who was badly beaten in 1956, got 42 percent ot the votes. Al Smith, whose defeat
was considered humiliating in 1928, got
41 percent, and Herbert Hoover, in the
disastrous year of 1932, pulled 40 percent
away from Franklin Roosevelt. Goldwater
got about the percentage that Landon got
ih the 1936 fiasco.
But that doesn't mean that the Republican party 5s dead by a long shot.
The fact is that President Johnson was
not running against the Republican party.
He was running against a right wing
faction of it. The President stood nearer
by far to the normal Republican position
than Goldwater did.
OUR POLITICA L partita have an amaxIng hold on life and tremendous capacity
for comebacks . F r a n k l i n Roosevelt
slaughtered the Republicans in 1936 when
they got only eight electoral votes, but the
party lived on and only two years later
gained 80 seats in the House of Representatives. Hoover slaughtered Al Smith, but
two years later the Democrats took 53 additional seats in the House and four years
later captured the presidency and added
93 more House seats. From 1860 to 1884
the Democrats seemed hardly alive as far
as the White House was concerned. But
they came back.
THE FACT IS that the American people)
have in their electorate a large number of
independent moderates whose votes are
not pledged. They vote for men and issues.
And they are open to suit ty either major
party. The party that wins is the party that
best represents the national consensus. It
was the Democratic party — for the Goldwater forces drove from its ranks those
who preached moderation and sought compromise. The Republican party will be back
one of these days, and strong. It wasn 't
beaten in 1964 — Goldwater and what he
represented were.

Creation of New
Jobs Phenomenal
THE CREATION of new job* In the
United States continues at a phenomenal
rate. Figures released by the Labor Department show employment soared past 72
million for the first time ever, and the
number of jobless slipped under 5 percent
for the first time since 1959.
The figure s are impressive. In the light
of a recent report by the Chase Manhattan
Bank , they become even more so.
The swift expansion of automation has
increased the productivity of individual
workers within the enlarged work force.
The new machines, modern technology and
a better educated labor pool mean that
more goods are turned out by fewer hands
in less time.
STILL THE LABOR force inereaiee and
unemployment goes down .
Another surprise in the report is that
the declining work week , as the result of
automation , has spurred moon-lighting.
More workers do outside , part-time work
than are on the unemp loyment rolls.
Most , however , use their increasing
f reedom f or leisure-time pursuits, creating
a boom in recreation of all kinds and. incid entally, opening up a whole new series of
jobs.
In employment, as the report polnti out ,
we have our cake and eat it , too.
Americans, by and large , now work less
to earn the goods and services they need ,
and in the process produce more goods and
services.
NEARLY ALL OF us have mora time
free of the obligation of earning a living.
How we use these extra hours is up to the
individual.
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TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS MIL HUFF AND I'LL PUFF AND I'LL BLOW YOUR HOUSE
DOWN!"

Long Struggle
For Freedom

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — There's a new lament
coming from some prominent persons inside and
outside of Congress who are close to the Johnson administration. Voices of dissatisfaction, if
not disillusionment, now are being heard over
what is termed "moralism" in international
affairs.
This note of dismay is being expressed in
connection with the apparently never-ending
problem which the United States faces in Viet
Nam. There is a disposition, for instance, to
cry out for "practicality," which means, to be
sure, the same thing as "neutralization" or
perhaps "appeasement," as different words are
used to describe what is, in effect, retreat.
Such a course often has been advocated by
the believers in expediency, but it is novel
to hear it from any of the ' 'liberals" who have
frequently prided themselves on an unflinching
devotion to "principle."
Is idealism, however , so impractical after
all? Does it serve no useful purpose? It's
true that, when President Wilson came out
for "self-determination " of peoples as one of
his "fourteen* points" in defining the aims of
the Allies in World War I, few observers thought
that the process Would be so long-drawn-out
or that it would bring such painful sacrifices
and, indeed , serious reverses. Poland and the
other countries of Eastern Europe, for example,
enjoyed independence and self-determination
for a period of about 20 years, only to be
subjugated by the aggressions of neighboring
autocracies — first Nazi Germany and then
Communist Russia, which still controls eastern
Europe.
One thing is clear — there is no rule that
can be made to apply 011 the same day or
in the same year to all countries. But there
need be no disparagement of the mora! objectives of abandonment of support for such aims
just because the efforts to attain them turn
out to be prolonged.
WHILE VIET NAM, for Instance, seems far
distant geographically to the American citizen,
so was Korea in 1950, and so was France in
1917 and in 1914. Isolation might have appeared at the time easier to maintain, but it
would have been a short-sighted alternative.
It will be recalled that President Wilson
startled Congress in 1917 when he said that
"the world must be safe for democracy." A
restatement of that simple truth is that no nation is safe today inasmuch as an autrcracy,
fully armed, threatens aggression either by
militaryforce or infiltration. The lesson is hard
to learn, but it applies as much in 1965 as
It did in 1917.
The newly converted disciples of "practicality" imply that it would have been wiser
to let "colonialism" remain indefinitely in
Africa and in Indonesia and in Viet Nam, and
that the common people would have been better off. Indeed, there were many Europeans
who in the early days of the American republic
felt that the former colonists would have been
better off bad they continued under England's
rule.
But even as each nation struggles with its
sociological problems, and evolution wends its
weary way through decades of challenging
experiences, the ideals and moralisms remain
as guideposts, The Declaration of Independence
•ays that "all men are created equal," but
there is a fallacy in assuming that when human
beings are born equal, they will always grow
up as equals in individual responsibility and
capacity. The real mistake is in trying to apply a rule of equality to those who are incompetent of inefficient or unwilling to learn how
to support themselves.
THE SAME principle applies to the newly
born nations of Africa and Asia. It is essential
to encourage self-reliance. The United States
can lend a helping hand through financial ,
economic and educational projects . If this be
construed as "self-inferest" because eventually
commerce and trade and other advantages
will accrue to us, then altruism need not necessarily be emphasized as a major factor. The
motive nevertheless does not cease to be moral
because it is also in our own self-interest.
The struggle for existence by the smaller
nations is our struggle . It may be costly. - It
may prove exasperating at times, particularly
when governments temporarily operated by
misguided individuals seem to be "biting the
hand that feeds them ."

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

The 55-voice Hamline University , a cappella
choir of St. Paul , wiK be heard in Winona
during its annual concert tour in February.
Roland Hedlund , son of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Hedlund, ia one of the soloists.
A generous, jovial 230 Winonans sent auction prices upwards and participated in hat
and dress designing competitions at the New
Oaks to bring proceeds of the annual March of
Dimes dinner near or past the $1 ,300 mark of
last yenr.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940
Steps to cooperate in the nationwide move
for refugee relief in Kurope were begun today
by the Winona County Chapter of the American Red Cross. Mrs . Charles Biesnnz is executive secretary.
Twenty-seven were initiated nt the meeting
ot the Winona Lodge No 327 , Benevolent and
Protective Order of Elks.

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1915

The work on the Savings Rank Building Is
being pushed fast despite the conditions of the
weather which for the most has been very cold.
The price of whe;it is still higher , having
gone up three cents a bushel . This i.s the largest advance experienced in one dny.

Seventy-Five Yea rs Ago ... 1890

Henry Olsen returned from n three-month
trip to Washington , Oregon , California and
Utah .
The county commissioners yscr e in session
•nd appointed the following county physicians:
District one . Dr . .1. W. .Scott ; district two . Dr.
J. Tracey ; district I luce . Dr O. K . fiile.

One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
I'ork shows sympt oms of n decline and hat
dropped to $i:i.50 for heavy hogs . Receipt*
were light.

¦
The Associated Press ia entitled exclusively
to the use tor republication of all the local
They brought forth the Mck Into Ihe strretf ,
and laid (htm on brdi anil ro^rhrn. that at tht
news printed in this newspaper as wall aa all
A. P. newa dispatches.
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Birth ControlIP ills Tear
At American Morals

By JACK ANDERSON
(EDITOR'S WOTE —
Drew Pearson's column
is written today by his
associate, Jack Anderson.)

WASHINGTON - O r a l
contraceptives are causing a
revolution in sex behavior
that could shake the foundations of American society.
Sociologists and church
leaders alike have expressed alarm in their private
discussions.
Already, more than 3,000,000 women are taking the
new birth-control pills, which
have proved to be almost
100 percent effective. Many
are single women, often college students, who apparently have no trouble getting
prescriptions directly from
their own doctors or indirectly t h r o u g h married
friends.
The effectiveness of these
modern, easy-tc-take contraceptives could be a boon
do mankind by curbing the
population explosion before
It gets out ot control. But
what disturbs churchmen
and sociologists is the subtle
change in morals that is
now taking place.
The risk of becoming pregnant kept many girls from
violating the moral code
against promiscuity. Now
that the risk can be eliminated, many girls are being
tempted to discard their
inhibitions and indulge in
premarital sex relations.
This could jar the foundations of our society, which
is based upon family and
fidelity. For history shows
that the great nations of the
past began to deteriorate
after moral decay set in.
ASIDE FROM the rellgl.
ous and moral questions,
many doctors are worried
over the physiological and
psychological effect t h e
birth-control pills will have
upon women, These doctors
warn that the body rhythms
cannot be altered, as they
are by the pills, without
causing serious side effects.
No one knows what prolonged use of oral contraceptives will do to a women.
They suppress the development of the eggs in the ovary and cause certain changes in the female organs .
One possible effect is that
older women will remain
fertile after they stop taking
the pills. This might enable
them to conceive In their
50s and 60s.
THE WIZARD OF ID

There is also growing evidence that prolonged usage
causes personality change.
Some women have become
hard and calloused.
However, earlier scares
that Enovid, the most popular of the pills, causes cancer and blood clots have
been pretty much disproved.

YET MORE ami more,
leaders are beginning to realize that this controversy
over contraceptives is no
mere medical matter.
Note: The potions, pills
and powders which Americans gulp down in greater
quantities than any other
people have caused an epidemic of side effects. Nearly 1,500,000 Americans each
year become sick from the
side effects of the drugs they
take
Reps. John Bell Williams
of Mississippi and Albert
Watson of South Carolina,
who were stripped of their
seniority rights by fellow
Democrats for deserting the
party ticket last November,
came out of the closed-door
caucus snapping and snarling.
But before the showdown
vote, they fairly exuded
magnolia a n d molasses.
Watson flattered almost everyone in sight, beginning

with Rep. Eugene Keogh of
New York who presdded
over the caucus.
"My wife thinks Gene
Keogh is one of the most
handsome and debonair
men io public life, " purred
Watson. He even praised
Rep. Emanuel Celler, a
Brooklyn Jew , who has opposed the two Dixiecrats on
almost every issue .

WATSON AND Williams
pleaded for their seniority
privileges with passion and
supplication. There w a s
none of the venom they displayed after the vote went
against them.
While they were still begging for votes, they spoke
of their "pride " in the
Democratic party, told how
"wonderful" it was to be
a Democrat. Not until after
they lost their seniority did
they carp against the party
and threaten to leave it .
The first to Jump up to
plead for them was Rep.
William Colmer, dean of the
Mississippi delegation, v*o
skipped over the arguments
and spoke instead of the
arm Williams lost in service to his country. In a
voice choked with emotion,
Colmer talked of the "empty
sleeve" and "shortened life"
of his Mississippi colleague.

J/ UL *j b d L

"I'll tell you who should be taking that to quiet his
jangled nerves . . . HE Should.'"

World Today

U.N. Business
In Pantomime

By JAMES MARLOW
Associated Press Newa Analyst
WASHINGTON un - The US-member United Nations ia
doing business by pantomime. It's snarled in back dues,
voting rights and face-saving.
The basic question: Does the Soviet Union have a right
to vote in the General Assembly until it oavs its share of
the U. N. peacekeeping
costs?
Alex- Quaison-Sackey of
The roots of the trouble
Ghana, was chosen by acgo back 14 years to 1950
clamation arranged beforewhen the North Korean
hand.
Communists invaded South
Korea.
Then came another probThe 11-member Security
lem: four new members of
Council went into session.
the Security Council had to
Five of these members are
be elected by the assembly.
permanent: the U n i t e d
Ail the council members, exStates, the Soviet Union,
cept the big five which are
Britain, France, Nationalist
permanent, hold their seats
China.
for a limited tine.
More pantomime. The U.
Anyone of the five bas the
N.
members avoided a conveto power to kill any sevflict over voting by filing
ere action by the council.
into the president's office
But just then, by a freak,
and marking ballots. This
the Soviet Union was boywas prearranged, too.
cotting the group.
T h e American - Russian
The c o u n c i l promptly
showdown, already delayed
voted to fight the invasion
with U. N. forces. The Soa month, will almost certainviet Union returned, too late
ly now be delayed until
some time in January.
to undo this, and tried to be
But by then France will
a bottleneck.
have become two years
Then the United States
delinquent on Its share of
thought it time to shift some
the costs for keeping the
of this absolute power away
Congo peace. That's a brand
from the council.
new problem.
It proposed that the GenIn addition to the question
eral Assembly, made up of
of the voting right of a counall tbe U. N. members and
try that doesn't pay its
with no one holding a veto,
share of U. N. costs, there 's
should be able to take action
this unsettled one, too :
against an aggressor.
Should the assembly or the
The vote was 52 to 5. The
council have Ihe say over
United Nations was a lot
sending troopsanywhere to
smaller then. The five diskeep the peace?
' aa
senters were the Soviet
Union and the Soviet bloc.
To Your Good Health
Years passed and more
trouble came.
In 1956 the General Assembly voted to send a U. N.
peace-keeping force into the
Middle East to prevent trouble between Arabs and Israelis. In 1960 it sent a
peace-keeping force into the
Congo.
Dear Dr. Molner : I
The Soviet Union opposed
am
15, and read in a
both moves. France opposed
that a man colpaper
the Congo actios. But suslapsed
and a spoon was
N.
armed
force
taining a U.
mouth to keep
in
his
Eut
costs millions. The Soviet
im from swallowing his
Union and France fell betongue. Now I worry
hind in their share.
that I will swallow my
That's a rough sketch of
tongue, and sometimes
the background. Tbe story
it keeps me from eating.
Do you think it is just
gets a little technical now
nerves? — L.R .F.
because Article 19 of the U.
N. Charter says: If a memYes , it's just a case of
ber falls behind for two
nerves. People don't swalyears in what it owes towlow their tongues unless
ard U. N. expenses, it shall
tomething unusual happens
have no vote in tbe assem— they have a convulsion,
bly.
or are struck a heavy, jarring blow in exactly the
By the time the General
wrong place. If you are in
began
its
winter
Assembly
doubt , try to swallow your
action this year on Dec. 1,
tongue, and you will see how
the Soviet Union was behind
impossible it is. It is not
$52 million — altogether 15
truly a matter of really
rations were behind — and
"swallowing the tongue '
so was France which paid
anyway. The relaxation with
its share of Middle East
the convulsion lets the
costs but not those for tbe
tongue drop back into the
Congo.
throat.
But France won't become
Dear Dr. Molner: You
two years behind until Jan.
must
not be a connois1 and therefore until now
seur of the most popuhasn't been in a position to
lar drink of the Ameriforce a test of Article 19:
can people. Coffee is
Could it vote after being two
NEVER made with boilyears behind in dues?
ing water. To brew a
The United States insisted,
good pot you ALWAYS
with approval by Congress ,
start with cold water , no
that the Soviet Union should
matter what method is
be made to pay its dues or
used . — L. C. K.
be prevented from voting.
I think* you pitched the
The International Court of
ball
in the wrong direction,
Justice two years ago upbecause my files don't show
held Article 19 but no one
that I commented on makIn the United Nations has to
ing coffee anywhere near
abide by the court's decision
the
date that you mentioned.
and the Soviet Union ignored
Thanks for your advice,
it.
but I doubt whether it
makes a bit of difference
The Soviet Union argued
whether you start with cold,
the U. N. operations in the
lukewarm or hot water .
Middle East and the Congo
And I don't care how you
were both illegal. It says
make It, so long as it satisonly the Security Council,
fies you.
where it has a veto, and not
Just for (un , I read the
the assembly has authority
directions on a jar of into vote funds for peacestant coffee. It says use
keeping.
boiling water .
Too much of a showdown
Dear Dr, Molner : My
between the Untied States
husband has a skin canand the Soviet Union could
cer just below his eye.
wreck the world organizaShould It be removed ?
tion.
-Mrs. AH.
So, when the United Nations opened Dec. 1, there
Definitely, yes. I'm sorwas a kind of general tippyry
you took the time even
toeing in a search for. a soto write to me. When canlution and this was the emcer Is found , the quicker
barrassing part of It.
it ia removed, the better.
This country insisted the
Obviously you have been
Soviet Union couldn't vote In
told by your doctor to have
the assembly till it paid its
it removed, Do so Immedbill. The pantomime began
iately.
when the assembly had to
¦"'WWWWWWWWWW ^PWWWWWWWW^
elect a president.
How could it do that withSTART YOUR DAY
j
out voting? A way was
found. A new president,
with
j
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Winona Deaths

Mrs. Anthony Binczyk
Mrs. Anthony Binczyk, 86, 208
High Forest St., died at 5:10
p.m. Tuesday at Community Memorial Hospital after a brief
illness.
TUESDAY
The former Veronika GostomADMISSIONS
czyk, she was born Nov. 1, 1879,
Mrs. William Morrison, 269 in Schniedemuhl. Germany, to
Winona St.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis GostomMrs. Harry Gifford, Cochrane, czyk. She came to this country
Wis.
with her parents when she was
Lambert Dzwonkowski, 467 six months and settled here. She
Mankato Ave.
was married to Anthony Binczyk
Mrs. Ralph Eydman, 1074 Jan. 11, 1899, at St. Stanislaus
Marion St.
Church.
/ ,
Cotter T. Stanton , 927 W. Wab- She was a member of St.
asha St.
Church, its Rosary
Anthony Parma, Red Top Stanislaus
Society and was a charter memTrailer Ct.
ber of the Third Order of St.
Allyson Heisler, Minnesota Francis.
City.
Survivors include her husMrs. Carl Prigge, Lewiston, band; four daughters, Mrs. HarMinn.
vey E. (Harriet) Bendel, RushMrs. Earl Harkness, 1027 E. ford ; Mrs. James H. (Sally Ann)
4th St.
Keeffe, Trempealeau, Wis.;
Mrs. Earl Madland, 528 E. Mrs. Donald (Berniece ) Dorn,
Front St.
Eugene, Ore., and Mrs. TheoMrs. Harry Nielander, 175 E. dore J. (Doris) Schima, Winona;
Wabasha St.
11 grandchildren; four great
Mrs. L. William Bailey, 510 grandchildren, and one sister
,
W. Broadway.
Mrs. Paul (Stella )
Mrs. Emma Opheim, Rush- Winona. One foster Pellowski,
daughter,
ford, Minn.
Anna, has died.
DISCHARGES
Funeral services
be at
Mrs. Terrance Wineski and 8:30 a.m. Friday at will
Watkowski
baby, 660% E. Sanborn St.
Funeral Home and at 9 at St.
Prank Hill, Stockton, Minn. Stanislaus Church,
the Rt. Rev.
Stanley Bond, Fountain City, Msgr. N. F. Grulkowski
officiatWis.
ing. Burial will be in St. Mary's
Jacquline Dittrich, Alma, Wis. Cemetery.
Leo Schollmeier, Fountain Friendf
may call at the fuCity, Wis.
neral home after 2 p.m. ThursKenneth Ross, 271 W. Mark day. Rosaries
will be recited at
St.
6:45 p.m.
Gregory Ratajczyk, 521 E. cieties andThursday by the soat 7:30 by Msgr.
Front St.
Grulkowski.
Reinhold Lange, Homer Road.
Clarwin Engel, Harvey, 111.
Winona Funerals
Miss Esther Barkow, 616 Wilson St.
Miss Leona M. Yahnke
Otto Tessmer. 515 W . Sth St.
Funeral
"Mrs. Lydia Pasche, Rolling- Leona M services for Miss
. Yahnke, 307 Mankato
stone, Minn.
Ave., were held today at St.
Mrs. Anna Ebert, 963 E. Sth Stanislaus Catholic Church
, the
It.
Rt. Rev. Msgr. N. F. GrulkowBIRTHS
ski officiating. Burial
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Stanek, St. Mary's Cemetery. was in
136 Fairfax St., a son.
Pallbearers were Lawrence
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Buege, 355 Dobberphul, Frank KropidlowW. Mark St., a son.
ski, Richard Lejk , Mark Kolter ,
Mr. and Mrs. David Hanson, Mark Modjeski and Alois Edel.
Whalan, Minn., a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Smith, 273
John N. Lynch
Chatfield St., a daughter.
Funeral services for John N.
Mr. and Mrs. John Maule, St. Lynch, 816% W. Sth St., will be
Paul, Minn., a daughter.
at 9:30 a.m. Thursday at
Burke's Funeral Home ahd at
10 at St Mary's Catholic
W A
Church, tbe Most Rev. Bishop
George H. Speltz officiating.
EXTENDED FORECAST
Burial with
honors by
MINNESOTA — Tempera- tbe Americanmilitary
Legion will be in
tures through Monday will aver- St Rose of Lima Catholic
Cemage near seasonal normals east etery, Lewiston.
and south and 3 to 7 degree be- Friends may call at tbe fulow normal northwest. A little neral home this afternoon and
colder Thursday and Friday. evening. A Rosary will be reNormal highs 11-20 north, 19-26 cited by Bishop Speltz and the
south. Normal lows 12 below to 1 Holy Name Society at 8.
above north, sent to 8 above
south. Precipitation will average
.10 to JO inch melted, In occasional snow Thursday and Friday
and again early next week.
OTHER TEMPERATURES
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
High Low Pr. LAKE CITY, Minn. - The
Albany, clear
33 28
cremated remains of the Lee
Albuquerque, cloudy 42 37 .01 Potter Jr. family of St. Paul,
Atlanta, cloudy
59 42
killed in a private airplane
Bismarck, cloudy ... 9 -6 .. crash in Kentucky over the
weekend, will be buried In LakeBoston, clear . . . . . . 42 33
wood Cemetery here in the
Chicago, cloudy . . . . 44 35
spring.
Cincinnati, cloudy . 44 34
Potter's parents, Mr. and
40 25
Cleveland, fog
Mrs. Lee Potter Sr., were na60 33
Denver, clear
tives of Lake City and ' gradDes Moines, fog ... 31 27
Detroit, cloudy
39 27 . . uated from Lake City High
Fairbanks, snow .. -20 -46 .01 School.
There are no relatives in
Fort Worth, clear .. 59 50
"
Lake
City.
45 22
Helena, clear
Services will be held at 1 p .m.
Honolulu, cloudy ... 78 73 .16
Thursday at St. Paul's
Indianapolis, cloudy 44 30 .. pal Church in the Twin EpiscoCities.
Jacksonville, cloudy 69 51
Potter, 45, his wife, Joan, 30,
Los Angeles, cloudy 66 50 .. and their only children, LansLouisville, cloudy . 50 35
ing, 7, and Christopher, 4, died
Memphis, cloudy . 6 1 51 .. in the wreckage of their private
Miami , clear . . . . 70 63
plane .
Milwaukee, cloudy . 40 28
Agents of the Federal AviaMpls.-St. P., clear . 26 16 .. tion Agency (FAA) and the CivNew Orleans, clear 69 47
il Aeronautics Board (CAB) inNew York , clear ... 43 39
vestigating the crash determin55 47
Okla. City, fog
ed Tuesday that one of the
34 29
Omaha, fog
plane's two engines came off
Philadelphia, cloudy 44 32
about 20 miles south of the
57 51 .05 crash.
Phoenix, rain
"This made it more difficult
Ptlnd, Me., cloudy . 35 28
Ptlnd, Ore., cloudy 48 37 .29 than if the engine had just stopped functioning," said Harold
Rapid City, clear . 3 8 17
53 38 . J a c o bs, CAB investigator.
St. Louis, cloudy
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 51 40 . "When the engine came off it
made the plane unbalanced, "
Sun Diego, cloudy 62 50
Sun Fran,, cloudy . 59 56 .44
Seattle, snow
. 4 4 33 .27
Washington, cloudy 50 38
Winnipeg, snow ... -3 -19
"Visiting hours: MMlt*l end Mirglcil
pall«nfs: 2 to 4 and 7 fo 1:30 p.m. (No
children umrtr IJ.)
Maternity patient*: 8 to 3:30 and 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

E THER

Poller Burial
Set for Lake Cify

FIRE CMAJR
Tuesday
1:15 p.m. — Front and Center
streets, Peerless Chain Co.,
faulty sprinkler system, no fire.
4:02 p.m. — Homer, William
Miller residence, over-heated
clothes dryer, clothes were burning in dryer, fire put out.
4:68 p.m. — 855 Mankato Ave.,
Community Memorial Hospital ,
welder set tarpaulin on fire ,
out on arrival , Incident occurred in construction area.
Today
10:50 a.m. - U.S. 14-61 , El
Rancho Motel , fire in furnace
room, two hose trucks and one
ladder rig answered the call ,
returned /2:24 p.m.
LA CREHCKNT FIREMEN
LA CRESCENT , Minn. - La
Crescent firemen have set Jan.
20 at 8 p.m. for their annual
fire department meeting. It will
bo at the Commodore Club. Officers will be elected. Annual
reports of the fire chief , treasurer and department will be
given Ralph Timm , Russell
Senn and George Ready are
in charge of arrangements.

State Will Help
Taxpayers Again

ST. PAUL (AP) - State Tax
Commissioner Holland Hatfield
said Tuesday that Minnesota
taxpayers again will be able to
get assistance with their returns
at the department's offices in
St. Paul and at field offices.
Full taxpayer service will be
provided on Mondays from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the St. Paul,
Minneapolis and Duluth offices.
Limited assistance will be available on other days.
Austin. Moorhead, Brainerd
and Wilimar offices will assist
taxpayers on Fridays. Full service will be provided at Bemidji
on the third Tuesday of Oanunry, February and March.
Hatfield said residents of other
states who are working In Minnesota may need certified copies
of their Minnesota returns. He
said these can be obtained by
enclosing an extra copy when
the Minnesota return Is filed.
This will be certified and
returned to the non-resident taxpayer.
Minnesota returns, along with
federal forms, must be filed by
April 15.
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Two-State Deaths
Michael G. Przybllla

Bill Will Ask
Mild Weather
Charge
Second
Expected to Last University at

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Funeral services for Michael
George Przybllla, infant son of
George and Constance Miller
Przybllla, were held today at
Johnson Funeral Chapel, the
Rev. Ruwal H. Freese, Whitehall Methodist Church, officiating. Burial was in Lincoln Cemetery.
The child was born Friday at
Tri-County Memorial Hospital,
Whitehall, and transferred to
Luther Hospital, Eau Claire,
where he died early Tuesday.
Survivors are: His parents;
paternal grandmother, Mrs. Joseph Przybllla, Whitehall; maternal grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Miller ,. Archer, Neb.;
paternal great - grandmother,
Mrs. Julia Marsolek, Independence, and maternal great-grandmother, Mrs. John Miller, Archer, Neb.

^Continued mild weather for
Winona and vicinity, into the
weekend at least, is predicted
with some snow appearing Friday afternoon and again early
next week.
Variable cloudiness tonight
and Thursday is the expectation
with a low of 22-30 tonight and
a high of 30-38 Thursday. Little
temperature change is seen for
Friday.
THE EXTENDED forecast,
predictions through Monday, indicates temperatures for Southeastern Minnesota and Western
Wisconsin will average near
dally highs of 19 26 and nighttime lows of zero^ to 8 above.
Colder weather will set in Friday night and continue over the
weekend, the forecast indicated.
The snow on Friday and early
next week will total .10 to .20

Elmer Denzer

87th Birthday
Today for
Carl Sandburg

ROLLINGSTONE, Minn.-Elmer Denzer, 70, Reserve,
Mont., formerly of Rollingstone,
died Dec. 30 following a heart
attack .
He was born here Jan. 21,
1894, to Christ and Mary
Schroeder Denzer. In 1910 the
family moved to Ogilvie, Minn.,
and then to Montana about
1925.
Survivors are: His. wife ,
Nora ; one daughter ; two
grandchildren ; two brothers,
Everett, Ogilvie, and Robert,
St. Louis Park and one sister,
Mrs. Arnold ( Ruth) Hilke, Rio
Linda, Calif.
Funeral services were Saturday at Plentywood, Mont.

Edwin R. Shumway

EITZEN, Minn. (Special) —
Edwin R. Shumway, 93, rural
Eitzen, died Tuesday morning
at Caledonia Hospital after a
six-year illness. He was a retired farmer.
He was born Oct. 13, 1871, in
Portland Prairie, Houston County, to Rufus and Hannah Metcalf Shumway. A farmer all his
life, he never married. He was
a member of Portland Prairie
Methodist Church.
Survivors are five nieces. Two
brothers and two sisters have
died.
Funeral services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Potter-Haugen
Funeral Home, Caledonia, the
Rev. Roger Gustafson, Caledonia Methodist Church, officiating. Burial will be in Portland
Prairie Cemetery.
Friends may call Thursday
afternoon and evening.

Elmer C. Haines

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) —
Elmer C. Haines, 72, died suddenly at 10:55 a.m. Tuesday at
St. Joseph's Hospital, where he
had made his home the last
year.
He was born March 1, 1892,
in Trout Run, Town of Arcadia,
to Joseph and Anna Haines.
He married Elsie Wallin of
Portland, Ore., who died in
1958. He was employed by the
Secret Service in Oregon until
returning to Arcadia two years
ago. He lived with his brother,
Christ, until moving to the hospital. He was a World War 1 veteran.
Survivors are: Nine brothers,
Christ, Arcadia; Herman, Owatonna, Minn.; Joseph , Seal
Beach, Calif. ; the Rev. Jerome,
Braithwaite , La.; the Rev. Arthur, Davant , La.; Clarence , Winona; Frank and Alfred, Chicago, and Norbert, San Francisco, Calif., and five sisters,
Mrs. Arnold (Elsie) Dittrich, Arcadia; Mrs. John (Minnie) Ward
and Mrs, Herb (Margaret) Lappley, Madison ; Mrs. Lowell (Armella) Nye , Howard, 111., and
Mrs. Edward (Virginia) Lorenz,
Long Beach, Calif.
Funeral services will be Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at Our Lady
of Perpetual Help Church, the
Rev. John Trant officiating. Burial will be in Calvary Cemetery.
Tickfer-Erickson American Legion post will conduct graveside
rites,
Friends may call after 7 p.m.
Thursday at Killian Funeral
Home , The Rosary will be said
at 7:30 and 8 p.m. Thursday and
7:30 and 8:15 p.m. Friday , at.
8:15 by Father Trant.

of an inch (melted).
The Winona temperature rose
to 31 Tuesday afternoon, dropped to 18 overnight and was 31
at noon today.
A year ago today the high was
36 and the low 20. All-time high
for Jan. 6 was 52 in 1933 and
the low -26 in 1873 and 1912.
Mean for the past 24 hours was
24. Normal for this day is 16.
Lowest temperature in Minnesota this morning was —4 at
Bemidji and 1 at St, Cloud. Rochester posted a low oi 18 after
a Tuesday high of 24 and La
Crosse h a d a temperature
spread between 16 and 29. It
was —8 at Fargo, N. D.
Fog and new snow contributed
to poor driving conditions in
some parts of WISCONSIN today.
Roads in areas north of lines
from Prentice to Rhinelander
and from Clintonville to Oconto
were slippery following snow
Tuesday night that ranged from
a half inch to 1% inches, the
State Highway Department said.
Highs in the state Tuesday
ranged from 40 at Milwaukee to
25 in the Superior area.
Eau Claire had the overnight
low of 13.

Mankato State

ST. PAUL (AP) - Sen. Val
Imm, Mankato Conservative,
says he is drafting a bill to designate Mankato State College a
university, and to provide an
$100,000 extra appropriation for
the school.
Imm, who is chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee,
commented in an interview
Tuesday at tbe legislature's opening session.
In a reference to possible upgrading of some other state colleges, he said, "As to further
developments, I have no objection to the desire and position
adopted by the State College
Board."
The college board has suggested the lawmakers enact a law
authorizing the board to convey
university status to such institutions under its jurisdiction as
meet standards to be developed
by the board.

Other state colleges are at
Bemidji, Moorhead, St. Cloud,
and Winona, with another being
developed at Marshall.
It is expected that another
Mankato Conservative, Rep. Roy
Schulz, will offer a bill similar
KEY WEST, Fla., had Tues- to Imm's in the House.
)
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP - day's national high of 77 while
Carl Sandburg, the white-haired it was 17 below zero early topoet and Lincoln biographer, day at Cut Bank, Mont.
celebrates his 87th birthday today by lifting a heavy oak armchair over his head for exercise.
"He spreads his feet wide
apart and lifts a big, heavy oak
armchair over his head three
times," said Harry Golden,
Sandbure's friend and biographer. "That's his
exercise and he
I does it every
ST. PAUL (AP)—A Conserva; day."
tive
representative from Albert
Golden s a i d
Lea said Tuesday he agreed
birthday t e l e WASHINGTON (AP) - The
grams had beeri Jan. 20 inauguration of Presi- with Gov. Karl Rolvaag that the
sent to Sand- dent Johnson promises a com- state Workmen's Compensation
burg's mountain bination of tradition with the Law needs revision.
Rep. Paul Overgaard was one
home in Flat
Rock, N.C., by new — embracing the wide of the sponsors of the workmen's compensation bill which
t h e President, American scene.
Secretary of In- The 300-voice Mormon Taber- failed in 1963. He said survivors
Sandburg terior Stewart nacle Choir of Salt Lake City, of Glen Skalman, first highway
Udall, Ambassador Adlai E. Utah, will sing at the swearing- patrol officer slain in line of
Stevenson, Sen. Paul Douglas, in ceremony on the Capitol duty, would have received $7,500
D-Ill., and "all that Chicago steps. Leontyne Price, opera in added death benefits under
crowd."
singer and concert soloist who the 1963 bill.
President Johnson also had a was born in Laurel, Miss., also
He said the bill failed because
gift for Sandburg. It was a color will sing.
of Liberal opposition.
photograph, inscribed by Johnson, of the President, Sandburg Both Johnson and Vice Presi- The governor cited the need
and Sandburg's brother-in-law, dent-elect Hubert H. Humphrey for revision of the workmen's
photographer Edward Steichen. requested the appearances, the compensation law Monday when
Congressional Inaugural Com- he made a plea for contributions
Johnson arranged for William mittee said.
to a fund for Skalman's wife
Friday, president of the Univerr
In
the
old
tradition,
the
chief
and three children.
sity of North Carolina, to visit
Flat Rock to present the gift to justice, Earl Warren, will ad- The governor said present
minister the oath of office to death benefits are inadequate.
Sandburg.
Golden, who edits and pub- Johnson. Speaker of the House Skalman, 29, was shot to death
lishes the Carolina Israelite, John W. McCormaek wiU ad- while checking the driver's
and has written several best- minister it to Humphrey.
license of a motorist Dec. 17
selling books, said his telegram
Governors of 49 states are
to Sandburg read: "May you expected at the ceremony and near Forest Lake. Anoka County
live to be 120, just like Moses." in the inaugural parade from authorities are holding Edward
Sandburg, who won a Pulitzer the Capitol to the White House. W. Brown, 28, Minneapolis, who
police say has admitted the
Prize in 1940 for his lengthy Lin- Wisconsin's
Gov.
Warren
coln biography and in 1951 for Knowles, a Republican, is send- shooting. He is a former mental
his "Complete Poems," has pre- ing Lt. Gov. Patrick J. Lucey, a patient and ex-convict. A grand
dicted that he'll die at an age Democrat, as his state's repre- jury will take up the case later '
this month.
divisible by 11.
sentative.
"It's inevitable, it's inexorable, it's written in the book of More than 60 bands will pafate," the poet told a newsman rade down Pennsylvania Avewhen he turned 80. "I had two nue. So far, floats from 22
great-grandfathers and a grand- states, Puerto Rico and the Virfather who died in years divisi- gin Islands have been approved.
ble by 11. If I don't die at 88, I'll
go on to 99."

Golden, who visits the Sandburgs about once a month, says
Sandburg still does a lot of
reading and is working on the
second volume of his autobiography. The first , "Always the
Young Strangers" was published in 1954.
Sandburg has gradually withdrawn from public life. He
shuns the telephone and his wife
and two of their three daughters
protect him from intruders.
"Wc do a lot of talking, "
Golden continued. "We have
equal time. He talks a half hour,
then I talk a half hour.
"Then we have this list of
'Americans who are not what's
wrong with this country .' Sometimes we add a guy ; sometimes
we take a guy off. And sometimes we switch the names
around. "
Sandburg has been married to
the former Paula Steichen , sister of Edward Steichen, for 57
Henry Lamprecht
PLAINVIEW, Minn. - Henry years.
¦
Lamprecht, 87, died Tuesday
evening at Rest Haven Rest Independence Taxes
Home here after an illness of
six months .
INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (SpeHe was born Feb. 22, 1077. in cial)—Mrs . Helen M. Hnnson,
Plainview Township to Peter Independence city treasurer ,
and Elsabn Lamprecht. He mar- will collect taxes every Monried Anna Timm Nov. 8, day, Tuesday and Wednesday
1906, at Hoosier Ridge , east of during January from 9 a.m. to
here. They farmed south of noon and 1 to 2 p.m, The first
Plainview until 1930 when they half of real estate taxes must
retired and moved into the com- be paid in January by those who
munity. She died in 19fi2. He wish to postpone .second half
was a member of Immanuel payment to July 31. William
Luthernn Church.
Kwosek , treasurer for the Town
Survivors include two daugh- of Burnside , will collect taxes
ters, Mrs. Walter ( V e l d a ) at the State Bnnk building evSchwantz, Plainview , and Mrs . ery Thursday during January
Fred (Lords) Dorn, Lewiston; and February beginning this
four grandchildren ; five great- week . His hours will be 9:30
grandchildren; one sister , Mrs.
Clara Dushek , Santa Barbara, a.m. to noon and 1-3 p.m. He
Calif., and one hnlf-sister , Mrs. will also be at the bank from
Minnie Strubble, Forest Lake, 9 a.m. to noon Feb. 27. In BurnMinn. Two brothers and one side the first half of rc«l estate
taxes must be paid on or before
half-brother have died.
Funeral services will be at 2 Feb. II. Kwosek will not accept
p.m. Friday at Immanuel Lu- taxes at his home.
theran Church , the Rev. Rodney
W. Rlese officiating. Burial church after 1 u.m, Friday.
Pallbearers will be Louis Walwill be in Greenwood Cemetery.
Friends may cull at Johnson ters, John Amnion . Otto Zirbcl ,
and Schrlver Funeral Home aft- Edward Bother , Albert Lubisky
er noon Thursday and at the and Kenneth Baldwin.

Compensation
FamedMormon Law Revision
Choir lo Sing Wins Support
Af Inaugural

Fairmont Buys
Site for Proposed
Junior College

FAIRMONT, Minn. (AP) — A
168 - acre site bordering the
shores of picturesque Lake Sisseton has been purchased by the
City of Fairmont as the location
for a state junior college the
community is seeking.
Mayor W. Lester Webb told a
special city - county meeting
Monday night the tract had
been purchased for $212,500.
About 100 civic and business
leaders attended the meeting,
Fairmont lias been working
for designation as one of the
tocations for an institution under
the proposed expanded state
junior college system.
Also f iguring in plans f or the
site is a proposed armory-civic
auditorium.
The site, on the west side of
Lake Sisseton , is seven blocks
from the heart of Fairmont's
business district. It was purchased from Mrs. Mabel Hobberstnd, Minneapolis , and Doris
Day, Los Angeles , sisters and
nieces of Frank A. Day, founder
of the Fairmont Daily Sentinel.
I'meliusc funds came from
profits of Fairmont's municipal
liquor store.
The state Junior College
Board will ask the Legislature
to expand the state junior college system to IB colleges. One
spot still remains open under a
15-college system approved by
the HHS3 legislature.
Three colleges have been designated for the Twin Cities metropolitan area and another for
Thief River Fulls. Under expansion to Ifi , two more would
be earmarked for the metropolitan area and one in the north
and another in southern Minnesota
h uirmont anil International
Fulls have been considered as
possible sites.

Burch Offers
Compromise in
Party Battle

WASHINGTON (AP) - Republican National Chairman
Dean Burch held out a compromise offer Tuesday to settle the
dispute over GOP leadership —
but said his own position is not
negotiable.
The chairman, chosen by Sen.
Barry Goldwater, said he has
decided not to ask the party 's
national committee for a vote of
confidence in his leadership
when it meets in Chicago Jan.
22 and 23.
Burch aaid he expects the
forces pressing for his ouster
will propose a resolution of their
own, probably seeking a vote of
no confidence in hin chairmanship.
"I think that we have a majority, " Burch said in an interview. "I think that our situation
has improved in the last couple
of weeks." He gave no figures.
Both Burch and Goldwater
have said repeatedly that compromise is the way to settle the
party battle. But Burch said his
foes within the party have stood
pat on their demand he be replaced. "I don't consider that
negotiable, " he said.
Itut Burch said he sees room
for a compromise on the now
vacant post of executive
director , and on the executive
committee of the national committee.
Burch said he would be willing to name a man acceptable
to the moderate forces to the
$25 ,(K)0-n-year job of executive
director. That post had been
held by John Grenier , an Alabama Republican who marshaled CJoldwuter 's Southern
forces in the drive to capture
the GOP nomination.
Ac for (he party R executive
committee , which Burch chose ,
the chairman said he would be
willing to make changes in its
lineup or responsibilities lo help
settle the party power struggle.

Dismissed in
Pepin County

DURAND, Wis. (Special) —
The state's case against Bernard Bauer, Durand, charged
with destruction of property,
bas been dismissed by the
court, John Simpson, clerk of
court, said this noon.
Karl Goethel, district attorney, moved for dismissal on
grounds of lack of evidence,
Simpson said. Allegedly he let
air from the tire of a truck
in which Ernie Weiss was
transporting a bull from the
Marvin Schreiner farm to the
home of the owner of the animal, Douglas Rather. He was
arrested Sept. 9 on the Schreiner farm in the Town of Albany.
This case was to have started before a jury Thursday
morning.
Simpson said a Circuit Court
jury here Tuesday f o u n d
Charles Borgwardt, Mondovi,
guilty of throwing a rock or
missile at a vehicle.
The three-part verdict asked
also if Borgwardt threw the
rock with malicious intent to do
great bodily harm, or if be was
innocent.
Mrs. Howard Mason, Pepin,
foreman, returned the unanimous verdict at 2:45 p.m. The

case went to the jury shortly
before its noon hour at 12.
Tbe action was brought by
the state against Borgwardt on
behalf of Francis Weisenbeck,
Monday, who was hospitalized
after being struck in the head
by a rock during an alleged
NFO demonstration Sept 10.
Judge Robert Varnum presided at the two-day trial. Robert Gavic, Spring Valley, repre»
sented Borgwardt.
Sentencing of Borgwardt is
scheduled at 9:30 a.m. Thursday.

3 Plead Guilty
To Church Blast

MONTGOMERY, Ala. (AP)Three white men accused of setting off an explosion outside a
Negro church pleaded guilty to
reduced charges today and received the maximum sentence.
They were each fined $200 and
costs and sentenced to six
months in jail on charges of disturbing religious services, but
they will be released after 10
days. The rest of the term wiU
be served on probation.
Originally, the three—Henry
Alexander, 35; James White, 31,
and Donald Landers, 19, all of
Montgomery — were charged
with setting off an explosive device near an inhabitated building, a capital offense in Alabama.
Different and delightful flavor;
ground coriander seed added
a sugar-cookie dough.
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Never before has there been a volumerf correal
history like this one. It's a splendid, 300-page book with
hundreds of striking news, pictures in color and black
and white, and generous tent recreating in depth the
dramaticstories that made 1964 such a great news year.
A lavishly and colorfully illustrated king-size volume
such as this one would ordinarilysell for three times our
special price ot $3. Yon won't find

1964
THE WORLD IN

in any bookstore, but you can order it through ns for use
in your private reference library, or as a gift, or for soma
student of current history, or for your own enjoyment.
With maps, chronology and compendium of baiic information, it has all the utilitarian value of a news annual
or almanac PLUS the fascination of dramatic recreation!
of the year 's events that most interested you.
THE WORLD IN 1964, which will go to press itt
January, is.being created for us and for you by top writers
and editors of The Associated Press, the world's largest
news gathering agency.

Reserve Your Copy Today!
Fill out the order coupon below and mail it
with your check or money order remittance
to the address indicated. (Gift certificates
are available.)
THE WORLD IN 1964
WINONA DAILY NEWS
BOX 66, POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y ,

f or
Enclosed i.s .$
copies of TITF.
WORLD IN lf«i4 at $3 unci) . Plc.-i .sc reserve n copy lor me:
NAME
ADDRESS
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NAME
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CITY AND STATE
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Job's Daughters Honored Queen
Named 'Miss Jobie of Minnesota '

Community Memorial Hospital
Auxiliary members will be interested to know that their
work and that of other auxiliSusan Fried, retiring honoraries in the district received
ed queen of Bethel 8, Internahigh praise in a bulletin issued
tional Order of Job's Daughthis month by Mrs. Alfred L.
ters, at a meeting at Masonic
Ochs, ' Faribault, Minn.
Temple Monday evening, was
MRS. OCHS, president of the
given a warm round of apSixth District Minnesota Hospiplause from the Daughters for
tal Association Auxiliary, in a
a special honor she has restatement in the bulletin thankceived and for her work as
ed "all the dedicated hospital
queen.
auxiliary volunteers in Southern
Minnesota for the unselfish time
SUSAN hat been chosen
and efforts in serving their hos"Miss Jobie of Minnesota" for
pitals and for being ambassaDecember and January. An ardors of good will between the
ticle about her appeared in the
hospitals and their communiSixth Messenger, the Job's
ties."
Daughters' state newspaper
Said Mrs. Ochs, "The work
that is published five times a
that the auxiliaries achieve creyear.
ates pleasure and happiness in
Reasons for her choice as
their rewarding humanitarian
Miss Jobie were listed in the
and community service. It has
ihagazine. She was hostess at
brought satisfaction in knowing
the Grand Session held in Withat we are filling a great need
nona last spring and led the
and that our lives will be richofficers in exemplification of
er because of this experience in
their work.
helping
others.
In academic achievement at
"The outstanding work done
Cochrane-Fountain City High
by the auxiliaries exemplifies
School, Susan maintains a high
the true Christian meaning of
honor roll average. She was
service to humanity. There is
one of six band members" to
therapy in work and joy in
play in the Dairy Land Consharing our energies and faculference at Blair, Wis., playing
ties with others less fortunate, "
£ flat alto saxophone, first
she added.
chair.
The Sixth District represents
over 8,000 volunteers from 40
IN THE SENIOR clasa pUy
hospitals in Southern Minnesota.
she had the feminine lead. She
The purpose of the District Auxwas the highest salesman of
iliary, headed by Mrs. Ochs, is
the school's magazine sales, is
to promote cooperation among
a member of chorus, band, pep
its member auxiliaries in dealband, sextette, drama club,
ing with common problems; to
forensics, a n n u a l staff and
serve as a clearing house for
newspaper staff. In her junior
the
exchange of information and
Girls
year, she was Badger
statistics that will improve
Snsan Fried, Miss Jobie
State alternate.
auxiliary service; to interpret
Susan is a member of St.
to
the public the functions of
John's United Church of Christ,
hospitals and their auxiliaries
Fountain City, where she is
and their place in the commupart-time organist , accompannity; to coordinate member hosist for the Junior High Choir
pitals in action on community
and the Sunday School. She is
relations; to assist in the ora member of the Senior Choir
ganization of new auxiliaries as
,
spoke
.
providing
the
Fellowship
Hamerski
humorous
Mrs.
Lambert
note,
and Senior Youth
\ well as the state and national
of which she is fellowship on "This Business of Budget- was general evaluator. Mrs. Ro- hospital associations in the proing" as her impromptu assign- bert Collins gave the thought motion of better patient care.
chairman.
ment at the meetmg of the Wi- for the day.
Mrs. R. W. Miller of Winona
AT MONDAY night's meet- nona Toastmistress Club TuesMBS. KOHNER reported on is a member of the district auxing. Susan gave a resume of day evening at Hotel Winona.
the fall council meeting held in iliary board, serving on the
her term as honored queen and
Virginia, Minn. Miss Marsh an- speakers bureau committee.
theme,
"Curtain
UNDER
THE
announced that open installation of officers and the Job's Going Up", surprise assign- nounced that the next Council
Daughters Choir will be held ments were given members as meeting will be in Minneapolis Donald Milands
Jan., 16 and that those attendat 8 p.m, Jan. 16, when she they arrived at the meeting.
will be installing officer. In- The pledge to the flag was led ing must have their reserva- To Be Honored
stallation practice will be at by Miss Sadie Marsh, president, tions in by Jan. 12.
who, also serving as topicmis- Mrs. Ella Quirk, Highmore, ELEVA, Wis. (Special) - A
1:15 p.m. Sunday.
shower and reception
DeAnn Neumann will be tress, asked each member to S. D., mother of Mrs. Lipinski, wedding
in one minute or less what and Mrs. James Mullen, Wi- will be held at Eleva Commucrowned honored queen. DeAnn tell
most anticipated or wished nona, were guests for the even- nity Hall Sunday from 2 to 5
made a brief speech about Su- she
p.m. in honor of Mr. and Mrs.
for
in
the year 1965.
ing.
san 's honor in behalf of the Mrs. Francis Lipinski was
¦
Donald Miland, Eleva.
members.,
ST. MATTHEWS PTA
toastmistress
for
the
evening,
The former Miss Sue Rad"We are all so very proud of Mrs. Ralph Kohner spoke on St. Matthews PTA will meet cliffe, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
you," she said.
hospitality for the educational Thursday evening. There will be John Radcliffe, Strum, and
Proficiency certificates were feature, Mrs. Esther Miller was room -visitations at 7:30 p.m. and Donald Miland, Eleva, w e r e
to Linda Johnsrud, Renanne Hol- individual evaluator and Mrs. the meeting will start at 8 p.m. married at Ss. Peter and Paul
lingsworth , Pam Pierce, Joanne Addison Glubka served as timer. A guest speaker will be fea- Church, Independence, Dec. 26
Huber, Jeanne McCluer, Nan- ! Mrs. Bea Florin, in addition to ! tured.
by the Rev. Joseph Miller.
cy Willis and Kathy Ribs.

Winona Toastmistresses Get
Surprise Talk Assignments

Holy Cross Women
Plan Bake Sales

WHITEHAL, Wis. (Special)—
Mr. and Mrs. Darryl Jon Sorenson are at home in Eau Claire,
Wis., following their Dec. 19
marriage at Our Saviour's Lutheran Church here. The !Rev.
O. G. Birkeland performed the
ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin ' Erickson,
Whitehall , and the groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Sorenson, Eau Claire.
Miss Karen Tiegen was maid
of honor and David Welter, Eau
Claire, best man.
A reception was held in the
churcir parlors.
The bride is employed as a
licensed practical nurse at Luther Hospital and the groom attends Eau Claire Vocational
School in the field of drafting.

Dakota Youths
To Have Sock Hop

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special )
— Dates were set for coming
events when St. Patrick's Altar
Society met with Mrs. Wilbur
Hall, president, in charge.
-Members will serve a wedding luncheon Jan. 30. A potluck
supper is planned for the March
1 meeting. The annual St. Patrick's dinner will be served to
the public. Election of officers
is scheduled for the May meeting and a fall festival is planned early in October.
The Winona Council of Catholic Women dues will be paid
next week and the Altar Society
dues were set at $4 per member.
Mrs . Karl Doffing led the
opening song. The Rev . Donald
Zenk snowed film slides of important events in the life of
Christ. Hosteses included the
Mmes. J. E. Westrup, Felix
Frey, Leo Hager and Hall .

I

SAVE $42.00 .. "T /

KELLOGG CARD PAUTY
KELLOGG. Minn. ( Special)Unit 4 of St Agnes Parish , KelI ORK . Minn., will sponsor a public card party , Sunday evening,
in the churc h hall , beginning at
8 p.m. Cards ( 500 ) will be played and prizes awarded. Lunch
will he served . Mrs. Clair Hall
is chairman and Mrs. Harold
Hager co-chairman.
FORT PKRUOT DAR
ETTRICK , Wis. ( Special ) Fort Perrot Chapter DAR is
meeting today at the home of
.Mrt . H. A. Jegi , Galesville,
Wis. "The DAR in the World's
Fair " will be discussed bj Mrs.
Juan Vazquez. Dessert will be
served by the hoste.ts al 7:30
p.m.
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Available To You On

• Kitchen Cabinets
• Plumbing
• Heating
• Carpeting
Call Sean — No Obligation
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• Wool Coats • Goat Sets
• Gar Coats • Snow Salts

1
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BOYS'
• Parkas • Gar Goals
• Snow Suits • Corduroy Jackets

I

PRE-TEEN'S
• Wool Goats • Gar Goats
• Ski Jackets • Skirts
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WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
— Leo Haralson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Haralson, Blair , and
Miss Linda L. Loder daughter
of Mrs. La Vonne Loder, Seal
Beach, Calif., were united in
marriage Dec. 26.
THE CEREMONY was performed by the Rev. D. F.
Kingsley at the Chapel in the
Woods, U. S. Naval Air Station, Norfolk , Va., following a
civil ceremony at Elizabeth
City, N.C, Dec. 12.
A graduate of Whitehall High
School, the groom entered th*
Navy in 1963. He completed recruit training at Great Lakes,
IU., and attended school in
Bainbridge, Md., and Dam
Neck , Va.
THE BRIDE was graduated
from Owens Valley Unified
High School. She attended
Orange Coast College where
she majored in police science .
In March of 1964 she entered
the Navy. Following recruit
training at Bainbridge, she did
clerical work for the personnel
office of Recruit Training Command Women. She transferred
to the U.S. Naval Air Station,
Norfolk, Va., where she works
as a Yeoman for the senior
Protestant "chaplain.
The , couple met at choir
practice at the base chapel at
Bainbridge. They will live at
Virginia Beach, Va.
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BETHANY , Minn . ( SpeciaDBethany Moravian Ladies Aid
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Milton Simon Thursday at 1:30
p.m.
The Bible study for 1965 will
be "Psalms and Everyday Living" and for the January lesson
will be "The Psalms of Prayer."
The Mission study will be based
on the book "An Emerging Africa and Our Christian Response."
At this meeting the annual
business meeting will be held
and the women will bring their
Sunshine money. All women of
the congregation are invited to
attend.
¦
TOWNSEND CLUB I
Townsend Club I will meet at
8 p.m. Friday at the West Recreation Center. Members are to
bring sandwiches for lunch. A
social hour and games will follow the meeting.

CLEARANCE

'I

on Refrigerators and
Freezers
FREEZERS

Moravian Ladies
Aid Sets Meeting

St. Patrick's
Altar Society
Plans Events

¦flMjH January
^¦r Carnival
$
s
SAVE 40 to 60

DAKOTA. Minn. (Special ) The Sock Hop of Friday evening,
will be chaperoned by Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Allen, Mrs. Otto
Dobrunz, Vis. and Mrs. Daryl
Witt, Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Sperbeck.
Jolly Rogers will return to
spin disks and dancing will be
from 8 to 10:30 p.m. with an
admission of 25 cents per stutend. Students in grades 6
through age 19 are invited to attend these events. Rules are
strictly enforced.

MISS SHARON BALDUS engagement to Richard
W. Schleich, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard E.
Schleich, 454 Center St., is announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold V. Baldus, Austin, Minn.
A July wedding is planned. Miss Baldus, a 1962 graduate of Pacelli High School, Austin, is a medical
secretary in the office of Dr. W. O. Finkelnburg. Her
fiance was graduated from Cotter High School in
1961 and is a senior at Winona State College. (Edstrom Studio)

COLDSPOT

jflfct
y

DAKOTA. Minn. ( Special) —
Mrs. Keith Redig announced
Sunday that there will be a bake
sale at the Papenfuss Store Saturday starting at 10 a.m. Sponsoring the event are women of
Holy Cross Parish whose names
are iri the first half of the alphabet, namely, A to M.
There will be no meetings of
the Holy Cross Council of Catholic Women during the months
of January and February. Members voted at the December
meeting to hold a bake sale on
the second Saturday of those
two months. The second sale
will be scheduled for Feb. 13, at
the Papenfuss Store.
On the mission projects in
the parish is a work of gathering religious Christmas cards,
greeting cards, religious articles
suitable for teaching ; pencils,
books , magazines and other related mission field needs.
A receptacle will be available
in the church vestibule each
Sunday forenoon. Otherwise, 15.7 Cu. Ft. Upright
any member of the parish may
be willing to accept the donation
and forward it to the persons
who will be working with the
missions.
15 Cu. Ft. Cheit

Navy Couple
WiU Live
In Virginia

D. J. Sorensons
Now Residing ,
In Eau Claire

Auxiliaries
Praised for
Hospital Work

for Boyi and Girls
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MISS BEVERLY IRENE
RUDE'S engagement to William Schlink, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Schlink, Osseo, Minn., is announced
by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Rolf Rude, Blair, Wis.
A February wedding is being planned. Miss Rude is ,
a graduate of Blair High '
School and her fiance is a
graduate of Washburn High
School and Dunwoody Industrial Institute, both In
Minneapolis. Both young
persons are employed in
Minneapolis.
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NOW $
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55

$
*ow 75

by Elaine and Larry Soiney.
Lunch was served by Naomi J
Circle. Mr . and Mrs. Vernon
Erickson were hosts. Others as- 1
sisting were Mmes . Helen Johnson , George Larson, Ronald Wilber, Arden Englett , Lowell Johnson, Mervin Soiney and Oscar
Soiney.
' eys were marThe Elmer So m
ried Dec. 27, 1939, in Decorah , l
Iowa.
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CANTON, Minn. (Special) —
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Soiney celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary Dec. 27 at an open house
at Garness Lutheran Church.
The event, sponsored by their
children, Elaine , Larry and
Mark , was attended by 150
guests.
A program included devotions
led by Rev. Norman K. Estrem,
a reading by Mrs. Fordyce
Brenno, a duet by Dbnivee Rarnlo and Sharon Gilbert , accompanied by Cheryl Johnson, guitar playing by Ronald Soiney
and son Michael , and readings

,

Salt! BOTs! SaVE! Notf

ANNOUNCEMENT IS MADE of the engagement
of Miss Darlene Hodges, daughter of the Rev. and
Mrs. L. E. Hodges, St. Paul , to Donald Flemming,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Flemming, 1061 W. King
St. A June -wedding is planned. Miss Hodges, a graduate of Macalester College, St. Paul, teaches in the
St. Paul public school system. Her fiance, a civil engineering graduate of the University of Minnesota,
is employed by the Minnesota Highway Department.

Elmer Soineys
Note Anniversary
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CLOTHING /

MISS JANICE E. DECKER'S engagement to Everett W. Woodward, son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Woodward, Dover, Minn., is announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Decker,
St. Charles, Minn. A June
•wedding is being planned.
¦
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Donna Literski
Becomes Bride
Of Dennis .Lensen

DODGE, Wi*. (Specif) Miss D o n n a Mae Literskl,
daughter of Mr. *nq" Mrs, Jfeiipdor Literski, Dodge, became
the bride of Dennis Rodney Jenfen , son of Mr. and Mrs - MwrlfJ
Jensen, Arcadia, Wis.,. Dec. 26.
THE WEDDING was in the
gacred Heart Catholic Church,
Pine Creek, Wis., with the Rev.
Augustine J. SuJil? officiating.
The Sacred . He^rt choir sang,
accompanied by Sister Mary
Raymond, organist. Thproas
Kline and James Jaseewski
served at the Mass.
The bride, given in manage
by her father, wore a gown of
Batin brocade styled with a controlled bell skirt with a chapel
train, scoop neckline and long
sleeves. Her English illusion
veil was held by an imported seed-pearl and crystal embroidered pillbox. Her bouquet
was five red poinsettjas arranged with greens and bows.
Mrs. Junior Lager, Arcadia ,
lister of the bride, was matron
of honor. The Misses Marianne
Jaszewski, Winona, and Beverly
Sobotta, Arcadia, were bridesmaids.
They wore floor-length sheath
*atin gowns with scoop necklines and cabbage roses at the
back waistlines. Mrs. Lager's
dress was ruby red and the
bridesmaids were willow green ,
their headpieces were narrow

Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Jensen

oqni'< ttudio)

__

bands of matching satin with
miniature cabbage roses holding
circular face veils. Each carried three white poinsettias.
JUNIOR LAGER, Arcadia,
was best man. Peter Mueller and Kenneth Salwey, both
of Waiiraandee, Wis., were
groomsmen. Ushers were David
Kokott and Jerome Theisen, Arcadia.
Mothers of the couple wore
white brocaded dresses with red
and whife carn^jons corsages.
A dinner was served to 50
guests at Club 93, Arcadia , at
noon and the reception , held at

the same place from 2 to 6 p.m.,
was attended by 175 guests.
ASSISTING 8t the reception
were the Misses Rose Eichman,
Winona." Helen Lisowski, Rose
Hanspn, Ruth Klonecki and Doris Sobotta, all of Arcadia; Jeannine .Jereczek, Dodge, and the
Mmes. Peter Sonsalla. A l e x
Wozney and Jerome Theisen,
Arcadia.
Mr. and Mrs. Jensen are
graduates of the Arcadia High
School . The groom is employed
with his father and the bride
works in the office of Asco,
Inc., Winona.
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SAFE! DRIVING AWARDS . . . Erwin Wiffler, right, retired Arcadia, Wii., postmaster, present! safe driving awards
to, left to right, front row, LaVerne Studtj Alphonse Stencil, Ernest Korpal, Burton Sauer and Albert Soppa, and rear,
George Glanzer. (Mrs. Vernal Sofoerg photo)

Postal Officials
Al Arcadia
Receive Citations

University of Wisconsin, Eau
Claire.

WIFFLER, succeeding Albert
Hess, a long-time postmaster
now living In Milwaukee, was
born In Arcadia Nov. 22, 1901,
to the lata Fred and Boat Wiffler. He is a graduate of Arcadia
High School He married Verna
Sobotta in 1928. They have one
son, James, employed in California until recently.
The Wifflere brought up a
nephew of Mrs. Wiffler, George
Sobotta Jr., taking him into
their home when he was 2. He
was killed in a car accident a
few years ago.
Earlier postmasters In Arcadia were Joseph Ruth, George
Soppa
Wiffler
H. Dodge, James Gaveney, Mrs.
Emil Bothering, John A. Rain(Special)
ARCADIA, Wis.
- ey, Stanleigh Gaveney, D. B.
Three ceremonies were conduct- Davis and R. F. English.
ed at the Arcadia Post Office
last week.
Albert Soppa, retiring after
46 years as a rural carrier, and
Erwin Wiffler, postmaster 22
years, received citations. Several postal employes received
safe driving awards.
Soppa will reach the age of
retirement March 9 but made
his last trip Tuesday.
Orlando Sobotta will be substi- CHICAGO (AP) — The natute carrier until Albert's of- lion's traffic deaths during the
ficial retirement date. Mrs. Er- Christinas and New Year weeknest T. Reck, who has been ends totaled 1,062, including a
acting postmaster since Wiffler record toll last weekend.
retired several months ago, pre- The 474 fatalities during the
New Year weekend compared to
sented the citation to Soppa.
the
previous high of 375 for a
Safe driving awards went to
similar three-day holiday in
Soppa for 33 years; LaVerne 1959-60 and topped the record
(Beanie) Studt, 16, Alphonse 409 set in a four-day weekend of
in
(Babe) Stencil, 11; George 1955-56.
)
(Booby Glanzer, 10; Ernest There were 578 persons killed
Korpal, 7, and Burton Sauer. 4. in traffic accidents during the
WHEN SOPPA left on Us three-day Christmas period, the
last trip around the route, his second-largest total for that
conveyance was considerably typa of holiday.¦
different from the horses he
drove for years. Then his route
was 39 miles long. Now it is
CO miles.
When Model T Fords became ROME, Ga. (AP - Six Neavailable he used them. Later gro prisoners passed up a
he drove Model A Fords. He chance to escape, and attemptsays they were built higher, ed to save the life of a white
hence easier to drive over snow- guard at a public works camp
covered and muddy roads. Later when tbe guard suffered a heart
fee switched to other cars.
attack on a work detail with the
His wife was his substitute men.
But their efforts were in vain.
the first J4 years after he began
The
guard, Ray Shell, 61, was
1919.
She
is
the
carrying mail in
pronounced dead on arrival at a
former Rose Slaby.
Albert served with the U.S. hospital Monday.
Army during World War I from "Not a man gave a thought,
April 2, 1918, to July 19. 1919, apparently, to escaping," said
Warden C. Mc. Caldwell. "They
part of the time overseas.
could have left Shell there alone
HE BEGAN his postal career to dls and run off , but they tried
as substitute carrier for Albert to bring him back in. "
Stahoski and Carlos Gorton. The
exact tenure of his service exceeds 46 years by one month
and 12 days. He belongs to the
2,000-hour Sick Leave Club, with
368 days accumulated and 11 ST. PAUL (AP) - An order
extending to Jan, 28 the time to
days annual leave.
Son of tbe late Mr. and Mrs. petition for a rehearing in the
John Soppa , he is a graduate Dulton tax case was signed toof Arcadia High school. He has day by Chief Justice Oscar Knutbeen a member of Tlckfer- son. The time would have exErickson American Legion post pired Monday.
In this case, tha Minnesota
46 years and is a member of
St. Stanislaus Catholic Church. Supreme Court ruled that all
Seventy-seven years have real property in the state must
been accumulated by the Soppa be assessed uniformly on the
family in U.S. government ser- basis of market value.
vice. Two daughters are includ- , The effect of the ruling was
ed in this tenure. Mrs. Leone to grant tax refunds to the
Salsmsn h«s worked for the Dulton Realty Co. and nine
Social Security administration in other owners of downtown propEau Claire 13 years and Mrs. erty on their showing that their
Alexander (Loretta) Stathus in property had been assessed at a
the Internal Revenue office at higher percentage of true value
Milwaukee 18 years. Mrs. Stat- than other property in St. Louis
hus is director of personnel. The County.
The court did not indicate
Soppas granddaughter, Renee
Salesman , is a senior at the who asked for tha extension.

Traffic Deaths
Over 2 Year-end
Holidays 1,052
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Labor Crises Keep federal MediatorsBusy

By NEIL GILBR1DE
'
WASHINGTON
t
i&) - Mljfir
"labor trouble? Ji 19« kept fa&
, 'eral mediator! — tacludioj|
;;president tajyjitt, - homing to
- quell tbe more serious disputes,
> The underlyJBg fggters IndU
Rested that 1965 wJJl ftlso see its
^f harc of flare-qps oyer wages,
ijob security, «utomatiefl M
i,working conditio.
"V Key steel itgjlistry contracts
¦covering some 950,000 workers
are first amqgg the approximately one-tnjrS of aU li^r
agreements up for negotiation
pi the coming year, About im
.million workers are involved,
all told. Others include aerospace, rubber, textile, glass
/container ant} rubber industries.
j. ' Although aatipswitje strike
actjvjty (n 1664 was only half theaverage gf the previous 14
years, the disputes that did oc:cur were big ones.
'y Virtually the entire railroad.
, Industry came to the brink of a
nationwide strike half a dozen
' times and major walkouts
plagued the auto and shipping
v industries. Near-stride? algg
General
Electric ,
...troubled
Western Union, Chicago meat,
packers, the television industry
and major oil companies.
V The White Hquse became a
/ frequent stopping place for labor negotigtpF^- Thgy holed up
there for two straight weeks in
: April to settle the worst of th<
rail strike threats.

fa, sentenced to a total of 13
yjars on tW9 federal convections
of Jury tampering and <tefrau&
illg hjg own unlen.
M djiBitafcte legaljHHfelee
«fld MM InUsrfiflJrwnbliflW 9f
W*aM revoH, Hoffa §%ef,
wt of jail on appeal «H1 ragfe*
tained an uneasy grip on his
giant union.

steeiwerkers President OavM
J. McDonald, Mine Workers
chief W. A, T§«*y ioyli anc!
President James B, Carey of
th§ Interpatiopal Union of Electrical Wwkgjs; W«T9 challenged
for their jobs in election cafr
tfliti, Boyle WOT ^a§Uy. Carey's
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THE PLUMBER DEM?.
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U»n* vtnrin ot f»l»e teeth ti*v*
WlUrM real tmbarrasement tuc^uia
th«lr Rjftte (trapped, slipped or wobbled at Just ihp wronK time. Do not
live In fe«r of this happening to you.
•lusj sprinkle » Utile FASTEETH.
th* (U KB II IIF (non-Rdd) powder, on
raqr plates. Hold false teeth mora
Irmly, ao they feel more comfortable. Doe» not »our. Clirckn "plBte
odor breath" . Get FASTEETH et
ari4(j apuntfff everywhere.

a "im

vm miffA at feeing subjert to wmii im stia infractions as cMBhig to week with
crooked rabbit ears or failingto
maintain "a clean and fluffy
cottontail."
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The Pr«|id»flt *1$P intervened
f to end a longshoremen's boycott
of wheat shipments to the Soviet
Union in j, dispute thjt l»Ml
heavy foreign policy overtqnes.
Later, Johnson invoked the
Taft-Hartley Act when 60,000
; longshoremen walked out in
Atlantic and Gulf Coast ports
from Maine to Taxes in a dispute over job puts.
The Ford and General Mofpw
auto strikes involving several
hundred thousand workers were
settled late in tbe year.
Railroad and longshore disputes still simmered at yearend and could break out again
«arly in the new year.
Johnpon saw Us wage-price
guidelines challenged by unUffl
leaders and ignored jn many
contract settlements. The. upcoming steel talks will provide
another severe test.
Johnson's economic advisors
said wage demands should be
held within the average 9.2 per
cent annual productivity Increase for industry as a whole.
Wage increases alone averaged
3.1 per cent in tbe first nip*
months of 1964, the Labor Department said, but this didn't
i nclude fringe benefits which in
qeme cases "substantially exceeded the increase in wage
rstes." The department said it
couldn't estimate the total im' g$ct of fringe increases.
Although lie had his troubles
with unions, Johnson ended the
year heavily on the plus side.
With virtually all of organized
labor in his camp in his Novem_? l#r election victory over Sen.
Barry Goldwater.
The year was a rugged one
• for a number of prominent wi' ion leaders.
Hardest hit was TesmsSers
Union President James fl, Hof-

Automation increasingly con- 1

cenwd liter, indiutry »d the
tavmrmt,

Ill many of the multiemployer f t b w mdM g#¥treip*»t A onlque aRrMP>tflt was
contest wound up in a court Labor lobbyists, led by (fee Mfpciations,
when a strike nits figure estimating tftat py \m, SltM$ by a Midwest fi«p, DunAFL-CIO,
will
also
demand
squabble, Tlie Steetoprkers hold
Tesishut «WB» tHe ll||itp4 States would be gfele bff Wrniture C<^p,, snd the
11
en»
finoi
&*
a
Irm &>Wm JwpHfl caj*fpr
thejf ejwtfen in Fwnisri.
boost
mipd.
m
mtMurta to
CMtrac{ IreakthroJigln In t» Pit«b ti)§ indyptrial pytout M AF&glQ Upholstersrs' Union
1 ploymint,
Which workers would stay
$l.|n,|
»
pur
mfpit
Nttlfn&.dsfmiing !
\m includjd the Teamiteri' the- iffflu with n millioa T«w»r {tadar
on the Job in the event of a
proposed rlghMaiWi lew, m muni yag* ipd a 8M»our atand- first nationwide agreement w WWMrs.
salary would be
tnen prepifed ta takt ($• fiprt anj wjrk wet*~9fi«g about #0,000 drivers f&r J,- On Jehngpn's vr«J»g, Con- strike. Their
and matched by the
to Congpwn in §n attempt to 4!t§ on the im Pgendg of Vfi fTOGfciflg §ompai>ies.
gress sft up a hifpHevrt n* witfehajd
cgfjapany, the money' to be
wipe out m§b liwg ill §0 sta|§§, Confess ij sp investigation into
workers negotiated gpnal commiMfon (9 itudy th« (yrned over to charity if the
aifis
Tbfl
Right-to-work laws forbid the growing practice of employ- their first pay raise — $2 a day pr ehlm ol Mlemtim km im
were not settled within a
compulsory union membership, ers banding together in associa- — since 1958 with the long de- to cushion iti Impeet mm pat- strike
specified
time.
tions
to
bargajjj
yitl) mm,.
and iffl§mp9ymem,
SUGh as exists under union shop
etotog; »ft eo»] iiAMtry. But terns
ePfltfflQte,
This multifgiployer arrange- the umon lost on one provision One high-level government One of the year's most inTbe fight in Congress wilt be ment pa prominent factor in ar tl* Qwtratf whw *e govern- commission. b& aire«4y bew triguing labor disputes involved
§v§r Ighfp's fitteinpt to repeal a a mim|i§r of J964 disputes, in- iwnt ewlwri W> 8fKef|t p§r set; vp to fieelt new 'DirgiJning the Flayboy Clubs and thetr
section ef the f aft-Hartley Act cluding tHe four-month Detroit too royalty penalty on coal procedures in an attempt to "Bunnies" — waitresses who
th§t permits state'sTJi§
to enact newspaper strike, a long shqt- mined by nonugion workers. keep labor disputes from blow- run around in scanty rabbit
lpws.
ri&t-t^w^
AFh - down of post gupermarketiia a The unify), is appealing in feder- ing up tote nationwide strikes, It IVitfiis considering such innovations The AFLrCIO Hotel and ResCIO figures th* big Pemwcratic jyge pirt of Maryland, a Pacjf- al court.
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g|ln In the House offers the first lc Coast food warehouse dispute
iw > fta*fjj< Jp II yea** to win and a West Coast strike against
the repeal fight.
45 pidp and paper mills.
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ONE only of fhe above items will be featured every 5 weeks at the S pecial
eac 1 $5.00 purchase. Each piece shown will be featured 3
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promotion. Otherwise , it is available at Piggly
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AT PIGGLY WIGGLY

entitled
HERE'S
HOV/ OUR PLAN V/ORKS: With each Purchase of $5 you
to buy one piece ... with $10 Purchase, two pieces
are
* . . with $I5, three pieces... ond so on.

y°u ma y com Plete y°ur se * ' n 15 weeks. Spend $20 a week at Piggl y
Wiggly and GET a service for eight (or 60 pieces) during the 15
weeks for just $5.40.

Th is fine Dinnerware resists heat, stands up under detergent
washings and is guaranteed colorfast. It's American made by
Tay lor, Smith & Taylor, suppliers to leading department stores.
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A different piece will be featured each week in the following
sequence.
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Don t miss a single week! You can build a
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| RING BOLOGNA
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CAKE MIXES ASSORTED FLAVORS

4 - Sl
SWANSDOW N BUTTER - - - - * 59c
BARTLETT PEARS V 39c
BEEF STEW - - : 47c
VIM COCKTAIL - "c°:35c
MINNESOTA GRADE "A"

LIBBY'S HALVES IN HEAVY SYRUP

LIBBY'S

LIBBY'S VEGETABLE JUICE

DETERGENT

DUZ ,;—<;:,. - r81c
DOWNY - - - ^ 49c
.

BABY

V

THRILL - - - r65c
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YOU'LL THRILL IF YOU USE
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REMINISCING . . . Harold Englusd,
left, wore his honorable discharge medal and
State Guard garrison cap to Tuesday night's
reunion of Company C. The objects, and Eng-

lund hiiruelf brought back memories for- from
left, Dr. George Loomis, /Verdie Ellies and E.
S. Moe. (Daily News photo)

STA TE GUARD REUNION

'Battle of Winona '
Veterans Reminisce
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NASON ON EDUCATION

War on School
Poverty Joined

By LESLIE J. NASON, Ed.D.
University of S. Calif.
Education's own "war on poverty" is not a new war, but an
expansion, t h r o u g h federal
funds and concern, of efforts
that have been under way for
some time in school districts in
New York , Chicago and Los Angeles. The experience of the
pathfinders indicates that it will
not be a war for the faint-hearted.
In one Los Angeles elementary school located in an underprivileged area, the following have been under way for
some time:
Groups of pre-school children
have been given a school readiness program.
Home visitations to help parents take over the job themselves and better prepare their
children for formal schooling.
Special classes with reduced
numbers to strengthen the
teaching of basic educational
skills; that is, reading, writing
and mathematics.
After-school programs are effectively used in upgrading and
absorbing children with language handicaps. Many are
from non - English speaking
homes.
Evening classes are available
to parents.
With all of these programs,
the school is reaching only a
fraction of those who need help.
To reach the pre-school children alone ( approximately 300
in the vicinity of this school)
would require 30 additional
teachers. At least half as many
additional rooms would be needed if such children could be
helped with as many as ten in
a group.
The term "pockets of poverty" used in official documents

Buffalo Co. NFO

GILMANTON, Wis. (Special)
—Officers will be elected at the
the -Levee?" "Yeah ^ that Buffalo County NFO meeting at
wasn't a maneuver when they 9 p.m. Thursday at Urne School.
B
dropped me in the poison oak,
though!"
BANQUET AT GALESVILLE
MORE PICTURES. A parade, GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)
the German who taught usjudo,- —The spring athletic banquet
a Daily News photo and clipping was discussed by the Lions
telling about the group's anti- Club Monday night. The comsaboteur training.
mittee in charge of arrangeDr. George Loomis, Winona ments, appointed by Fred NelRt. 3, "ranking" member of son, president, includes Dan Walast night's gathering, recalled son , Robert Howard, Blaine
that Company C had once gone Pederson and Alden Olson.
down to the Levee when a boat Light bulbs will go on sale
had been pushed up on it "to when they arrive. Proceeds will
help those who were hurt."
be spent on the upkeep of the
Company C also had been call- skating rink on Lake Marinuka.

By TERRY BORMANN
I The 39 members of Company
Dally News Staff Writer j C fought the "battle of Winona"
I and, Tuesday night, assured
"How ya doin', fat man?"
each other that they had won it.
Irreverent greetings followed Since the group's last reunion
closely by irreverent memories had been held in 1947, it was
filled the air of the packed room only natural that Company C's
at the back of the Steak Shop, members
should want to refresh
as 22 members of the war-time their memories
with pictures.
Minnesota State Guard held a
, there, " pointat
reunion dinner Tuesday night. ing"Look
tp a grinning figure in looseWINONA 'S Company C, 1st hanging fatigues, "Didn't he
Medical Battalion , was formed have a pot on him, though."
at the order of then Gov. Har- ¦v'.'These two. Ah, they were
old Stassen to replace the de- c l o w n s .
They were nuts
( From another group )
parting National Guard in performance of emergency duties. "Remember the maneuvers on

^rr_tf_^AYMM ^M ^Mr

ed to help when a big storm
struck Owatonna. The group
held maneuvers in Owatonna,
Rochester, St. Peter and Camp
Ripley and was disbanded in
the fall of 1945.
More pictures. "Clarence!"
"Where's he now?" "He's in
California." "Oh."
"There's only one of us who
didn't get his honorable discharge. That's Frank Cunningham, the cook, and he's still
on duty," exclaimed one of the
men, pointing to the dinner laid
on by Cunningham's Steak Shop
employes.
"VOU KNOW , if we wait another 17 years for our next reunion, we'll all be 75 years old,"
a middle-aged corporal mused.
Those at Tuesday night's dinner were : R. J. Williams, Dr.
Judd Frederiksen, M. F. Welty,
who came from West Concord,
Minn., the only non-Winonan
present, Jerry Van Pelt, J. Milton Dahm.
Frank J. Mertes, Richard H.
Guelzer, Dr. D. T. Burt, Ray
Crouch, Dr. C. R. Kollofski, Irving Gepner, Dr. Loomis, Edward Eichendorf, Ben F. Perkins, Frank Tuttle, Harold Englund, E., S'. - Moe, Carlus E. Walter, Clarence L.- Totman. Dr.
H. J. Roemer and Verdi Ellies. r
Some of them also served in
the regular military services
during WW II.
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gives the wrong impression of
the immensity of the problem.
The schoo. under discussion is
only one of many in as underprivileged area of s e v e r a l
square miles containing a population of thousands. It should
scarcely be called a "pocket."
"While neither the classrooms
nor the added personnel will be
available for complete coverage
of the entire area in the foreseeable future, the programs
should not be abandoned as impracticable.
Measured against a perfection standard of reaching all
and raising the level of all, the
program is a failure. Measured
against progress, the program
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ALMA, Wis. (Special) - Officers installed by Alma Lodge,
F&AM:
Master, Howard Achenbach;
senior warden , Oscar Stirn;
junior warden, Wilfred Hetrick;
treasurer, Harvey Haigh; secretary , "Ray Accola; chaplain,
Glenn Turton; senior deacon,
Paul Pearson; junior deacon,
Rex Moore; senior steward, Edwin Schmidt, and tyler , Gary
Schlosstein.
B. H. Schlosstein, member of
the Alma lodge and past grand
master of Wisconsin Masons,
was installing officer. Glenn
Turton, past master, was installing marshal.
Following installation a degree was conferred and a chili
supper served.
¦
Steak for broiling should be
thick! Pan-fry those thin steaks.
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Masons at Alma
Install Achenbach

TOP GRADE "A"
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is a success. For example, firth
grade children of the area read
more effectively than their parents, and an ever increasing
percentage of the children from
this area are continuing in
school through junior high and
through high school.
The important thing is that
progress is being made. A few
battles may be lost, but the
war will be won if the educators
and the public have the stamina
to continue the struggle for a
generation or two.
Workers in these programs
lose their enthusiasm and become discouraged over the lethargy or actual resistance on the
part of parents. This is understandable. It is difficult to keep
one's eye on a goal which may
never be reached during one's
lifetime. They should be continually reminded of the progress being made.
One child's education upgraded or one family off the relief
rolls is progress.
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Navy Photographs
Forsythe Urges Red Installations
Sales Tax Door
Be Kept Open

ST. PAUL (AP — Robert
Forsythe, R e p u blican state
chairman, urged Tuesday that
the door be kept open for consideration of all possible revenue sources, including a sales
tax.
Slamming the door shut on
revenue sources arbitrarily
will not serve to solve tax and
revenue problems, said For»ythe at a news conference. He
outlined four general legislative
goals as lawmakers started on
tbe problem of balancing the
budget.
He said Republicans are confident the legislature will be
able to balance needs with adequate revenue.
He listed the four main goals
as more jobs in Minnesota,
human needs, preservation and
development of natural resources and improved administration of state government.
He said Republicans are confident the legislature will solve
the problems it faces and that
Conservatives "will write a
sound and progressive record as
they did in 1963."
"Our victories in legislative
races in the 1964 elections were
in a large part due, I think, to
the Conservative record of
1963." he added, listing the taconite amendment, the natural resources program and the program f or education as among
the 1963 legislature's top accomplishments.
Forsythe listed a total of 37
recommendations he said were
based on the 1964 state GOP
platform. Besides taat and revenue problems he gave top priority to restoration "of the necessary tax cut in school aids inflicted by Gov. Rolvaag," Action MI unemployment compensation, he said, was made necessary by the Rolvaag veto two
years ago and legislative reapportionment.
He aaid he was confident of
early action both on school aids
and unemployment compensation.
Forsythe offered these specific recommendations: tax relief on homesteads of persons 65
and over, expansion of mental
health research, expanded research in minerals and use of
forest products, increased pay
for state legislators, election of
governor and lieutenant governor as a team, creation of a
public service commission to
replace the Railroad and Warehouse Commision party designation for legislators, establishment of more area vocationaltechnical schools, increased appropriations for higher education, and equitable tax program
for agriculture, improvement of
crime detection, criminal apprehension services and adequate
staffing and support for agencies
implementing human and civil
rights legislation.

U. S. Casualties
Up in Viet Nam

SAIGON. South Viet Nam
fAP ) — The United States suffered nearly twice as many battle casualties in South Viet Nam
in 1964 as in the three previous
years combined, official sources
announced today.
A total of 1,173 U.S. battle
casualties were reported for
1964, including 130 killed. The
combined figure for 1961 , 1962,
and 1963 was 615 casualties , including 107 killed.
During the past year , the U.S.
Army .suffered 1,003 casualties ,
the Navy 25; the Marine Corps
39 and the Air Force 100.
Fourteen American servicemen were listed as missing in
action for 1964. A number of
them are presumed to be captives of the Viet Cone .

Panama to Observe
Anniversary of Riot
PANAMA (AP) - Reliable
aources said Tuesday the government is planning an official
observance Saturday of the anniversary of last year 's bloody
clashes along the Canal Zone
border in which four U.S. soldiers and 21 Panamanians were
killed.
AdvertK*mfn!
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ABOARD USS RANGER (AP)
— A startled woman caught in a
backyard bath looked up as the
sleek Navy jet swept low over
the Laotian countryside, photographing Communist installations along the Ho Chi Minh
Trail.
The photograph and tens of
thousands of others taken by
Navy reconnaissance jets in
Laos and Communist-controlled
portions of South Viet Nam are
part of a massive intelligence
program that could be a prelude

to expanding the Vietnamese
war.
If such expansion comes,
Communist supply bases and
key routes in Laos are likely to
be the first targets for aerial
bombardment.
A major source of information
in the joint Navy-Air Force program is the Navy 's RA5C heavy
reconnaissance jet. A detachment of the Sanford, Fla.-based
squadron operates an intensive
flying schedule from the attack
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carrier Ranger In the South China Sea offScuth Viet Nam.
The Vigilantes' photo gear is
capable of detailed snooping
from just above the tree tops to
above '40,000 feet.
Cmdr. Paul F. Werner, 40,
skipper of the special reconnaissance detachment, and his
crews are accompanied by jetfighter escorts when they fly
over the remote mountains and
jungle, some of the most rugged
country in Southeast Asia.
The twin-engine Vigilantes,
capable of twice the speed of
sound, cross the coast over
South Viet Nam, turn into Laos
through the Laotian panhandle
between Thailand and South
Viet Nam, then head north and
northwest to their target areas.
"For as it's a strange side of
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the war," Werner said. "So far
none of us have been shot at,
but we may look up tomorrow
and see the MIGs coming in on
us.
"It's hard to believe there is a
war on the Plaine des Jarres, or
in Viet Nam fcr that matter. WASHINGTON (AP) - A deThe Plaine and tne countryside cision to use atomic explosives
in Laos and Viet Nam look so to dig a replacement for the Panpeaceful from the air."
Since the loss of several U.S. ama Canal would require reneaircraft in the Plaine des Jarres gotiation of the limited nuclear
region, the reconnaissance jets test-ban treaty, according to the
fly above the Wfective range of chairman of the Atomic Energy
ground fire from small weap- Commission.
ons.
¦
Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg emphaEasy luncheon sandwich: sized Tuesday that no decision
spread toasted bread with soft has been reached on whether to
cheddar cheese and top with use nuclear devices. He testified
thin slices of tomato and half- before the Senate-House Atomic
cooked slices of bacon. Broil or Energy Commission. Other AEC
officials, however, made it clear
bake until bacon crisps.

Treaty Change
Needed to Use
Atomic Blasting

they, were eager to use nuclear
explosives and believed this
could be done safely.
The treaty bans all but underground explosions and puts
sharp restrictions ' on any release of radioactivity.
¦

Stevenson to Stay
On as U.N. Delegate
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WASHINGTON (AP - The
Labor Department says the
more than 23 million man-days
lost through strikes last year —
altlftugb "better than the postwar average" — were the most
since 1959
Strikes last year, the department said Tuesday, involved 1.6
million workers, about 650,000
more than in 1963. Nearly one- N
third of the lost time occurred
in the auto industry.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ambassador Adlai E. Stevenson
said Tuesday after a one-hour
meeting with President Johnson
that he certainly will stay on the
job at the United Nations
through the current General
Assembly session but "beyond
that I cannot 'say. "
he would keep the post, to which
Stevenson said he and John- he was appointed four years ago
son had not discussed how long by President John F. Kennedy.
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23 Million
Man-Days Lost
In '64 Strikes
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3,500 Attend 10 Pay 53 9% of Tax County Audit
Inaugural Ball
Report Filed;
Property
On
Personal
For Knowles
Center OKed

MILWAUKEE un - Wisconsin Republicans, led by Gov.
and Mrs. Warren P. Knowles,
had the floor to themselves
once again Tuesday night at
their first inaugural ball in
eight years.
Some 3,500 persons, many in
formal attire although dress was
optional, turned out for the
GOP's gala festivities honoring
Knowles, who regained the governor 's office after three successive terms by Democrats.
The 56-year-old K n o w l e s ,
whose long political career
reached a peak with his inauguration in Madison Monday,
and hU charming wife, Dorothy, received a thunderous,
standing ovation as they led the
grand march in Milwaukee's
Auditorium.
Mrs. Knowles, wearing a Marusia gown of black lace and
white satin , presented a massive bouquet of American beauty roses to a member of the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee ROTC honor guard. Then,
as the band struck up an arrangement of "Mr. Wonderful,"
she joined her husband in dancing the first number.
Some 200 persons waited in
the outer lobby for more than
an hour before the scheduled
start of the 9 p.m. program.
The early arrivals were anxious
to get choice locations in the balcony's $2.50 seats.
The Auditorium's usually drab
Bruce Hall took on a new look
because of lighting effects,
banks of red and white flowers
and a bubbling fountain in the
middle of the floor.
One of the two orchestras began playing about 8:30 p.m.,
p.m., greeting early arrivals
with aa arrangement of "Oh,
You Beautiful Doll." Then came
the biggest faux pas of the evening. The orchestra played "Hello, Dolly." A parody of the
Broadway musical hit, "Hello,
Lyndon," was used as President Johnson's theme song in
his Democratic campaign.
Knowles and his wife were
greeted by friends as they arrived about 9:15 p.m. However,
the event began slowly with a
musical program by the Racine
YMCA boys' choir and folk
dances. Then the tempo picked
up.
Thirty-five couples, coordinators of the Knowles campaign,
party leaders and state officers,
were spotlighted as they were
introduced and formed an honor line through which Mrs.
Knowles and the g o v e r n o r
marched.
State officers and defeated
congressional candidates were
applauded , but special cheers
were given Mrs. Walter Goodland, widow of the former Republican governor and honorary
chairman of the ball. Mrs. Goodland, dressed in a midnight
blue formal , marched with her
nephew, John Waddieton of
Wauwatosa.

Mrs. Goodland was the only
honorary chairman present.
Other past GOP governors were
invited , but did not appear.
A tremendous ovation was
given Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Renk
of Sun Prairie and Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Olson of Wisconsin Rapids. Renk was defeated in a
bid for the U.S. Senate, while
Olson lost in seeking re-election
as lieutenant governor .
Two men marched alone.
They were Secretary of State
Robert Zimmerman and Robert
Taylor , defeated candidate in
the Fifth Congressional District .
Their wives were unable to be
present.
The dancing continued until 1
a.m. then guests were handed
a memento, an ash tray, aa
thoy departed — hoping for another GOP ball in 1967.

Scientific Revolution
To Be Discussed
At St. Mary 's College
Dr. Richard U. Byerrum,
dean of the college of natural
science at Michigan State University, will speak at St. Mary 's
College at 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
Dr. Byerrum's lecture, "The
Scientific Revolution," deals
with the effect of recent scientific advances on society in general.
The lecture, presented by the
chemistry department of St, Mary 's, will be held in Room 307,
St. Mary 's Hall , and Is open to
the general public. Additional
information Is available from
Dr. Ernest Kaufman at the college .
WHITEHALL MAN FINED
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
-Peter Klundby Jr., 29, Whitehall , pleaded guilty to a disorderly conduct charge before
Trempealeau Counfy Judge A.
I.. Twesme Monday afternoon.
He was arrested at his home
Friday by ' city police officer
George Fromm and patrolman
Maurice Scow. Ho pnid a fine
of $15 plus $5 costs in lieu of
serving f i ve days in the counly
ja il.

Ten Winona business firms
Tax Levy
Taxable Valuation
will pay 53.9 percent of the
1965
1964
19CS
1964
city's total personal property 1. Northern States
Power (1)
tax bill this year.
...$151 ,461 $137,670
$524, 960 $524,660
Last year the top 10 taxpay- 2. Watkins Products
(2)
86,264
344,685 328,750
99,448
ers accounted for 47.9 percent
3. Peerless Chain (3) .. 32,549
112,815 115,130
30,210
of the total.
4. Warner & Swasey
Heading the list is Northern
(4)
95,993
25,184
77,950
22,490
States Power Co., whose bill is 5. Northwest Co-op
$151,461. Watkins Products , Inc.,
Mills (6)
40,695
10,678
44 ,550
12,853
at $99,448, is second high and
6. International BusiPeerless Chain Co., at $32,549,
ness Machines (9) .. 9,299
32 ,230
25,000
6,560
is third . These three led the list
7. Lake Center Switch
last year, too.
(8)
6,901
26 ,300
26,300
7,588
The city's total personal prop8. Archer-Danielserty tax bill is $895,899. Of this,
23,370
Midland (10) ........ 6,773
23,475
6,132
the top 10 taxpayers will con9. Winona Knitting
tribute $355,296.
21,360
Mills*
5,604
22,340
6,445
The Warner & Swasey Co., 10. Madison Silo (7) .... 6,390
22,150
26,875
7,052
fourth-highest taxpayer l a s t
year, remains fourth on the curTotals
355,296 330,573 1,231,455 1,258,258
(Figure in parentheses indicates last year's position)
rent list at $22,490. A newcom(*Not among top 10 last year )
er to the top 10 this year is Winona Knitting Mills, which
ranks ninth. The Froedtert Malt
Corp., fifth-high last year, is
not among the first 10 for 1965.

Lanesboro Nan
Heads YGOP
In Fillmore Co.

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special )
—Charles Ruen, Lanesboro, was
elected president of the Young
Republican party of Fillmore
County when members met at
Golfview Supper Club, Rushford ,
Monday night.
Other officers elected : Philip
Abrahamson , vice president ;
Merwood Storhoff , secretary;
Lowell Tollefson , Preston , treasurer, and Charles Larson , membership chairman.
THE GROUP voted to send
one member to the $100 a plate
dinner Feb. 18 in St. Paul. Members were urged to attend the
district convention Feb. 13 at
Rochester and the state convention April 3 at St. Paul.
Martin Kellog, state YRL
chairman, and Mike Prichard,
state organizer for TARs (TeenAge Republicans), spoke. Other
guests included Dick Graves,
YRL state executive secretary,
and Mel Vogel, district chairman.
Prichard emphasized the importance of teen-agers in politics' and how their enthusiasm
will carry on to county and
state organizations.
KELLOG said he felt the catastrophe the GOP suffered in
the November election was caused by the national ticket not
holding true to the Republican
principle, which is neither all
conservative nor all liberal. It is
a combination of the best of
both conservatism and liberalism, be said.
He recalled "such Republican
giants as Lincoln, * true champion of civil rights, and Theodore Roosevelt, a leader in international policy and a trustbuster, which saved us from the
monopoly of big business. We
cannot consider a party of just
business or labor, but of both."
Kellog said , "It was very unfortunate so many other fine
candidates as Chuck Percy of
Illinois and Bob Taft of Ohio
went down to defeat because
candidates on the national ticket determined to stick to the
right-wing policy.
"WE CAN BE proud of the
election of such outstanding
men as Congressman Al Quie
and State Rep. Clinton Hall.
"We are holding our own in
the state Legislature and were
able to elect our Incumbents in
Minnesota to the House of Representatives
in
Washington ,
D.C.
"This proves we have one of
the finest state Republican organizations in the country ."

Rushford Native
Selected for
Boston Residency
RUSHFORD, Minn. — Dr,
James H. Stephans, Rushford,
completing his residency in
genera l surgery at Stanford
University Hospitals, Palo Alto, Calif., was the only doctor accepted from a large group
of applicants to take a three
year residency in neuro-surgery
at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. Boston , Mass.
Dr\ Stephana, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nttoy Stephans, Rushford ,
will leave for Boston the latter
part of June upon the completion of his residency in surgery
at Stanford University Hospitals. A former carrier boy tor
the Winona Daily News, he Is a
graduate of Rushford High
School , Carleton College, Northfield , Minn., and Harvard Medical School, Boston. He Interned
at the county hospital in Seattle, Wash., and then spent two
years in practice in a clinic In
the San Francisco area bo/ore
entering surgery at Stanford.
MOVE TO SCHOOLHOU8E'
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) -Mr.
and Mrs . Alphonse Kokott and
son of Dodge have moved lo
the former Carpenter schoolhouse west of Blair. The building la owned by Mr. and Mn.
Rudolph Jackson , Independence.

Joint Prayer
Service for
Inauguration

WASHINGT6N (AP ) - A
joint Protestant-Roman Catholic
prayer service will be held here
Inauguration Day.
The unique service is scheduled for the morning of Jan. 20
at St. John's Episcopal church,
across the street from the White
House.
•
The sponsors are the Catholic
archdiocese of Washington and
the Protestant
Council of
Churches of Greater Washington. Invitations, which are being
sent to President , and Mrs.
Johnson , Vice President-elect
and Mrs. Hubert H. Humphrey
and 1,000 government officials
and lay leaders, refer to "an
ecumenical prayer service."
Recent action at the Vatican
Ecumenical Council in Rome
removed strictures against participation of Catholics in such
interdenominational services.

Plainview Man
Captured After
St. Cloud Break

A board of audit report covering the period from June 1,
1964, to Oct. 31, 1964, was approved and placed on file by
the Winona County Board of
Commissioners Monday.
It showed a balance of $2,661,931.73 in the county treasury at the end
7
of the busi- T~Z*
ness day Oct. V^OUDty
31. Balances
a n d receipts
D n a rJ
totaled $5,642,- \ poaru

670.47, the report showed , and disbursements
amounted to $2,980,738.74.

ST. CLOUD, Minn. (AP) Two inmates fled St. Cloud Reformatory today, but their escape was so brief and cold it
was hardly worth the trouble.
Melvin Schafer, 20, Plainview
native, and Wayne Gravening.
21, working on the night shift in
the license plate plant, escaped
about 12:30 a.m. Apparently
they had taken sn air hose, fastened a hook at the end of it
and used the line to haul themselves over the 20-foot wall!
St. Cloud police and about 15
reformatory guards joined in
hunting the escapees. They followed tracks in the snow and
found the pair , about 2:45 a.m.
in a marsh about 1% miles
southeast of the reformatory.
Schafer and Gravening, with
no clothing over light denim
prison garb, had built a fire in
an attempt to warm themselves
against the five degrees above
zero cold. They were returned to
the reformatory and were
Open swims for families and placed in the infirmary, for
adult individuals, sponsored by treatment for possible frost bitthe park recreation department , ten feet.
begin Thursday at the Winona
Schafer had been serving up
Senior High School pool.
The swims will be each Thurs- to three years for auto theft , and
day from 7 to 9 p.m. School per- Gravening, of Minneapolis, was
sonnel will provide supervision. serving up to 40 years for robNo registration is required, bery and kidnaping.
nor are there any physical examination requirements. Par- FOUNTAIN CITY TREES
ticipants are advised , however,
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spethat a checkup is desirable be- cial ) — The Fountain City Rod
fore entering the program.
& Gun Club will pick up discardNominal fees are charged on ed Christmas trees in Fountain
a per-session basis. Charges for City Saturday afternoon. They
Winon a residents are : Adult in- should be placed on the curb.
dividuals, 15 cents, and fam- The club will use the trees for
ilies, 25 cents. Nonresident in- brush piles to provide habitat
dividuals will pay 25 cents and for rabbits. The brush will be
families 50 cents.
placed in areas where there are
Swimmers should bring their signs of rabbits to give them
own suits and towels.
protection from predators which
in turn should result in an inAdd a little salad oil to the crease in the rabbit population,
water in which you cook arti- giving the sportsmen an opporchokes to make their leaves tunity to do more r abbit huntglisten.
ing.

Swim Begins
Thursda y at WSH

Whitehall School
Checking Records
Of Recent Grads

THE TOTAL tax levy was $5,
412,929.20, and . additions to the
levy totaled $19,950, making the
total debit $5,432,879.20.
A total of $5,350,072.53 in taxes
was collected , and $34,561.22
was abated: This made the total credit $5,384,633.75. The balance uncollected Oct. 31 was
$48 ,245.45.
Also approved were $1,000
bonds posted for E. D. Libera ,
judge of probate court, and
Miss Janet Paton , deputy clerk
of probate court.
The board voted to continue
to contribute to the maintenance
of the Winona County veteran's
referral center during 1965. The
terms of the resolution provide
that the city of Winona is to
pay half the cost of such maintenance up to $8,000. Costs in
excess of that are to be paid by
tiie county.
The total budget for operation
of the center , however, is not to
exceed $12,000.
THE BOARD heard Monday
from John Monahan, who farms
in Norton Township. He asked
that the county maintain both
branches of a Y-shaped driveway leading from his farm to
the county 's road . The county's
policy is to provide each farmer with one driveway .
The board told Monahan, who
has made this request before ,
that it would discuss the matter
and would look at the driveways on its next road inspection trip.
The group passed resolutions
stating the need for right of way
easements on four parcels of
property along County Road 103.
Involved is a little more than
12 acres.
The easements are needed for
altering the road . The project
will involve grading on 1.5
miles of CR 103 from the south
county line to County State Aid
Highway 11 south of Ridgeway.
PATIENTS FROM BLAIR
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — Donald Stenberg, operator of Don 's
Knotty Pine Tavern , has been
confined to St. Joseph's Hospital ,
Arcadia ,
with
pneumonia. S a r a h Hochstetler,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Hochstetler, submitted to an
appendectomy at Tri-County
Memorial Hospital, Whitehall.

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
-John Brown, Whitehall school
administrator, and David Elkins, guidance counselor, are considering making a study of all
graduates of Whitehall High
School during the last five
years. The study will be made
to determine the value received
from courses taken in high
school toward further training
or a job after graduation .
Brown said a survey may be
taken of all employers within
the Whitehall area to see what
their needs will be for the next
few years.
Part of the reason for this is
that we would like to employ
more of the people from this
area ," says Brown, "and to see
if the present curriculum is
meeting the needs of the students or should be amended or
changed to give them more
training in the type of fields
they will be entering."
DODGE GIRL INJURED
DODGE , Wis. ( Special)'—Miss
Karen Zabinski , daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Zabinski,
broke her right ankle Sunday
while tobogganing. Karen attends Arcadia High School.
¦
WOMAN BREAKS HIP
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - A
former Blair woman has had
her share of trouble. Mrs. Lisa
Tjerstad , 89, resident at the
Golden Age Home, Whitehall , is
confined to Tri-County Memorial with a fractured left hip received in a fall at the home.
Three years ago she fractured
her other hip. A year ago she
suffered a stroke of the throat ,
causing her to lose her voice.

Amendment
Proposed on
Redistrictinq

Former Chatfield
Man Chairman of
State Commission

ST. PAUL (AP) - The first
proposal to be introduced in the
Minnesota Legislature this session is a resolution asking Congress to submit a constitutional
amendment to permit apportionment of one house of legislatures on factors other than
population.
The U.S. Supreme Court has
ruled both houses of all state
legislatures must be set up on
a population basis.
The No. 1 proposal is sponsored by three senators from rural
areas—J, A. Josefson of Minneota and Stanley Holmquist of
Grove City, both Conservatives,
and C. J. Benson of Ortonville,
a Liberal.
The Senate received the first
bills today after organizing at
the opening session Tuesday .
The House will not be ready
to have bills introduced until
standing committees are named
by the speaker , probably next
week.
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Bearing the designation Senate File No. 3 is a bill directing
the state auditor and treasurer
to restore the $6.6 million school
aid cut ordered last fall by Gov.
Karl Rolvaag. The governor
said he ordered the cut because
tax receipts were not sufficient
to cover appropriations.
The restoration bill is sponsored by Sens. Robert Dunlap oi
Rochester, chairman of the Senate Education Committee, Holmquist and Josefson.
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of Minneapolis and Vernon Hoium of Columbia Heights.
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GILMANTON STAG PARTY
GILMANTON, Wis. (Special )
—The annual Gilmanton Community Club stag party will bo
held tonight at Gilmanton Town
Hall. Members are to bring persons interested in joining tha
club.

The No. 2 proposal is a bill
proposing an amendment to the
State Constitution to provide a
reduced rate of homestead taxes
for property owners over 65,
based on income. Five other
bills dealing with the same
problem also were submitted.
Tbe No. 2 bill is sponsored by
three Liberal senators, Edward
Novak ef St. Paul, Prank Adams
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CHATFIELD, Minn.—A Chatfield man was elected chairman
of tbe Minnesota Railroad and
Warehouse CommissionMonday
at a meeting of the three-member body in St. Paul.
Paul A. Rasmussen, 69, who
has been a commissioner since
1951, succeeds Ronald L. Anderson, Bloomington. Anderson was
named principal joint board
member representing the commission on a variety of boards.
The third commissioner, Hjalmar Peterson, Askov, was elected vice chairman.
The chairmanship revolves
among the three members, who
hold the job for a year at a
time.
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CORNER NINTH AND MANKATO AVENUE

OPEN EVININOf

Hagen (5-10, But Wow!) Leads Indians Past Warriors
in the 1965 Northern Intercollegiate Conference opener at
Memorial Hall Tuesday night.
The 1964 NIC most valuable
player was uncanny. He dropped 12 of 18 field goal attempts
(.667 shooting ) and led Mankato
from a seven-point first-half deficit to a 12-point lead in the
second half.
The effectiveness of the former Belview, Minn., star was
demonstrated to the large crowd
that nearly filled the spacious
field house in the game's waning moments.

By GARY EVANS
Daily News Sports Editor
As a basketball player, Mankato State's Jon Hagen isn't an
impressive person at first
glance.
;
He stands a spindly 5-10—losing an inch somewhere between
1963 and 1964 Indian basketball
brochures—and pushes the ball
at the basket flatly.
But put Jon Hagen in a game
and he hardly ever misses, the
main reason Mankato took an
85-76 victory' over Winona State
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Ahead by eight points at 76-68
with just over three minutes to
play, the Indians elected to go
with the control game.
The calm master, Hagen
shrugged off the stall, fired
from about SO feet and Mankato
went 10 points ahead. Seconds
later the Indians regained possession and Hagen went flying
down the lane for a 12-point
margin.
"He's the difference," summed up Coach Bob Campbell.
"I'm proud of our kids for the
way they hustled, but Hagen is

NIC

PT
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"
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OAMES FRIDAY
Michigan Tech al Wlnens, T:ie.
GAME! SATURDAY
Michigan TKh at Mankalo.
St. Cloud at Bamidll.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Moorhead State and Mankato
State have leaped ahead of the
pack in the Northern Intercollegiate Conference basketball
race which got off the mark
Tuesday night, and both are considered solid contenders to challenge St. Cloud's usual NIC supremacy.
Moorhead, now boasting an 8-1
season record, spilled Bemidji
State 71^56 in its NIC cpener,
while Mankato was racing past
Winona State 85-76.
St. Cloud and Michigan Tech,
the other two NIC members,
don't open conference play until
this weekend;

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Lean
Louis Hudson is soaring in an
orbit that has him right on target for becoming the highest
scorer in University of Minnesota basketball history.
Through 10 Gopher games
this season, Hudson has tallied
211 points for a 21.1 average.
Last year he hit 435 points in
24 games for an 18.1 average in
his sophomore season.
Barring injury, Hndson figures
to play 38 more games for Minnesota — 14 the remainder of
this season and 24 in his senior
campaign next year.
If be averages 20 points in
those 38 games, it will give him
a three-year career total of 1,406
points.
Chuck Mencel set the record
of 1,391 points set over a four-

PARDON ME * . . Winona State's Tom Stallings (hand behind head ) and Mankato's Charles Dick seem to be avoiding
each other. The action took place following a scramble for
a loose ball — incidentally, it's still loose as you can see —
at Memorial Hall Tuesday night Mankato won 85-76 in
the 1965 NIC opener for both clubs. The other Winona player
is Dave Rosenau. (Daily News Sports Photo )

. A pair of Mississippi Val- lewski proved the "clutch
ley Conference cage quintets man", hitting a field goal in
split in non-conference action the first oviertime to keep
Tuesday night.
Durand in the game, then
Durand picked up a 57-56 sinking a free throw in the
double-overtime win over second overtime period, to
Gale-Ettrick of the Coulee provide the decisive margin.
After Durand missed a late
Conference, while Mondovi
was being shelled by Menorn- shot the game was tied 52-52
onie 43-33. Menornonie is an at the end of regulation time.
, The Redmen tallied first in
entry in the Big Rivers loop.
DURAND 57
the first overtime when Bill
GALE-ETTRICK 56 (2 OT) Sacia scored on a drive off
Durand upped its season the tipoff. Durand then missmark to 5-3 with a 57-56 dou- ed a shot, the Redmen reble-overtime win over Gale- hounded and tried to control
the ball. The Panthers recovEttrick.
The Panthers' Wayne Kra- ered and Kralewski hit a lay-

KANSAS CITY (AP) _ The
National Collegiate Athletic Association and the Amateur Athletic Union are heading for an
all-out fight in the coming indoor track season for control of
amateur athletics in this country .
It's highly doubtful the 59th
annual NCAA convention Jan, 814 in Chicago will do anything to
bring the NCAA and AAU closer
to agreemet. An amendment
Cutting teeth into NCAA policy
acking the U.S. Track and
Field Federation is likely to be
approved. Schools violating the
policy would be subject to the
same penalties now imposed for
recruiting violations.

This would strengthen tht
chief weapon of the NCAA and
the federation in the fight. That
weapon is the boycott. Th«
USTFF Is confident that by
withholding college and high
school track stars it will hurt
the indoor meets, which are the
chief money-makers for the
AAU.
The AAU , however , thinks it
already holds the trump card.
That card is its control of international sanctioning, The International Amateur Athletic Federation (IAAF) recognizes the
AAU as 4he sole governing body
for amateur track in the United
States. No American athlete, in
or out of college, can compete in
the Olympics or other international events without AAU action.
Basic issues have been obscured by charges, but they are
simple.

spurted back at 27-24 on quick
baskets by reserve Charles Dick
and a stolen ball layup by Irish.
It waar tied 39-39 at halftime,
although Mankato led at no remaining point in the first 20
minutes.
The Indians got their first
lead on a drive by Hagen at
41-40 early in the second half.
The score see-sawed until it
stood 50-49 for the visitors with
14:10 remaining.
Hagen and Agardr scored to
(Continued on Page M)
HAGEN

up off a pattern late in the
period to tie it again.
In the second overtime, the
Redmen again got the ball on
the tip and tried to control it.
Durand eventually got the
ball and Kralewski was fouled and made one of two. Sacia then was fouled with 30
seconds left and made both
of them, shoving the Redmen
in front 56-55.
Durand called time out with
17 seconds showing, then ran
a pattern which resulted in
Dale W alker's 12-foot jumper. Gale-Ettrick had a chance
to score with four seconds
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left , but Durand intercepted
a toss-in pass following a
time out.
Dale Harschlip was high for
the Panthers with 17, while
Kralewski hit 16, including
eight of 11 from the foul
line.
Sacia had 14 for the Redmen, while John Nichols
meshed 13.
Gale-Ettrick led 15-12 at the
end of period No. 1, but the
Panthers were on top 32-29
at halftime. The Redmen led
42-41 at the three-quarter
mark.
Durand won the "B" game
37-21.

MENOMONIE 43
MONDOVI 33

Mondovi's inability to produce at least one high-scoring quarter resulted in a 4333 non-league defeat by Menornonie.
The Buffalos scored only
ten, five, nine and nine points
in the four quarters of action in the low-scoring contest.
Menornonie was led by Tom
Styer's 14 points. Bill Hayden
contributed 12. No one in the
Mondovi lineup hit in double
y
figures.
t
Mondovi won the "B" contest 49-46.

Applause
for
Cobbers
Face
Redmen
Gallatin, But
In MIAC Test Tonight Knicks Tumble

turn in Keith Larson and
St. Mary 's College begins
Tom Dalen. They are 6-4.
its post-vacation MIAC cam"I hear they've got this
paign tonight by hosting
(Mike ) Laney , who played
Concordia College. From all
for Proctor in last year 's
appearances, it should be
state tournament, starting
quite a game. y
also," said Wiltgen. "He's
The Cobbers have had
6-5 , so they aren 't hurting
their moments this year. Not
for height."
only did they make the trip
There will be no change
to and tie in the NAIA footin the Redmen lineup that
ball game, but they upset
whipped Macaleste r in the
conference basketball co-title
league opener and nearly
favorite Duluth in their only
shocked Augsburg t h r e e
league test to date.
nights later.
"I'm sure they 're as good
That means that George
as a lot of teams in this
Hoder will be in the pivot
conference , " said Coach Ken
spot with Roger Pytlewski
Wiltgen. "Their win over
and George Valaika at forDuluth is evidence enough
wards and Mike Maloney
that they will be a tough
and Jerry Sauser at guards.
opponent , "
"(Jim) Buffo ia the best
The game, which is schedsixth man I've ever had,"
uled for the Terrace Heights
said the coach. "He will
gym, will get under way at
8 p.m.
"We 're as ready as we 'll
ever be," said Wiltgen. His
Redmen rank 1-1 in the
MIAC and stand 8-2 overall . Their Monday night
tuneup for conference activity brought a 101-72 victory
over Loras College at Dubuque, Iowa.
Perhaps one factor that
will add to the fans' enjoyment of tonight's contest
will be the play of Concordia's 6-1 guard Bob Nick.
It was he who tossed a 20yard pass to the one-yar^ .
line and then sneaked over
for Concordia's lone touchdown as the Cobbers tied
Sam Houston 7-7 in the
NAlA football title contest .
He will be passing from
the backcourt tonight. While
KEN WILTGKN
Nick is a regular from a
'Ready at We Can Be'
year ago. both forwards re-

Brandt Stars
As Kenney
ExaminesTeam

year career in the early 1950s.
He got to play four years because of the Korean conflict.
Ron Johnson scored 1,335 in
his three-year career , 1958-60,
Hudson will have to hustle to
match Eric Wagdanz' singleseason scoring records, however. Magdanz scored 551 points
in 1961-62 for a 23.0 average. He
notched 352 points in 14 Big Ten
games for a 25.1 average.
The Gophers open Big Ten
play Saturday night when they
host the Wisconsin Badgers in
Williams Arena. The game is a
highlight of Winter Sports Day
at the university. Other events
include the Gopher-Kansas State
wrestling meet at noon, the Minnesota-Illinois Navy Pier gymnastics meet at 1 p.m. , ""

Durand Nips Redmen in Second Overtime

NCAA Heading
For Track Bout
With AAU

an 18-17 deficit. Dave Goeda
^
: counted online
of his "tornado''
drives, Tom Stallings (who was.
Winona's offensive in the early
going) dropped two free, throws
and reserve pivot man Dallas
Diercks pushed home a rebound
shot to make it 23-18 Winona.
Hagen — naturally Hagen —
sent home a long jumper before
Tim Anderson, a Warrior stai.
wart, rapped home a one-hander and Meisner scored on the
jumper from the side to make
it 27-20-Winona's largest lead.
But after a timeout, Mankato

Hygson Eyes
Scoring Mark

OP
7*
»
•
•
«
«

Moorhead jumpedto an early
lead over Bemidji and never let
up, once owning a 16-point margin. Pete Lysaker; the defending
NIC scoring champion, led the
Dragons with 25 points. Dave
Qdegaard got 16 for the Beavers.
The only Minnesota Intercollegiate Conference team in action Tuesday night was Hamline. The Pipers got 29 points
from Al Frost in sweeping past
Stout, Wis., State 73-64.

Warriors were threatening to
turn it into a rout.
And . there was Dave Agard,
6-2 senior from Ames, Iowa, j
who scored 18 points and helped
considerably in the rebounding
department; ,¦¦ .
Winona had its periods of
glory. The smaller go-go-go
team'pushed into the lead at
the outset then watched Mankato march out front by 18-15
with three minutes left.
Making a strong move, the
Warriors sent Meisner down the
lane for a fall-away jumper and

Hawks' W^

i fl

Dragons Move
Past Bemidji
W. I
.
«
Msnlcalo
... >
.. 1 •
MoorhMd
Mlehtoen T»e»i .... » •
Sl. aoud
• •
1
Bimldll
•
1 '
WINONA ' .:
•

just too much." .
"Isn't he something?" questioned sparkplug Warrior guard
Dave Meisner. r'He's the best!"
Yet Hagen received plenty of
help and Mankato still was forced to scrap to get a victory from
the outmanned but spunky Warriors, who now stand 2-7 on the
season.
There was Dick Irish, who
wrote his name in the Plainview High School basketball annals not too many years ago.
He scored 20 big points, 11 of
them in the first half when the

stay that way unless something happens and I have
to bring him up."
Two things loom as large
obstacles for the Cobbers.
At one time or another on
the season, all five St.
^lary 's starters have had
scoring honors. And the
man-to-man defense utilized
by the Redmen has been as
tough to break through as
the Berlin Wall.
Add to' that Wiltgen's
statement that "I just can't
get over how we 're working" and the Cobbers face a
formidable test.
Wiltgen expects it to be
mutual, however .
"We definitely expect a
tough one," he said.

Driver Wade Killed
In Test Car Crash
DAYTONA
BEACH , Fla.
(AP) — Veteran race driver Bill
Wade, earning some betweenrace money driving a test car,
was killed Tuesday when a front
tire blew at 170 miles an hour.
Wade , of Spartanburg, S.C.,
was killed instantly when his
1964 Mercury crashed into the
retaining wall on the west turn
at the Daytona International
Speedway. He ams the only
driver on the track.
M

TOP ROOKIE
NEW YORK (AP) - Ron Ellis of the Toronto Maple Leafa
was named the National Hockey
League 's outstanding rookie for
the first half ot the 196445 season by The Associated Press
today.

NEW YORK (AP) - "And
now, ladles and gentlemen, we'd
like to re-introduce to you an
all-time New York favorite , the
new coach ol the Knickerbockers — Harry Gallatin."
The Madison Square Garden
crowd burst into applause at the
announcement and the tall ,
blond one-time National Basketball Association iron man
waved an appreciative hand.
Harry Gallatin was back home
where he" belonged .
New York was Gallatin 's
home for nine prosperous NBA
seasons as a player. It waa here
that he won 'the nickname Of
The Horse for his rugged play
under the boards. And it was
here that he returned as an
NBA coach Tuesday night just
one week after becoming the
16th coach to get his walking
papers from St. Louis Hawk
owner Ben Kerner.
"It's just great to be back ,"
said Gallatin as he took over the
reins of the club which once was
a playoff perennial but has finished in the NBA's Eastern Division cellar for the last five
years.
The Knicks tried mightily to
make Gallatin's debut a success
and very nearly beat the Cincinnati Royals — a trick New York
had not managed in over a
year. But the Royals, sparked
by Oscar Robertson's 37 points,
10 in overtime, beat the Knicks
125-116. In the opener of the doubleheader, St. Louis edged Detroit 109-108.

TWO—MAYBE . . . tiny WJnona State guard and Captain, Dave Goede, lets go of a driving shot against Man- ,
kato. Waiting for the result of the spinning effort are Mankato's Dick Irish (31 ) , former Plainview High School star,
Dave Agard (battling with Goede) and Jon Hagen. (Daily
News Sports Photo)

Basketball
Stores
LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Wlnona High ts. La Crosse login H.
Wlnona High "B" »7, Logan "B" 41.
Mankato Stata U, Wlnona Statt It,
Mankato Frosh 13, Wlnona Fresh 45.
MINNESOTA NON-CONFERENCE—
LanetMra n, spring Orova ts.
Pelerson 41, Wykoff 5».
Harmony fl. Canton 4».
Spring Vallay 45, Grand M»dov» 44
(OT).
Chatltlld U, st. Charlts M.
WISCONSIN NON-CONFERENCE—
Melroia 37, Taylor 34.
Wait Salem 73, Cathton SI.
Wailby Sl, Onalaska S3.
Durand sr, Qala-Ettrlck W (1 OT).
Bangor TS, Onalaska Luttiir 71.
PrescoW t5, Pepin Si.
Gilmanton 14, Plum city 4t.
Manomonla 43, Mondovi 33.
OTHER SCHOOLSAustln Pacalll H, Janesville 47.
Elmwood 4», spring Vallay (7.
COLLEGES
EAST
St. John's 71, Oaorga Washington 70
(OT).
Cornal 1»4, Syracuse H.
Holy Cross 77, Connecticut tl.
Otrogatown 74, Navy 73.
Harvard tl, Worcester 44 .
SOUTH
Duka Ul, Penn Stata aa.
Clamson tt, Furman 44.
VandtrMIt rt , Kentucky 7».
Citadsl 74, William f. Mary 41.
MIDWEST
DePaul tt, Memphis Stata 71.
Dttrelt 74, Canlslus 4t. ,
Moorhiad 71, B*mM|l 14.
Vallay city 77, MInntsola-Morrli 44.
Mayvllla SI, Manitoba SO.
Hamline 71, Stout 44 .
South Dakota 71, Parsons 47 .
Stata Collage ol Iowa 104, Wartburg 19.
Cedarvllle 44 , Ashlend SO,
SOUTHWEST
Baylor M. Texas A»M 77.
Texas Tech 44, Texxas tt.
SMU 44, Rice 42 .
Arkansas it, TCU 71.

Knights Belt
Point 84-70

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
St. Norbert won its eighth
basketball game in 10 starts
Tuesday night by beating Stevens Point 84-70 in a non-conference battle at Green Bay.
In other games involving Wisconsin teams, Carroll staged a
second half rally to defeat Norlh
Park 77*64 in a College Conference of Illinois contest at Waukesha and Hamline won a nonconference encounter with Stout
College at St. Paul, 73-R
Dave Minten led the St. Norbert scorers with 19 points while
Wes Zuege was high for Stevens
Point with 18. The Pointers now
are 3-6 for the season.
AI Frost scroed 29 points in
leading* Hamline to Its victory.
Jim Conley and ' Bob Hayhurst
each had 13 for Stout. Hamline ,
now 2-7, led 40-32 at the intermission, Stout is 6-3.

Gilmanton in
66-49 Victory,
Pepin Topples

Gilmanton and Pepin, each
members of tbe West Central
Conference, split in Tuesday
night non-league games.
Gilmanton stretched its season log to 3-2 with a 66-49 win
over Plum City, while Pepin
was losing to Prescott 65-52.

GILMANTON 66
PLUM CITY 49

Gilmanton blitzed in 24 points
in the third quarter to make a
runaway of what was a close
game and take a 66-49 win over
Plum City.
Plum City was ahead 15-13 at
the end oof the first quarter and
Gilmanton held the lead at the
half 28-27. The Panthers outscored Plum City 24-16 in the
third period and 14-6 in the
fourth.
Doug Loomis meshed 23 for
Gilmanton, while b r o t h e r
Wayne contributed 16. Jerry
and Jim Dieckman had 11 and
nine each.
For Plum City , Rich Auth had
18 and Dick Fedie 15.
PItim City won the "B" game
35-32,
i

PRESCOTT 65
PEPIN 52

Win No. 1 escaped the grasp
of Jim Noel's Pepin Lakers
once again as Prescott rapped
the Lakers 65-52 for the Lakers'
seventh straight loss.
John Lawson led Pepin in Its
losing cause with 18, while Steve
Moline had 11.
Rick Most with 14, Bill Laney vith 13 and Jack Seifert
with 12 led Prescott.
The Prescott junior varsity also won 32-31.

Mat Gophers' Henry
Declared Ineligible
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Bob
Henry. 137-pound mainstay on
the Minnesota Gopher wrestling
team , was declared scholastically ineligible Tuesday.
H«nry, of Owatonna, wW be
replaced by one of two sophomores battling behind him-*
Bruce Ranson or Dick Garza.
Coach Wally Johnson said Henry
was eligible by Big Ten requirements, but failed to make
enough "honor points" under a
University system.

By ROLLIE WUSSOW
Dally News Sports Writer
¦Riey turned big John Brandt
out to graze in the Winona High
cage pasture Tuesday night.
Brandt, the hulking 6-5 senior
center lurking amidst John Kenney's other four Winona High
starters, snipped his Gulliverlike ties Tuesday and almost
single-handedly clawed Winona
High's Hawks to a 65-50 win
over La Crosse Logan.
Brandt didn't waste any time
pouring on the coals, flipping
in six points and grabbing th*
majority of rebounds in the first
quarter to help the Hawks tp m.
14-14 period tie. At the end of
the game, the "tote board"
showed 17 rebounds and IS
points to Brandt's credit. He
was the Hawks' high scorer.
The fans in the audience
Tuesday were treated to a "new
look" on the part of Winona.
They had to look quickly to
see just who was where at any
given time.
Kenney treated viewers to a
game Of free substitution, inserting players with ease as
soon as a mechanical error was
committed by any one of the
five men on the court. Play
was halted 19 times in addition
to normal timeouts and quarter
breaks to give the coach a
chance to experiment.
In all, ten players saw action,
and nine of them were caught
napping and collected mechanical errors at some point in the
game. Brandt was the only
Hawk to play flawlessly, going
the entire game at the center
spot until Denny Duran filled
in for him with a minute left.
After the first quarter tie, the
Hawks came back roaring. Bill
Squires meshed a three point
play and Brandt added a pair
of free throws to give Winona
a 19-14 lead over the Rangers,
now 6-2 on the year.
The lead was shortlived, however, as Jim Coady of Logan
baseball fame, found the cage
strike zone, and Ron Reiber
canned two long jumpers, pushing the Rangers to a 2 " advantage.
Winona then pulled out 21-20
on Tony Kreuzer's medium*
range jumper and led by one
or two points until 1:45 left ,
when Coady unleashed another
of his long bombs, tying it at
28-28. A fading jumper by Bruce
Holan at the gun gave the
Hawks a 30-28 halftime lead.
After the half , Winona padded its lead to 39-33 with 3:00
showing, then climbed to 43-37
at the three-quarter mark
thanks to two free throws hy
Brandt and a driving shot hy
Larry Larson.
The Hawks ran away in the
fourth period, outscoring the
Rangers 22-13. Baskets by Don
Hazelton, Squires and Brandt
and a free throw by Hazelton
gave Winona a 50-37 margin at
the outset of the quarter, and
the Hawks were never again
bothered.
Said Kenney, about his attack
Tuesday, "I can't help but be
satisfied if we win like we did
tonight. I don't know If well
use it again, but we'll do sons
fiddling around with it in practice before Saturday.
"How about John (Brandt), "¦
Kenney continued. "Didn't ha
look good in there tonight? Ha
was the only one to stav in
there."
Behind Brandt . Squires had]
13, seven In the fourth quarter;
and Kreuzer and Holan chipped
in 11 each .
Coady ytas the whole show
for the Rangers, hitting for 20.
Reiber , who fouled out early in
the fourth quarter, hit 14.
Wlnona High travels to Eau
Claire Memorial Saturday.
Wlnona M )
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Little Hawks
Rout Logan by
67-41 fount

Peterson Topp^

Chatfield , Lanesboro, Harmony and Spring Valley emerged with victories In non-conference action involving Maple
Leaf Conference schools Tuesday night. Wykoff was the only
league school to lose.
Chatfield edged St. Charles
68-60, Lanesboro beat Spring

Grove 7M5, Spring Valley nipped Grand Meadow 65-64 and
Harmony bleated Canton 97-48
for the wins/ Peterson of the
Root River circuit ,dumped Wykoff in a close one 61-59.

helped Chatfield to a 88-60 win
over St. Charles. Aiding Rowland in scoring
were Don Scott with 16 and
Chuok Pavllsh with ten.
Four Saints finished in double
CHATFIELD 48
figures with Lyman Richter and
ST. CHARLES €0
Gary Johnson high with 15
Doug Rowland's 28 points points each. Bob Eckles had 12
and Brad Henry 11.
Chatfield
won the¦ "B" game
¦

Merchants Bank in
3 Oil Bowling Set

Top ten departments went unchallenged Tuesday night , but
keglers worked over the pins as
usual.
Merchants Bank came up with
the team toppers in the Westgate American circuit by waxing 1,045-3,011.
Gary Baab spilled 637 for Graham & McGuire and Paul Gardner led his Westgate Bowl team
with 246. No less than four errorless series were posted in
the league. Carl Leonhardt
recorded 588 for Lincoln Insurance, Art Moore 587 for Country
Kitchen , George Goetzman 372
for Boland Manufacturing and
Dave Schewe 560 f or Lincoln
Insurance. It was Schewe's first
errorless series.
Helen Nelson registered the
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womeh't highs for the evening
by raking 212-542 for Foot's,
which hit 908. Sammy's came
up with 2,558. The action came
in the Hal-Rod Ladies City loop.
Irene Gostomski tipped 530,
Ramona Hildebrandt 505, Betty
Biltgen 501, and Evelyn Frie
her first 500 — a 501 on games
of m, 178 and 159.
In the. Four-City League at
Hal-Rod , Kiki Williamson spilled
212-191-204 • —. 607 for Lang 's,
Gene Zeches toppled 215 for Central Motors and Old Style Lager
and F. A. Krause divided team
highs with 1,007 and 2,815.
Doris Bay went to work for
226—522 for Hi-Pockets in the
Working Girls League at Westgate Bowl Leaguettes totaled
543—1,487 for team highs.
In the Lucky Ladies circuit at
Hal-Rod , Margo Tmbl laced 191
-519 for Clark tc Clark and
Fountain City came up with
921-2,640.
WESTGATE B O W L : M R .
watha — Fred Kjng and Jack
Laak smashed 223 and 593 ,to
lead KAGE to 1,023-2,906.
Wenonah — Kathy Bell of
Breltlow and Ruth Hanson ol
Pin Pals divided honors with 212
and 480. Studio Girl knocked
down 2,424 and Old Style 852.
RED MEN'S CLUB : Tuesdaynight — Charles Beckman
laced 196 and Roy Rose 463
as the pair led Mahlke Bakery
to 955—2,656.
AD WESTGATE BOWL
National — Cozy Corner skidded 973—2,763. Bill Richter
spilled 555 for Shorty 's and Bob
Becker 204.
Twilight¦'' — Gretchen Koehler
took individual highs of 179—320
(two-game set) while Queen
Pins dusted off 53*—998.

West Shuts Out
East in Hockey

West beat the East 5-0 in hockey action Sunday involving Junior League teams, and the East
tripped West 5-4 in a game involving teams from the Midget
league Saturday.
In the West win , Larry Kanz
got three goals to pace the
West. John Haas and Brian
Trainor added a goal each.
East goalie Dick Lande had
41 stops, while Ray Mertes, the
West goalie, had six.
In the Midget game. East's
Steve Strelow had three goals
and Ed Petshell two to win over
West 5-4.
'
Lee ' Kan; and Pete Peterson
each had-a pair of goals for the
Went.
West goalie Richard Smith
h' (I 40 slops, flnd T'lnKf «" .)lr\q
Charles Havley and Bob Spalding had seven between them.

, ..
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. . -

.

PETERSON 61
WYKOFF 59

A field goal by Mutton Boyum
with four seconds remaining
broke a 59-59 tie and gave Peterson a 61-59 win over Wykoff.
Boyum. canned 28 points for
the night's high for both squads.
Wa yne H asleiet added 24 for
Peterson .
Gary Nordhorn counted 15,
Steve Bicknese 14 and Rod Grabau ten for Wykoff.
The Petea led 16-13 at the
end of the first quarter and 4329 at the half , but trailed 46-43
at the end of three.
Wykoff won the "B" game 4138.' 7

LANESBORO 79
SPRING GROVE 65

Four men splashed points in
double figures for Lanesboro as
the Burros belted Spring Grove
78-€5.
Tom Wangen was high with
19, while Brian Bell had 18,
Larry Strom 14 and Brian Gardner 12.
For the Grovers, Mel Homuth
hit 23 , Lowell Trehus 21 and
Don Solberg ten.
The Burros copped a 36-33
"B" game victory.

SPRING VALLEY 65
GRAND
MEADOW 64 (OT)

A pair of free throws with
two seconds remaining in the
overtime period by Bob Olson
gave Spring Valley a 65-64 win
over Grand Meadow .
Olson paced the Wolves in
scoring with 18 points. Harold
Hlntze had 14 and Craig Churchill ten.
Grand Meadow led 18-10 at
the first period and 31-30 at
the half and 47-4$ at the end
of three quarters. The game
was tied at 81-61 at the end of
regulation play.
Doug Glenn canned 24 for
Grand Mea dow.
Spring Valley 's "B" team
also pulled out an overtime win
over Grand Me adow. The score
was 28-27.

HARMONY 97
CANTON 49

Ten players saw action for
Coach Tom Meulemans' Harmony Cardinals Tuesday n ight :
all scored, and five wound up
in double figures to lead the
Cards past Canton 97-49.
Mike Erickson blazed home
27 points, while Jim Wilford
had 22. Ron Johnson 13 and
Bill Barrett and Larry Haugen
12 each.
Canton was paced by Norm
Gillund's 14 points.
The Cardinals also won the
junior varsity game 42-31.
¦
NO VISITATION
ANN ARBOR. Mich. (AP ) Fritz Crisler , the University of
Michigan 's athletic director,
says the only thing the colleges
can do to prevent the prem xture
signing of football players to
professional contracts is to refuse to cooperate with the pro
scouts.

Melrose Tumbles
Taylor by 37-36
Taylor led 10-6 at the end of
the first quarter and 18-17 at
the half , but the Eagles screamed back in the third period to
take a 24-21 load and hang on
to win.
Jerry Secfeldt meshed 14
points to pace Melrose , while
Jerry Chrisinger had 11 for Taylor.
Taylor copped the junior varsity contest 27-22.

WEST SALEM 73
CASHTON 58

West Salem led all the way
in posting a 73-58 win over
Cashton,
Dave Schroeder paced West
Salem with 23 points. Harry
Griswold had 16, Dennis Seeger
ll and Ken Horstman 10.
The West Salem "B" team also won.

. WESTBY 57 '
ONALASKA 53

Two starts out ' of action
with injuries proved disastrous
to Onalaska , as the Hilltoppers
dropped a 57-53 game to
Westby,
Jim lio'Asl and Tom Evert,
the only seniors on the ball
club, didn 't see action due to injur ies.
Bob Berg carried the scoring
load for the Hilltoppers, canning
19 points. John Netwal aided
him with 13.
For Westby, Dave Berg 'had
21 and Milo Kilen 13.

The Onalaska "B" team won
42-38. Oiialaaka/a record U how
6-2 on the year.

NBA -y \

TUISDAY'S RtlULTI
. II. Lttis lit, " Difralt i
l
. -.
Cincinnati IU, Naw York lis (OT).
TODAV'S OAMBt
Jl. Louis at Boston.
San Francisco vs. PMIidtl|tili al
' »yraci»»».
Balllmsra sl Oalralt.
Naw Yirk al Cincinnati.
,
THURIDAY'S OAMtfl
Boston al Los Angelat.
Dalrelt at Baltimore.

V . NHL V- • ¦
The Winona High' "B" team
TUISDAY'S MlULTS
toppled the La Crosse Logan
achtdulad.
"Bf' squad 67-41 in a prelimi- No gamatTODAY'S
OAMBS
nary to the varsity contest Tues- Detroit at Monfita l.
T«r«ntt at Chicago,
day night at the Winona. High Bbstln at Naw York.
gym- ' ¦ . - . ¦ ¦ •
THURSDAY'S OAMB.
Coach Bob Lee inserted 15 Datralt at Boston.
men in the game as his Hawks
were never threatened in coasting to the win.
Big Paul Plachecki, the «-5
center, dumped in 20 points to
pace the Little Hawks. Pat Hopf
v
added 11.
Ken Jensen flipped in 12 to WASHINGTON (AP)
- Rep.
pace the Little Rangers.
Frank Horton , R-N.Y.^ called on
WINONA "B" (47 ) Lagan "I" (41)
M 11 pf la Congress today to clarify federlg'« pf tp
Hubkara 1 4 1 I Deyine
• • • • al antitrust laws in their appli» * 1"
Holubar l l 3 » J*"""
Pav
• i e) i Shannon I I • 1 cation to professional sports.
WMdiand
l I l s
Maier
i l lJ
Horton, f ormer president of
Beni
1 2 1 4 Woodruff 4 1 S I
Howard
1
1 4 1 the Rochester Red Wings of the
Moen
t i l l
Manner. I a « a Haugen t ¦ l 4 International Baseball League ,
Plachecki 1 4 1 34 Wllcrart a I 2 «
4 • 1 e draft ed a bill for introductio n
Hoof
II
11 Wuesf
l l l l
Allred M *i l Welly
which would exempt professionCurran
i . s 1 I Irlckson 5 1 1 1 0
Ives
1 0 I 1 Sctiultz I l l » al sports from some antitrust
Hasilett l l l l
Harris¦ ¦ I 1 1 1 provisions.
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Oarlach J i l l
It is similar to a bill he introLee
2 1 1 4
Totals 11 I » 41
duced during the last Congress
Totals 21 11 >? 47
WINONA "!" . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 42 47-4? but which failed to win final apLOOAN "»" ¦ ':
4 21 2»-41 proval.

Jets To Offer
000 to lure Notre Dame quarter- The Jets recently signed AI*V
back Johnt Huarte, from the ' Ni- bama quarterback Joe Nam«tll
Football Leagua PhlladtelJ for about WOflr.WO, Indudteg
about 1100,000 in- fringe benefits.
i
phia Eagles.'
Huarte $400,000 tional
¦
The- Jets picked Huarte, HelsSIGNS
MAHLE
as
their
man Trophy winner,
'
UCU ,; N.Y. t£i £.:m&
draft choicer the Eagles
To Sign Contract second
ley. Wahle, Syracuse VvMitthm
sixth.
SYI

Inquirer Sports Editor Fred
Byrod said the Jets will make
the announcement at a news
conference in New York Saturday.

PHILADELPHIA (Af) - The
Philadelphia Inquirer reports In
today's editions that the American Football League New-York
Jets may bid as much as $400,-

:

SE

quarterback, confirmed Tuesday
he had signed a contract ti
play wit)i the Green Biy P«k*
ers of the National Football
League.

•._ - . .. ¦,—¦- ' - — ¦;-- ,. . ¦¦. .. ¦ ¦. _ ¦¦_

Horton Asking
Congress Clarify
Antitrust Law

Citadel Turning
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Clem Hartley of Portsmouth,
The Citadel Bulldogs, usually Ohio, Dick Martini of Passaic,
considered the league doormats, N.J., and Herwig Baumann of
are turning out to be the sur- Dayton, Ohio, starred as the . g *; K ^_______ ^________
m ^4
prise : basketball team in the Cadets finished a stretch of seven straight road games with an
Southern Conference.
The Cadets from Charleston. over-a.11 9-3 mark for the season.
McCurdy got a key basket in
S.C., who once went through an
entire season without a victory the second half while Baumann
against collegiate competition, scored 17 points and Hartley
whipped William and Mary 70-34 and Martini 16 each.
Tuesday night. It was the fifth
Needless to say, Coach Mel
conference triumph in six starts Thompson of .Richmond, Ind.,
for the Cadets. Their only and The Citadel president, Gen.
league setback was a one-point Mark W. Clark, are happy and
defeat by Virginia Military looking ahead to next week's
Monday night.
home game against loth-ranked
Davidson.
Jim McCurdy of Avalon, Pa.,
George Washington, one of
The Citadel's victims, almost
upset St. John 's of New York in
Washington Tuesday night. The
Colonials lost in overtime 72-70
to the seventh-ranked Redmen,
who whipped Michigan last Saturday in. the final of the Holiday
Festival in New York.
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Slate Frosh
Fall to 'Kato
By 83-65

Mankato State 's Freshmen
rolled to a 39-25 lead and then
continued on to defeat Winona
State 's Freshmen basketball
team fi'J-e.'i in the preliminary io
the Warrior-Indian contest at
Memorial Hall Tuesday night.
Winona got 14 points from
Keith Asleson ' and 10 each from
Jim Kasten and Mike Jeresek ,
the latter two centers for Winona High and Cotter respectively a year ago.
For Mankato, McClellan fi red
in 18 points. Tom Schultz hit 16,
Kunz 13 and Neuroth 12.
Wlnona Frosh US) Manhltl
fg U pf tp
Kasten
4 1 3 16 Fogarly
Charlton 1 1 4
1 McClllln
AUiefft
4 1 S t Wtttttk
Specht
. 1 4 0 4 SCttulli
Benedict l i l t Hamilton
Jtrtttk
1 4 I 10 Kunz
Graeeth I I I I Sorlnion
Neuroth,
Davis
l l l l
Martian 1 4 1 4 Carlson
Jsckton 1 1 1 1
Alleson 4 2 I 14
Totals
Burtsan 1 1 I 4
Totals 14 17 11 41
WINONA PKOIH
MANKATO FBOSH

ONALASKA FALLS

Coulee Conference schools salvaged three wins against two
losses in Tuesday night's nonconference action in the first
heavy night of prep basketball
in the area since the Christmas
holiday.
Melrose, Bangor and West
Salem picked up victories to
pad their records , while Onalaska lost to Westby and Gale-Eatrick to Durand to put the only
blemishes on the Coulee 's Tuesday slate.
Melrose dropped Taylor of
the West Central 37-36, Bangor
tri pped Onalaska Luther 75-71
and West Salem blasted Cashton 7.'i-5H . Westby won over Onalaska R7-S.1 and Durand nipped
Gale-Ettrick 57-58 in a double
Austin Pacelli is still ranked overtime,
BANGOR 75
No. 1 among the state 's Catholic
ONALASKA LUTHER 71
basketball teams , according to
B a n g o r received balanced
today 's release by tlie Minnesota
Catholic Education Association, scoring from four of its startWinonn Cotter Is ranked sixth ers Tuesday to post a 75-71 win
over Onalasku Luther.
In the state with a 5-4 record.
Gordy Horatman paced the
Pacelli received a unanimous
sweep of first place votes this game with 16. Lee Friell had 17,
tveek . The Shamrocks, with a Gary Blashaski 12 and Les
KhO record , received t«G first Muenzenberger, ll.
For Luther , Ken Stratman
place votes.
flipped
in 20, Don Larson 18
St,
Trailing behind Austin is
Louis Park Benilde , Minnea polis and Dennis Lerake I d .
Bangor is now 3-fl on the year,
DeLaSalle - Cotter 's Friday
opponent at St. Stan's - St, The Luther "B" team salCloud Cathedral and Marshall vaged a 81-43 win.
MELROSE 37
and Central.
TAYLOR 3©
Bohnid Cotter, which polled
51 poinls , is Sl. Paul Hill , St.
Melrose wori its second hall
Paxil St. Thomas , St. John 'i Dame of the year, a 37-M deciPreps and Rochester Lourdes.
sion over Taylor.

Cotter Ranks
6th in State

55-53 . 7-

Sports Scores
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St. John 's won on" a tip-in by
Henry Cluess with only four seconds left in the extra period.
Mark Clark's 24 points for the
Colonials was high for both
te ims. He scored 20 of them
after the halftime intermission
including the goRl that forced
the game overtime at 64-64. Just
before Guess' winning basket
Clark had flipped in two free
throws to tie the score.
The sixth-ranked Duke Blue
Devils, beaten only by Michigan , won their seventh straight
by routing Penn State 121-88 at
Durham. Jack Marin scored 29
points and Bob Verga 24 as the
Blue Devils set a team scoring
record. Bob Weiss threw in 38
points for the Nitanny Lions.
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Fresh (11)
f| ft pf tp
t i l l
« 2 4 !«
Duke and St. John 's were the
2 12 7
I I 4 14 only teams in The Associated
2 6 2 4
4 1 1 IJ Press Top Ten to see action.
4 1 1 1
Clyde Lee , Vanderbllt's 6-foot4 , 1 1 12
0 1 1 1 9 junior, tossed in 41 points on

Jl 7 15 13
21 40-41
37 44-IJ

Duo Purchases
All Stock of
Washington Club

(AP)
WASHINGTON
James M, Johnston and James
H. Lemon have poured an undisclosed amount — perhaps $2
million — into the Washington
Senators and now own the
American League team, lock ,
stock nnd barrel.
In the four years they have
existed since the Griffith family
moved the old Washington franchise lo Minnesota , the Senators
have finished last three times
and next to last in 1964. They
also have been financial loiters.
In announcing that the two
investment brokers had bought
out the other stockholders,
Johnston said:
"Mr. Lemon and I are vitall y
interested in constructing a winning baseball team in Washington and we are happy lo be able
to acquire the entire stock of the
plub. "

GOKTTER SERVICES
MILWAUKEE (A - Services
will be held Thursday afternoon
for Albert Goetter, 85 , secretary
of the State Athletic Commission from 1031 to 1037, who died
at a Milwaukee hospital Monday. Goetter lived in suburban
Wauwat<Mia .
m

y IW ^^^^M

Art Wall finished cut of the
money In lust January 's Los Angeles Open but the following
week he won the San Diego
Open.

15 field goals and 11 free throws
to lead the Commodores to a 9779 triumph over Kentucky in the
Southeastern Conference. It was
a decisive road triumph for the
Commodores now 10-2 for the
season.
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(Continued From Page 20)
make it 54-49 and it went to 5751 seconds later after a long
set by Goede and a three-point
play by Agard. The Indians
were on their way.
Anderson was brilliant for Winona , scoring 21 points — his
top varsity output since gaining
a starting position In the Carleton holiday tournament .
Many of his 10 field goals
came Irom the ouf.iide whpn
the Warriors were combatting a
Mankato zona .
"I'm renl pleased with him , "
said Campbell. "His shooting
was tops. "
But if Anderson was tops, the
overall first-half , performance
by Winona left something to be
desired. The team counted on
13 of 37 attempts for 35.1 percent and finished with a, 41.1
performance on 3() of 73.
Mankato , meanwhile , was
dropping 34 of 59 for a 57.6
percentage. The Indians now
hold a 6-5 record .
Following Anderson for Winonn , were Meisner with 14 and
Stnllings with 10.
Winona gets its second taste
of NIC opposition Friday night
when Michigan Tech appears at
Memorial Hall for a 7:30 contest.
Wlnoni (74)
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Houston Co.
Board Names
Committees

CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
— Committees for the year were
appointed Tuesday at the fleeting of the Houston County Board
of Commissioners.
Placed en the county board
of health were Dr. Lawrence
Pdston, Caledonia; Sigurd Evenson, Spring Grove, and Joe
Wiesttv ta Crescent, the newly
elected board chairman.
Named to the county extension committee were Wieser;
Virgil Johnson of Sheldon, the
only new board member; Allen
Orr, Houston, appointed for one
year to replace Dillon Hempstead; Douglas Meyer, Union
Township, appointed for two
years succeeding Ed Veglahn,
La Crescent, and Mrs. Clara
Eikens, Caledonia, and Raym o n d Fruechte. Winnebago
Township, reappointed for three
yiears. .
Bern Orr. commissioner member from Houston, was placed
on the law library board ; John
Goetzinger, Brownsville, and
Wieser, mental health board ;
Evenson, Orr and Johnson, examining board, alfd Evenson
and Orr, advisory board.
AH members will serve on
the Toads, equipment and buildings board and on the zoning
board. Johnson was named plannine committee member.
The commissioners transferred $2,500 from the revenue
to incidential fund? fix£d bonds
of Lyle Ask , assessor, and Dr.
Poston, health board member,
and passed resolutions asking
for technical and engineering assistance, from the state and applying state wage rates on secondary road projects.
Low bids on gas. fuel and oil
for county shops were accepted
and wfl] be announced.
Hearings on two school petitions were set for Feb. 10. Tilford Thorson petitioned from
District 619, Eitzen, and Oscar
and Melvin Dotseth from closed
district 609, Hendel near Caledonia. Both petitions asked to
be put in District 297, Spring
Grove. - '

Phone Building
Contracts OKed
For Galesville

GALESVILLE, Wis. — Construction of a new telephone
central office equipment building in Galesville was announced today by R. A. Bohling, local
commercial manager for General Telephone Co. of Wisconsin,
as the first major step in the
company's service improvement
program.
Plans call for the building to
be completed in the second
quarter of 1965.
Construction of the 190 highway at La Crosse has necessitated the installation of new toll
(long distance ) cable from
Galesville to La Crosse. Along
with this new cable, General
Telephone also will install new
toll terminating equipment in
the new Galesville building. As
this work must be completed by
Aug. 15, it was necessary for
early construction of this building.
Work on the new building, located on S. 2nd Street, has now
begun and upon completion will
house new dial switching equipment in addition to the toll terminating equipment. A completion date for the installation
of the dial switching equipment
has npt yet been determined ,
Bohling said.
Building contracts totaling
$35 ,905 have been awarded.
Hehl & Grohn Co., Eau Claire ,
got the general construction
contract at $29,650; Winona
Plumbing Co., plumbing and
sewering, $2,065 ; Fowler &
Hammer, Inc., La Crosse, heating and ventilation, $2,750 , and
Chappell Electric Co., Elkhart
Lake, electrical and fixtures ,
$1, 440.

Purchasing Agent
Named at Watkins

Scott W. Tolleson, a graduate
of Winona State College who
joined Watkins
Products, Inc.,
as a trainee in
1960, has been
promoted to
pur ch a sin g
agent.
He is respon-i
s i b l e tor pro- i
curement of pa- \
p e r products ;
and f i n i s h e d !
goods, Howard
Tolleson
F. Williams ,
vice president of operations,
' ' „ ¦'

said.

A native of Winona, Tolleson
attended school here and received a bachelor of arts degree
in business administration from
Winona State College in 1957,
He and his wife Sharon live at
869 W. 5th St.

Alma Man Fined
in County Courl;
Mow on Probation
(
In

ALMA, Wis . Special) —
Buffalo County , Court before
Judge Gary B. Schlosstein Monday, Allen R. Stirn, Alma Rt.
1, appeared with his attorney,
Roger L. Hartman, and pleaded
guilty to intoxication in a public place in Cochrane Dec. 14.
He was placed on the black
list for one year and on probation to Harold Aberg, Whitehall,
state probation officer , for one
year, with the provision that
he refrain entirely from drinking for the first six months.
At that time the case will be
reviewed. He was also sentenced to a $25 fine plus $10 costs
or 10 days in jail.
Stirn, arrested Dec. 11 on a
drunken driving charge, originally appeared in court with
his attorney Dec. 14 and pleaded not guilty. Trial was set for
Jan. 22 and he was released
without bail. On motion of the
district attorney , Pat H . Motley,
this case was dismissed.
DONALD G. Reuben, Alma,
was sentenced to a $1 fine plus
$3 court costs for shooting a
goose in the city Dec. 1. Investigation revealed the city council
compiled an ordinance in 1952
forbidding the discharge of firearms in the city but it wasn't
legally signed and published.
Search revealed an ordinance
was passed in 1885 against discharge of firearms in the city.
A new ordinance was passed by
council at its last meeting in
December.
Alvin Vollmer observed a
large bird flying near Reuben's
Grocery, and notified Donald
Reuben. The bird was recognized as a goose. Reuben tried to
chase the fowl from the alley,
it flew, and he shot it in the
air .

¦

The right to apply for a driver's license was taken from
Hewitt O. Pfund, Mondovi Rt.
2, who was driving the car of
his father, William Laehn, when
stopped by an officer Dec. 12.
His father was with Hewitt, who
had no license . He paid $3 court
'
costs.
«
The license of Robert L. Dregwas
sus1,
Nelson
Rt.
ney, 17,
pended 30 days and he was
charged $3 court costs for operating a car over the center line
Dec. 20.
...
D.
The license of William . ^
was sus4,
Mondovi
Rf.
Wood,
pended 30 days for driving too
fast for conditions Nov. 28. He
was in court with his father,
DeVere Wood, and paid $3 court
costs.
FORFEITURES on charges
listed: Charles H, Brenner Jr.,
Mondovi Rt . 4 , $28, following
too closely Dec. 4 .
Oliver Noll, Mondovi , $13; running stop sign Dec. 17.
William Laehn , Mondovi Rt.
3 , permitting an unauthorized
person to drive Dec. 12, $38.
Carroll D. Moger, Lewiston ,
Minn.. $38 , too fast for conditions Dec. 19, accident involved.
Donald Wiseman, Mondovi Rt ,
2, $13, running a stop sign Dec.
22.
Burrichter,
John William
Reads Landing, Minn ., $18 ,
making a U turn in the middle
of the block in a business district
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St. Gharles Ar^f
District Dissolved

By GEORGE McCORMICK
Daily News Staff Writer
Dissolution of a common
school district was one of the
first tasks for the Winona
County Board of Commissioners
as it began its annual meeting
Monday.;
The action affected Common
School District 2582, which is
mostly in Saratoga Township
near St. Charles, although a
small part of it is in Olmsted
County.

wished their district to be a
part of the St. Charles district.
In the original request sent to
the county board the district
board had asked for an effective
date of July 1, the deadline for
dissolution of closed districts.
, During Monday's public hearing, however, Frank Hilke, St.
Charles, chairman of the CSD
2582 board, said he preferred
an effective date of March 1.
This earlier date, he said, would
enable the St. Charles district
to make use of the CSD 2582 assessed valuation in bonding for
its new school.
Hilke 's contention was supported by Frank Koch, representing the ISD 858 board, and
Henry Bartel, St. Charles superintendent of schools. Both were
among the five persons who
accompanied Hilke to the hearing.
The current assessed valuation of CSD 2582 is $73,469. Its
current tax levy is $3,000.

AFTER CONDUCTING a public hearing at 2 p.m. Monday,
during which no one appeared
to oppose the move, the board
dissolved t h e . .. V ¦ . . ' ' .'
closed district I¦./* . .
.:
a n d attached vOUnfy
.
it to Independent School DisD #\ Sr>l
trict 858 at St. I poa 'Q
Charles. Effective date is March 1.
This action was requested by
the CSD 2582 board after district residents voted in favor MUCH OF Monday's business
of dissolution and indicated they consisted of routine chores for

Some Changes Whitehall Girl
In Stale Senate Wins in Speech
Committees

ST. PAUL (AP) - Sen. J . A.
Josefson of Minneota was
named chairman of the Seriate
Transportation Committee Tuesday succeeding the late Sen.
Gordon Butler of Duluth.
Four new- senators sworn in
were given these committee assignments:
Sen. R. J. Higgins, Duluth

Area Senators Named
Senate committee assijgn- .
ments include the^ area
senators ;
Sen. Robert Duniap of
Plainview — In addition to
chairmanship of education
committee, agriculture. elections and reapportionment,
finance, public highways,
and rules and legislative expense.
Sen . Lew Larson of Mabel — agriculture, game and
fish, liquor control, taxes
and tax laws and towns and
counties.
Sen. Roger Laufenburger
of Lewiston — game and
fish, public highways, military affairs and civil defense, and municipal affairs.

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Miss Ruby Herness, Whitehall, received first blue at the
Trempealeau County 1965 4rH
speaking contest here Monday
evening.
She will be the county delegate to go to the district contest
Feb. 24:
Mrs. Arthur Runnestrand, Ettrick, and Mrs. Ray Nereng,
Blair, were judges.
In the 9- to 11 year-old division, blues went to Kathleen
Butman, Galesville; Sigrid Goplin and Carol Hanson, Osseo;
reds to Hazel Gunderson and
Ellen Myhre, Osseo, and Ann
Schorbahn, Whitehall ; whites to
Jane Tuftom, Osseo, and pinks
to Rosalie Fischer and Bonnie
Rongstad, Osseo.
In the 12- to 14-year-old division, a blue to Rodney Nelsestuen, Ettrick ; reds to Timothy
Fischer, Osseo, and Bonnie
Schansberg, Blair, and whites
to Louanne Thompson, Ettrick
and Marsha Schorbahn, Whitehall.
In the 15 years and older division, a red was awarded to
Pauline Solberg, Ettrick, and a
white to Nancy Myhre, Osseo.

Biller Takes Over
Conservative — 'cities of the
first class* education, game and At La Crescent
fish, public domain and transportation.
Sen. Keith Hughes. St. Cloud
Conservative — Judiciary, municipal affairs, towns and counties and transportation.
Sen. Francis La Brosse, Duluth Liberal — Game and fish,
highways, general legislation,
public domain and transportation.
Sen. Arne Wanvick , Duluth
Liberal — cities of the first
class, labor, military affairs,
municipal affairs and welfare.
IN ADDITION other committee chairmen, all Conservatives
are:
Agriculture — Donald Sinclair , Stephen.
Cities of the first class —
Leslie Westin , St. Paul.
Civil administration — Henry
Harren, Albany.
Commerce — Fay C h i l d ,
Maynard .
Committee on committees —Gordon Rosenmeier, L i t t l e
Falls.
Education — Robert Duniap,
Rochester.
Elections and reapportionment — Franklin Kroehler,
Henderson.
Finance—Val Imm, Mankato .
Game and fish — Clifford
Lofvegren, Alexandria .
General legislation — Stanley
Holmquist , Grove City.
Judiciary — Gordon Rosenmeier, Little Falls.
Labor—E. J. Anderson, Frost.
Liquor control — John McKee ,
Bemidji.
Military affairs and civil defense — H. S. Nelson, Owatonna.

Municipal affairs — P. J, Holand , Austin.
Public domain — C. 'C. Mitchell , Princeton.
Public highways — N. J. Larson, Ada.
Public welfare—Walter Franz ,
Mountain Lake.
Rules and legislative expense
— John Zwach, Walnut Grove.
Taxes and tax laws — Donald
Wright , Minneapolis.
Town and counties — Rudolph
Hanson , Albert Lea.
Two Liberals were given the
seals formerly held by the late
Homer Carr, Proctor Liberal.
They are Karl Grittner , St.
Paul , on the finance committee, and Nicholas Coleman, St.
Paul , on the labor committee.
Paul Thuet , South St Paul
Libera land minority leader ,
was dropped from the general
legislation committee but wa.s
added to the education committee.
Sen. Donald Sinclair, C. Stephen, was elected president pro
tempore of Ihe senate and as
such would he second in succession to Ihe governorshi p in
case that office were vacated.

LAr CRESCENT, Minn. (Special)—La Crescent has a new
village treasurer and water biller.
Mrs. William McCaffrey , appointed, reported to the council
Monday billing is almost up to
date. She asked for an additional adding machine for her use;
the present equipment is used
by both clerk and treasurer. On
recommendation of Mayor William Mishler, the board will
consider a more complex machine at a special meeting Monday at 7 p.m.
R o b e r t Kies, new clerk,
couldn't take office Monday because of illness.
Also to be considered Monday
night will be plans for a split
level roadway on Hill Street between North 2nd and 3rd, and
bids will be opened on Jfrontend loader for the dump. A
used front loader is being tried
at the dump.
Fred Bakkum of North 2nd
petitioned for the improved
street. If plans are accepted
by council , a public hearing will
be held at the February meeting.
A date for a public hearing
on curb and gutter improvements on South 7th from the
existing curb and gutter at
South Ridge Road will be set
Monday. Grading and crushed
rock estimated at $11 ,500 will
be considered for 11th Street S,
from Spruce Drive to S. Hill St.,
on South Hill from 11th S. to
14th St., and on 14th from the
high school east to the existing
town road.
Annual committee and other
appointments were made Monday night. Mishler commended
the Chamber of Commerce for
its holiday lighting program
and Santa Claus visit,

You can vary the temperature
(using a meat thermometer) to
which you roast Beef , but pork
should always be roasted to an
internal temperature of 185
degrees.

MARK TRAIL

Police Subdue
Berserk Man
With Tear Gas

the board's annual meeting (so
called because it and the semi- MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-A maD
annual July meeting are the nudged to pay his past-due
only ones set by state law).
rent went berserk Tuesday night
At least one item was a po- and it took tear gas grenades,
tential source of controversy, a two-alarm fire and two patrolbut it passed quickly near the men to get him out of the apartend of Monday's session. This ment. ¦ .
was a resolution continuing the Police said Edwin O. Olson,
county's bounty system •— in- 62, was pulled from his first
cluding that for foxes — for floor apartment and taken
to a
1965.
hospital for observation.
The resolution passed by a
vote of three to One. Voting The apartment was badly
against the issue was Commis- damaged, authorities said. The
sioner Len J. Merchlewltz, Wi-. walls were charred, furnishings
nona, 1st District. Leo J. Bor- were thrown about, and two
kowski, Goodview, 2nd District shotgun holes had been blasted
commissioner and new board in the door and above it by the
chairman, did not vote. The roomer. Adjacent hallways and
board chairman votes only to rooms in the brick building had
break a tie.
smoke and water damage. PreThe bounties on foxes will re- sumably the fire started from a
main at $2 for the destruction grenade that didn't go off.
of each adult gray or; red fox The caretaker, Mrs. Lyle
and $1 for destruction of each Nichols, told police she had gone
gray or red cub.
A> Olson's apartment door MonOther bounties are: Pocket day to collect rent due since
gophers, 20 cents (providing that Jan. 1. He responded he'd pay
townships pay a 5-ceiit bounty Tuesday.
on the animals); common gophers, 3 cents; woodchucks, 15 On Tuesday, he told her he
cents; rattlesnakes, $1, and wouldn't pay and "kept saying
things that didn't make any
crows, 10 cents.
The board also passed a sense," she related. That
separate - resolution providing brought a call to relatives , who
that a $3 bounty be paid for knew Olson was armed, and a
location of rust-producing bar- call, in turn, to police.
berry bushes on any property. Olson remained adamant to
A total of $150 was appropriated pleas to come out and that's
*
from the general fund for this when the shotgun blasting,
the
tear-gas shots and fire ensued.
purpose.
For purpose of the resolution, Two patrolmen finally dislodged
property was defined as any Olson. At the hospital, he was
real estate unit not exceeding held on a charge of suspicion of
160 acres in area. A farm that firing a gun in the city.
is larger may be considered as
more than one property.
OTHER ANNUAL tasks for
the board Monday included:
• Setting aside $2,000 for the
c o n n ty attorney 's contingent
fund and $3,000 for the county
auditor's incidental fund. The
money is to come from any
fund not already allocated or set
aside. The attorney got the
same amount last year; the
auditor got $5,000 in 1964, but
there is a surplus remaining in
his incidental fund.
• Authorizing reimbursement
of members of duly-appointed
county committees for expenses
incurred ih attending meetings
they are required to attend. Also
authorized was reimbursement
of expenses incurred by county
officials in attending meetings
of their state associations.
• Placing on file the auditor's
statement of the condition of
county funds as of Dec. 31,
1964. It follows:

Public Utility
Irregularities
Subject of Quiz

OWATONNA, Minn. (AP)—A
grand jury continued hearing
evidence today in the case of
alleged irregularities in Blooming Prairie public utilities.
The jurors heard testimony
Tuesday after District Judge
^ two motions
John Cahill denied
asking that the jury be dismissed.
Byron J. Casey, an attorney
representing three members of
the Blooming Prairie Public
Utilities Commission, sought the
dismissal on two technicalities.

1 P M . New York
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L VESTOCK

SOUTH (T. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Mian. HI -(USDA)
— Cattle 5,000; calves 2,200; slaughter
steers and heifers fairly active, steady
to 25 higher ; upturn mainly en choice;
cows about steady with Tuesday's close
or mostly 1.00 lower for the week to
date ; bulls slow, about steady; vealers, slaughter calves and feeders steady;
choice 1000-1250 lb slaughter steers 23.00-23.50; mixed high good and choice
22.50-23.00;
choice heifers 21.75-22.25;
mixed good and choice 21.50-21.75; utility and commercial cows 12.00-13.00;
utility ind commercial bulls 17.00-lt.00;
high choice vealers 31.00-32.00; choice
slaughter calves 17.00-20.00; standard and
good 400-800 lb feeder alters I4.J017.50. .
Hogs 7,500; active; barrows and gills
25-50 higher than Tuesday's average;
sows 35 higher; feeder pigs strong to
SO higher; 1-2 190-230 lb barrows and
gilts 16.50-14.75; mixed 1-3 190-240 lbs
14.00-14.50; medium 1-2 140-190 lbs 14.5014.00,v 1-3 270-300 lb SOWS J.75-14.25; 300400 lbs 13.25-14.00; choice 120-140 lb.
feeder pigs 14.00 14.S0.
Sheep 2,500; ; slaughter lambs fully
steady, instances 25 higher; other classer steady; choice ahd prime 91 lb wooled slaughter -lambs 21.75; most cholca
and prime t0-110 lbs 21.00-21.50; good
and choice 70-J5 lbs 20.0O-J0.5O; choice
and prime 101 lb shorn lambs No. 1 pelts
20.50; utility and good slaughter ewes
5.50-4.75; choice and fancy 40-M lb
feeder lambs 20.50-21.50.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO UTi- (USDA) -Hogs 4.500;
butchers steady to 25 higher; 1-2 190235 lb butchers 17.00-17.25,- . mixed 1-3
190-230 lbs 14.25-17.00; 2-3 250-270 lbs
15.50-15,75; 1-3 350-400 |b sows 13.2513.75 2:3 SCO-Mo lbs 12.00-12.75.
Cattle 17,000; slaughter steers steady
to 25 lower; 10 loads prime 1,225-1,050
lb slaughler steers 24.25; high choice
and prime 1,150-1,500 lb] 25.00-24.00;
choice 1,000-1.400 lbs 24.00-25.00; good
900-1,400 lbs 21.00-23.00; told prime 1,040 lb slaughter heifers 24.25; a few
toads high choice and prime 975-1,050
lbs 24.00; choice KO-1,075 lbs 23.0023.75; good 19.50-22.00; utility and commercial cows 11.50-13.50; cutter to commercial bulls 14.00-11.00.
Sheep 50; ; slaughte r lambs steady tb
strong; a few lots choice and prime
90-105 lb wooled lambs 21.SO-22.O0; good
and choice 30.00-21.50; cull to good wooled ewes 5.5074.50.

He argued the jury was improperly
impaneled because the
Amount
Fund
Levied
Balinca panel was not drawn up the reRevenue
V.
.$ 347.851.35 M39.25B.42 quired 15 days in advance. And
75,579.37
Road and bridge 5M.6M.15
¦
68,574.15 he contended that improper eviWelfare v.:
267,281.89
46,768.53 211,288.90 dence was furnished to members
Building
.
93,537.12
11,853.09
Poor relief ... ..
School tuition . . . 259,017.15
6,756.11 of the panel in a Dec. 4 prelimSchool
inary report by the State Public
transportation ..
23,384.22
11,246.22
Examiner's office.
Totals
. . . . . . . . SM17.44MI .M14,J»».17
The report stated that two
members of the commission
• Being sworn in by RoIIie made sales to the
Tust, county register of deeds. and that a former commission
plant superThis was the first item of busi- intendent
misappropriated nearness for the board Monday.
PRODUCE
ly $4,000.
Casey represents commission CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) members George Day, Vernon Live poultry : Wholesale buying
Paulson and Ellsworth Hall.
prices unchanged; roasters 2326; special fed white rock fryers 18-19%; heavy hens 18-18%.

Judges Confirm
Assignments

Third Judicial District judges
confirmed the assignments
worked out at a November
meeting aftef swearing-in ceremonies' in Rochester.
Judge Arnold Hatfield was
confirmed as presiding judge in
Winona and Houston County District Courts, assuming the duties
formerly carried out by retiring Judge Leo F. Murphy.
Judge Donald T. Franke, elected to the district bench last
fall , is assigned to the Olmstead County bench ( Rochester)
to replace Judge Hatfield and
also will be presiding judge in
Wabasha County. Franke will
maintain chambers in Rochester along with Judge O. Russell
01 on.
The remaining assignments
at the meeting Monday, are unchanged . Judge Olson will preside in Steele County as well
as Olmsted. Chief Judge A. C.
Richardson will preside in Freeborn and Dodge counties. Judge
Warren Plunkett will preside in
Mower and Fillmore counties;
and Judge John F. Cahill will
preside in Waseca , Steele and
Rice counties.
LEWISTON PATIENT
LEWSITON, Minn. (Special)
Mrs. Arthur Radatz , who was
injured recently in a car acci
dent, is receiving therapy treatments at St. Mary's Hospital ,
Rochester. Her injured leg has
been placed in a cast and she
is able to spend some time at
home.

WINONA MARKETS
Swift & Company

Buying hours ara Irom t a.m. H •
p.m. Monday through Friday
Thar* will b« lio call market, during
th» winter monlhs on Fridays.
Thest quotations apply as to noon
today.
All livestock arriving after closing
time will be properly cared lor, weighed
and priced the folio-wing morning.
Hogs
Top butchers 190-210 . . . . ls.as-lS.4S
Top sows .
. . . . . 13.IS 13.3S
Cattle
The cattle
merkel la all classes
steady.
High choice
33.75
Top beef cows
13.00
Canners end cutters .. . 11.50-down
The veal market ii steady.
Top choice
35.00
Good and choice
. . . ».0O- l».0O
Commercial end boners
t.OO-dovm
The cattle market Is all classes steady.
High choice
.. 12.75
Top beel cows
13.00
Canners and cutters
11.50-down
Veal
The veal market is steady Jo strong.
Top choice
.. ,
15.00
Good and choice
1.00-16.OO
Commercial and boners . . 8.00-down

Froedtert Malt Corpor:itl»n

Hours: t a.m. to 4 pm.; closed Saturdays
Submit sample bofore loading
(Naw crop barley)
No. I barley
.. 11.11
No. 2 barley
1,05
No. 3 barley
- .95
No. 4 barley
It

Wlnona Egg Market

These quotations epply as ol
10:30 a.m. today
Grade A dumbo)
34
Grade A (large)
19
Grade A (medium)
,17
Grade A (small)
,,.,10
Grade B
, ,17
Grade C
10

Bay State Milling Company

No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.

I northern spring wheat
1.61
3 northern spring wheal
., 1,(7
3 northern spring wheat ... 1.63
4 northern spring wheat . . . 1,59
1 herd winter wheal
1.59
3 hard winler wheat
1,57
3 hard winter "wheal
1.53
4 hard winter wheat
1.4*
1 rye
1.12
i rye
1.10

CHICAGO (AP) - ChicLgo
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged ; 93 score AA 57%; 92
A 57%; 90 B 56%; 89 C 56%;
cars 90 B 57%; 89 C 57»/4.
Eggs steadier ; wholesale buying prices unchanged; 70 per
cent or better grade A whites,
26%; mixed 26%; mediums 24;
standards 25; dirties unquoted;
checks 20%.
NEW YORK (AP) - ( USDA)
— Butter offerings ample; demand slow ; prices unchanged.
Cheese offerings fully adequate; demand fair; prices un
changed.
Wholesale egg offerings ample; demand improved.
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices
based on exchange and other
volume sales.)
New York spot quotations foi
low : mixed colors : standards
27%-28%; checks 24-25.
Whites: extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min) 29%-31%;
fancy medium (41 lbs average)
24-26 ; fancy heavy weight (47
lbs min ) 29-30%; medium (40
lbs average) 24-25 ; smalls (.16
lbs average) 22-23; peewees (31
lbs average) 19-20.
Browns : extra 'fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min) 34-35%; fancy medium (41 lbs average ) 2627; fancy heavy weight (47 lbs
min) 31%-33; smalls (36 lbs average ) 23-24 ; peewees (31 lbs
average ) 19-20.
"
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) Potatoes: arrivals 44; total U.S.
shipments 439; old — supplies
light; demand good; market

By Ed Dodd
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NEW YORK (AP) - Th»
stock market continued early
this afternoon to demonstrate
its approval of President Johnson's State of the Union message.'
It resumed its sharp advance
of Tuesday.
Prices moved higher ai tha
session wore on.
. Trading was moderately active. ¦
Steels, motors, rubbers, aircrafts, utilities, chemicals, rails
and airlines participated in tha
witje ranging advance.
An accumulation of orders d©.
layed opening df trading in
IBM. It was nearly 7 points
higher upon opening and then
eased back to a geln of 6.
Du Pont, a big tanner Tuesday, added nearly f points and
helped bolster the averages.
General Motors was strong,
picking up more than a point,
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon had climbed
1.2 to 325.6 with industrials up
2.6,¦ rails up .1 and utilities up
.3.

' :¦
. .

The Dow Jones average of 30
industrials at noon was up 3.92
to 879.78.
Control Data tacked on 2
points and gains of around a
point were posted by Eastman
Kodak , Polaroid, U.S. Smelting
and Eastern Air Lines.
American Telephone lost a
small fraction. Also taking
slight losses were American
Smelting, Phelps Dodge, Allied
Chemical and Johns Manville.
Prices advanced in moderate
trading on the American Stock
Exchange.
Corporate bonds /were mixed
and treasuries advanced.

GRAIN

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wheat
receipts Tuesday 249; year ago
403; trading basis two cents
lower; prices two cents lower;
cash spring wheat basis , No 1
dark northern 11 to 17 protein
1.76^-1.8^4.
No 1 hard Montana,
winter
¦ '¦ ¦ :
1.67^-1.76^.
.;.
. .
Minn. - S.DrNo 1 hard winter
1.68^.1.74^.
No 1 hard amber durum,
choice 1.73-1.75 ; discounts, amber 3-5 cents; durum 7-10 cents.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.19V4-1.20.
Oats No 2 white 61%-69%; No
3 white 58%-667'B ; No 2 heavy
white 67%-71%; No 3 heavy
white 65v*-69%.
Barley, cars 182; year ago
55; good to choice 1.02-1.34; low
to intermediate 1.01-1.28; feed
94-1.00.
Rye No 2 1.20&-1.24%.
Flax No 1 3.19 .
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.70%.
slightly stronger for best stock ;
carlot track sales: Idaho Russets 8.50; Maine Katahdins 5.15;
Minnesota North Dakota Red
River Valley round reds 6.256.50.
(1st Pub. Date Wednesday, Dec. 23. 1164)
State ol Minnesota ) ss.
County of Wlnona
) In Probate Court
No. 14,534
In the Matter ol tht Guardianship et
Albin N. Eusfermann, Ward
The guardian: oi the above named
Ward, viz.: Wlnona National and Savings Bank and Victor P. Dledrlch , having made and filed in this court their
final account, together with their petition representing that said guardianship has terminated and praying lhat
eaid account be examined, ' adluited
and allowed by this courl, and that
said guardians be discharged ;
IT IS ORDERED, That said petition
be heard and said account examined
and adjusted by this court, al tho Probate Courl Room, In Iho Courl Houst
in the Clly ol Wlnona, Counly ol Wlnona, State ol Minnesota, on the 20th
day ol January, 19*5. at 10:45 A.M.;
end thai this order be served by publication thereof in The Winone Dally
News according to law.
- ,
Dated December 16, 1944.
E. D. LIBERA,
Probate Judga
(Court Seall
Streater, Murphy & Brosnahan
Attorneys tor Petitioner
(1st Pub. Date Wednesday, Dec. 11, I960
State of Mlnnesola ) ss ,
County of Winona
I In Probate Court
No. 15,607
In Re Estate ol
Arthur O. Nulhak, Decedent
Order for Hearing on Pellllon
te Sell Real Estate
The representative ot said estate having filed herein a petition to sell certain real estate described In said petition!
IT IS ORDERED Thai the hearing
thereof be had on January Jl, 1965, at
11 o'clock A.M., belore this Court In
the probate court room In Ihe courl
house In Wlno na, Minnesota, and that
nollce hereof be glvon by publication
of this order In Ihe Wlnona Dally News
and by mnlled notice as provided by
law .
Dated December Jl, 1964 .
E, D. LIBERA,
Probate Judge
(Probate Courl Seal)
Daniel F. Foley
Attorney for Petitioner
Wabasha, Mlnnesola
(Publication

Date , Wed ., Jan. 6, 1945)
AN ORDINANCE TO ' AMBNO
THE CODB OF THE CITV OF
WINONA, MINNESOTA, IfJt
The City Council ol Ihe Clly ol Wlnona, Minnesota , do ordain:
Section I, That so much of Section
2101 of the Code ol Iho Clly ol Wlnona, Minnesota, 1959, duly passed by
the Clly Council an September 19, I960,
which section pertains fo slop streets,
and which reads "Any person op»r»t.
Ing a vehicle on Franklin Street and
approaching the Intersection with Second Street shall bring such vehicle to
a complete stop before entering lh»
Intei section wllh Second Street" be and
Ihe seme is hereby amended to read
as follows:
"Any person operating a vehicle on
Second Street or Franklin Street end
approaching lha Intersection ol Second
Street and Franklin Slreel shall bring
such vehicle lo a comp lete slop befora
entering the Intersection. "
Section J, TMi ordinance shall ba In
force and lake eltecl from end »H«r
Its passage , approval and publication.
P««ted at Wlnor.a, Mlnnesola. January
4. 1965.
,
Harold Brlesath.
Presiden t ol the Clly Council
Alleil:
John S, Carter
CUy Recorder
Approve! January 4, 1»A5.
ft. K. Riling,
Mayor

1
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the beautiful floral tributes and me- NURSE-R.N. ar L.F.N, wanted for Pepin
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morials. Wt especially thank Rev.
Write Box 447, Lake City, Minn.
Frederic* hr his comforting words
and visits, trie singers, organist, pallbearers and those who contributed In SECRETARY WANTED-for 4-girl office.
Tyglng . and ont yiar gf txparlenct as#nyway. If was greatly appreciate*.
ItnUal, Bnlnnlng salary 1350, Writ*
Mrs, August Peine j, Family
P.O. BOM 154, Rochester, Minn., giving
aga, avallflcellons end ixperlmci.

¦/. ¦•$

tost end Found

LOST — dirk rimmed glasses, between
Cotter High School and 707 E. Mb,.
Mon. Rew»r<J. Tel. im.
LOST—French billfold, containing keys
"«nd valvabltl. Reward, 324 W, River,
Arcadia, Wll, Tel. 2135 or J-F-33.

Portoneh

¦ ' ¦ ¦'
' 7

I GUESS SUNDAY'S Basketball Geme
will teach rue net to ' . writ* my ads
In advance, but It was • oood game
In spite ef the score, May I repeat,
•ny irei basketball players who would
like to challenge the team, we welcome all comers. Ray Meyer, Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL,
WINTER leckets without any "zip," will
leave you with sinus and a nose that
will drip. : W. Betslnger, Tailor.
SUPER «tu»f. wrt ngfl Ttiafa . Blue
Luitri for clsinlng rugs and upholstery.
Rent electric shapsoer, II. It. 0. Cone
¦•
Co, ' . . ' - ¦ . ' V. - - ..¦ : : y

TWO NEAT APPEARING women wanted.
Special work, fito part time, |7».M
full time. Car naeasSiry. For^lntarvlew
wrlta Box lftf, Tremoealwi/, Wll.
RELIABLE BABYSITTBRT to Ttva lib f
days a wiek. Tel. »J7» attir 4:30,
~~~'
" '' '
. -.
FAkM WIVB»
Make Avon avallibli ¦In your
•
tommunlty,
Excellent earnings pjstlbli.
Wrlla Helen Scott/ Bw fti, Rochester,
Pt/H time, plaasanf, easy work for
•arsons JO or over. Car necessary,
but nol experience. Show Tupperware,
fop Una o' plastic housewares, at
home parties, You set the hours. Fun,
profitable. For Interview In privacy of
your own . home, ; call your nearest
distributor:
M & M SALES
102 S. Wabash, St. Paul
v Tal, SIMMS
RAINBOW SALES
31Se Bloomington Ave., Mpll.
Tel, PA 1-2411

CRHAT FLAVOR In every forkful| Far
the best In oood eating «t budget prices
' ¦'
NEW YEAR - NEW CAREER • ' . ¦
sloe at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, Mt E
3rd. Open U hours a day, except Mon. JOIN AVON In ihe ancltlng business of
selling «tmetic». Good Income, No «xperlence necessary. We train, Write
ABB VOU A HHOBLEM DRINKER? Helen Scott, Box 7W, Bediasfar. Minn.
Min er woman your drinking creefM
numtroui problemi. If you need end
went help, contact Alcoholics Annonymeus. Pioneer Group t/e general Delivery, Winopa, MinnV

FULL-TIME HELP
>
WANTED

NOTICE
NOTICE IS HEREBY OIVBN thlt on the
30ft} diy of pecember, lfM, m appllcaIn family with two «chooltiqn for the nnewil of Its broaden! li«8e children, Plewant home
cense by «a<Jio station KWNO, W »S
wtb »1I modsrn convenifMid with the Federal Communications
Commliilon. Radio Station KWNO It
ences. Top waieii No launowned ind eperited by KWNO, incorpdry, PlMse apply to
orated, wait omen of m c«ftf«r Street,
Wlnoni, Minnesota. Sole stockholders In
fhe corporation are H. R. Hurd end E.
Mrs. B. A. Miller
M. Allen. Mr. Hurd Is president of the
719 Washington ; Tel. 4993
corporation, Mr. Allen, vice-president,
W. J. DraikoWskl, secretary-treasurer,
and C E. Williams, director. KWNO
ask s for authority to continue transmu- Help Wanted—Mala)
27
ting on a frequency of 1230 kllocyclei.
Members of the pvbllc WtlO Wllh to
,
bring to the commission's mention OUR EXPANSION bffira opportunity.
Are you reliable, want to associate
faefi concerning the operation of this
with a good company, Ilk* to travel?
elation, should write te. the Federal
Communications commission, WashingWei furnish paid training, trailers, year
tan Jl> O.C.. nol later than January
•round contract and do the selling,
Jltn, lf«l. Loiters should set forth In
Yen furnish IMS or later tractor.
detail .the (pacific facts which the Wr|(ir
Wrlta Miyflower-Hpdglhs, Wlnone.
wtihei the commission to consider In
passing on this application.
MAN WANTED en dairy and beef farm,
modern* apt., partly or all furnished,
NOTICE
good wages. .Replies confidential. Write
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN. That an
6-78 pally Nawi.
application for renewal of Radio Broadcast License has been Hied with the CHEF WANTED-eleady employment,
Federal Coewnunlcatlons Commission by
top wages. Wason'* Supper Club, Galesthe Wlnonu Broadcasting Company, i ville, Wis.
Minnesota partnership operating R«dlo
Station KAGB. Radio Station KAGE $S0O PER WEEK, 3 hours per day, new
broadcasts on a frequency of 1380 kiloCadillac furnished . . . we don't promcycles. The name of the applicant for
ise all Ihls but a good man who Is willrenewal of Radio Broadcast License Is
ing to pul forth 4S honest hours can
Wlnona Broadcasting Company.
make to J200 per week and we will
guarantee sioo to start. Interviews held
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELT*
TTuirt., Jan. 7, Wlnona Hotel, 7 fo 9
. SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
p.m. Ask for Mr. Olson.

GOLTZ PHARMACY
trt e. srd

TIL t$o

Business Services

14

Plumbing, Roofing

21

ELEGTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains
Tel| ttot tr Wt
1 year guarantee

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Jerry 's Plumbing

«» B, 4tfl

Til. WM

(1st Fub. Date, Wad., Jan. «, i?45)
Stale of Minnesota ) ss,
County of Wlnona ) In Probate Court
No. 11,113

0f
u
k T
J** ¦*'•!•
Anderson,
"Unai)
alio known

as
Mrs. Ed. C . Anderson, Decedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the ibove named
estate having filed her final account
and petition for settlemenl and allowance thereof and for distribution to the
PV'oni thereunto entitled)
IT IS ORDERED, That fhe hearing
thereof be had on January 39, 1»M, at
J0.-30 o'clock A.M., before thle Court
in tna probata court room In the courl
house In Wlnona, Mlnnesola, and thai
notice hereof be given by publication
of this order In fhe Wlnone Dally Newt
and by malted notice as provided by
Dated January 4, lfM.
R, D. Libera
Probate Judge
(Probata
Court
Seal)
_
William A. Llndqulst
_ Attorney for Pelllloner
<lif Fub, Oat*, Wed,, Jin. 6, ms)
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARtNO
NOTICE IS HEREBY OIVEN, that the
City Council of tha «Clty of Wlnona,
Minnesota wilt meat on the 1st day of
Feb., IMS, at TiW o'clock In the evening of said day In the Council Chamber In the City Hall, located on Ihe
Southwell corner of Fourth & Lafayette
Streets In tha City ot Wlnona, Minnesota, for tha purpose of considering and
acting upon and deciding Ihe petition
ct Saint Stanislaus Parish of Wlnona
for thi vacation of a portion of the
Eait-Wett Alley In Block 10, Hamilton 's Addition to the City of Wlnona,
bounded by ith Street,, 4th Street, Carimona Street end Zumbro Street In the
City of Wlnona, Wlnoni Counly, Minnesota.
At the time and place above designated, said petition will be considered
and decided upon, and at wch time
and plica an opportunity will be given
to all parsons Interested to ba heard
*or.,..or •gainst lha granting of aaid
petition.
Dated af Wlnona, Minrwaofa, January
4. IMS.
John S. Carter
Clfy Recorder

Wanted to Rant

DOWffTOWN retell location wanted. Write
E-73 Dally Mawi.

Houses for Sale

Two downtown Buildings, suitable -for
Saraoe, marine operation, lie. Mala
uiMTng, 30x60', hoi overhead deer
In front, folding doora to rear, clam
dry ba»#mtnt. Profit , recently remedy,
lied for display purposes. Rear
bsjlldlna. 30x40', has new roof, concrete rigor and dralrt, 3 folding garage doors.
¦ All In excellent condition. ¦ .,

Apartment Site

3O0' frontage on service road. Zoned
commercial. Reasenablv priced at
I1WS0.

Downriver

400' of , level land on Service Road
on Hwy, ' 41." Mail location for moti|
or. lervlce ..station,

Mt Miin St.

"Ever have one of those days when everything
goes right?"
Advertise' In In* bally News Classified Ads and avarythlns will go rlfjhf. Call 3321.

«tO Hay, Grain, Faod

Money to Loan

Real Estate > Loans
Life Insurance
FRANK WEST AGENCY

Tel. 5240
VS Lafayette St.
(Next to Telephone Office!

L©ANS~5»^

50 Musical Morehandita

STRAW AND CORN, will deliver; also
14 tt, truck platform, stock, rack and
grain box. Good condition. Lawrence
Rebhahn, Rt. 2, Arcadia, Wis. (Dodge)

Articles for Sale

on any artleli ct value . . .
NEUMANN* BARGAIN STORE

iii e. and st.

Tei. ?m

Dogs, Pots, Supplies

42

- ^ ™

IBT SNOW tires; with rims, 760xlJ, black
wall; Toro snow blower, used 20 mln.
Utis. Call after 4:30 p.m. Mn.. Westly
Itahr, 374 W. Mark.

' up

70
m

n

Dealer
y
(The 2 tops in frets)

Top trade-ins!

tee JKATB Exchanii, naw and used,
-Skates sharpened. - KOLTER Bicycle
Shop, |0> Mandate, Til. 566J.

YEAR-BNO CLBARANCE, hew and used
appliances, Wok tham over, pricts re.
ducad, Save) Save I FRANK LILLA &
SONS, 761 R; 8th. Open evenings.

^ ,,

Gibson & Epiphone

Used guitars!
Banjos, too!
Instruction Classes!

HAL-^§ARD

OUR SELECTION of used refr|geraSORREL GELDINO, 4 years oidTwaipht SEC
tors, TV sets and ranges. B 8, B
1950 lbs.; Hollfelrt bull calf, 7 monfftl
155 E. 3rd.
BLECTRIC,
old. Roland WaWira, Arcadia, Wll.
Wood
Finishes. No nmovBEAUTIFUL
PUREBRED ANOUS bulls, lt months
Ing, no scraping, no bleaching, Old
old, KSO each. Marlyn Burt, Utica,
Meitwa llouM Wood. PAINT DEPOT.;
Minn.
PUREBRED SPOTTED Poland China
boar, 315 lbs., sired large litters, James
Orovis. Fountain City. Tel>. I4J7-3I8S.

. I . I — ¦— ¦ i n ..—... 1 1 . 1 , 1 , 1 , | m

We Are Your

DOGHOUSE, land box, 4x4 ft. playhouia, bulfat, double barrel .shotgun,
.
Tet, aai;i.
.

BORDER V COLLIE Pupi, J months old,
grandparent Imported from Scotland, TROPIC-AIRS HUMIDIFIER, 10" fan,
IIS each. Darrel J. Lund, Whiiin,
automatic humldlstat, water level Indl.
Minn.. Tel. ttj-nt*. • :
cator, automatic low water shut off;
Regularly 469.9J, discount price S39.9J,
PREE—} female pirt Shepherd pups, I SCHNEIDER SALES, 3939 6th St., Gdvw,
months old, good watch dogs, good with
children. R. N. McCready, St. Charles, BUNK BBDS, disks, wardrobes, kitchen
Minn.
cabinets, room dividers, chests, tables,
cribs. Best buy In townl Bargain CenCOLLIE-SHEPHERD puppies, from good
ter, 253 E. 3rd.
cattle dog. Garland Vongroven, Rt. 3,
Wlnona.
AIR TANK-ll".. state tested, US-lb. ca.
, paclty. Perfect condition. 145.
43 ' ; VENABLES USED CARS, 7S W. 2nd
Horses. Cattle, Stock

III

Visit Our
Newly Remodeled
Guitar Center

57

NOTB-Al/TO-FURNITURi
¦
¦' RUIN
.,
Tal. Wis
W B , Jrd
SKIRTS, bFouses, roati, V, off
Nra. Ia.m. to io-rn., lit , • a.m. to noon DRESSES, price. Bargain
Canter, 253 E.
orlplnii

Quick Money ; ; .

Guitar Center
Telephone 8-2921

Sawing Machlnaa

73

USED $INGER jewing miehlnt, jood
QUALITY FEEDER PIQS, 100, approxiworking condition, all attachment!. Tel.
mately 7S mi., $13 each. J3 quality HUMlDIFlERS-heavy duty, 8 gal. caM134 after 5:30.
pacity. Dlscwnt Price, S49.9J,
Hereford calves, epproxlmeteiy 450 lbs.,
9th
«.
Mankato,
BAMBENEK'S,
20c per lb. Wnyne Q. Johnson, Mabel,
MODERN ZIO-ZAS portable, excellent
Minn. (Hwy. 43, 7V, miles N. of Mabel.)
WINONA SEWING CO., 551
FURNITURE STORE condition.
USED
OK
Huff St. Tal. f348.
PUREBRED YORKSHIRE boars. James
373 6. Jrd St.
Tel. 931Henry, St. Charles, Minn.
¦
Wa Ball ¦
Wa Buy
-. . '
...
3224. .
Fgrninira-Antmuai-Tooli
74
Specials ¦? tha Storo
and other Heme,
NOTICE—Linesboro Sites Commission'*
Tal. B-3701.
'-SWlfts Console TV Sets,
new Mlllng order, veal, u to 1; hog»
S1I9.93. No trade needed.
and shtfp, 1 to 1:30. Cattle tale starts FOOD WASTE DISPOSER? Compari
1 Only Phlleo Stereo Connie,
promptly af 1:4ft Veal arriving lata
qualify before you buy I See all three
VI15WS. Floor model.
will be sold later In sale. Sale Day
Waste King Pulverator models first af
tee our selection ot portable rv
every ' Friday.
DAIRY FARM — married man wanted,
Seta and Phonograph!
mparafp living quarters, references rav
MONTHS TO PAY
qtilred. Donald Behnken, Rt. l, Eyota. YORKSHIRE BRED 01It and Fall Bear
PLUMBING S. HEATINO
TAKE
Auction by Stole Assoc, New Ulm FairMinn.
¦16« E. 3rd SI.
Tal. 2737
NO MONEY DOWN
grounds, Jan. 14e 1 p.m. Show 10:30 l-m.

SANITARY

Married Mdn

nancial stability and a good
future. Work within a 10roile radius of Winona
fcrwich office, Interviews
sow in progress.
Tel. La Croue 2-9628
or Write E-W Daily News.

HEREFORD FEEDERS-J4. Elder Rutschow, Rt. 1, Alma, Wis.. (Hwy. IJ).

HOLSTEIN ByXLS-purebred, agH I to
13 monlhs, from high record and elasif.
fled dams. Harry Marks, Mondovi,
Wis., (Ollmanton).
PUREBRED HOLSTEIN bulll, serviceable age, from (lami lhat product over
SOO lbs. of butterfat, good type. Stephen
Kronebysch, IM miles E. of Altura,
Minn.

SiNfJW PLOW SEASON

will aoon be here. Put your snow
plow en lay-fcy new at WINONA FIRE
& POWER CO. 54 E. 2nd. , Til. 5045.
(Across from . the new parking lot). .

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
Sy BSCRlPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

COUNTERMAN

PUREBRED Puree boars, also landrece
boars. Clifford Holt, Lanesboro, Minn.,
(Pilot Moundi

To handle stocking and sale
of parts for an established
farm equipment dealer in
the Winona area. Prefer
young married man with
some sales experience and
farm background. Must be
familiar with farm machinery. Apply by letter giving
resume of personal background and all past experience, This opening is a
permanent position at good
Eay for tho right man. Write
1-77 Dally News.

FEEDER PIGS — 1> vveeks eld. Lewell
Barkelm, Stockton, Minn.

Two Quaker
Space Heaters "
One 3-room, one 5-rooin size.
Balance of our Inventory at
discounts up to 45ft, All
equipment included.

PUREBRED Spotted Poland China boar,
serviceable asl. Leonard Dittrich,
¦
Alma, Wll.
.

1078 W. 5th

THE UNITED
BUILDING CENTER
AT WINONA
Wishes to employ an assistant manager or 2nd man
'immediately,
Prior experience ln lumber
yard, including some estimating, U essential.
Applicants should be high
school graduates or beyond.
Desirable package of group
Insurance and fringe benefit!.

Terramycin .

Animal Formula
Free Flashlight
with carton of 12

)1 Dr. Naylor 'i Teet Dilators, 7ie

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Poultry, Egpie Supplita

44

HOLSTEIN HEIFERS-cp«n
Tel. Chatfield 467-316*.'

bred.

or

Doerer's

Colors: Black, dark green,
dark blue and maroon. They
glow when light is shone on
them.
Contact Carl Kruegel
Room 3
Sugar Loaf Motel

DEKALB 20 week old pullets, fully vaccinated, light controlled, raised on slat
floors Available year around. 8PBLT4 Coal, Wood , Other Fuel 63
CHICK HATCHERY, Rollingstone. Mlfsn.
Tel. 8689-2)11,
FIRE WOOD-bv the lllclt or by the load.
Te|, 7114. Westgate Gardens, Westgate
46 Center.
Wantod—LIvMtock
~
HOLSTEIN SPRINGINO COWS and half- BURN MOBt(. FUEL OIL end en|oy the
comfort of automatic persons! care.
ers wanted, also open and bred heifKeep full service—complete burner
ers. E. E, Oremelibach, Inc.. Lewiston.
care, Budott planned and guaranteed
Minn. Tel, mi.
6rice. Order today from JOSWICK 'S
AST END COAL «. OIL CO., WI E.
LEWIeTON LIVBSTOC K MARKET
A real good suction market for your
8th, Tal. WW.
livestock. Dairy cattle on hnnd all
SLAB WOOD
week, hogi bought every day. Trucks
Oood dry oek slabs.
available. Ilia Thurs. Tal. 266?.
¦RUMKOW'S SAW MILL
6. LUMBER YARD'
4Q Trempealeau,
Farm Implomonts
wis.
Til. 334 A3U
IM the new 12 lb modal XL12.
HOMELfTB CHAIN SAWS
AUTO ELSCTRIC IBRVICB
tnd a Johnson
Tal. MSB

Triple-Triple
Mastitis Ointment

FIRESTONE STORE'
SOO W. Srd

Stoves, Furnocei, Parts

Furn., Rdgi, Linoleum

64

', .

75

WOOD AND COAL furnace, complete
with fan, In good condition. Werner
Engel, Fountain City, Wis.
FAMOUS ALADDIN blue flame kerosene
heaters. No imoke, no smell, burns 25
hours on 1 gillen. Also ranges, gaa or
ell heaters. Service and parts. RANGE
OIL BURNER CO.. W E. ith SI. Tal.
7479. Adolph Michalowski. : V

Typowr|t»rs

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for sale or rant. Reasonable rates,
free delivery, Sie us for all your ot
flee supplies, desks, files or office
chairs, lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 3J22,
YOUR ONE-9TOP Typewriter ind Business Machine Headquarters. We service all types of machines, stock ribbons for eny make end size typewriter.
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICE
Tel. 8-3300.
141 E. 3rd.
Wanted to Buy

REAVES NAMEPLATES

For Mastitis

81

WM. FILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays hlohest prices lor scrap
iron, matals, hides, wool and raw fur ,
W. W, Jnd, Tol. 20«7.
Closed Saturdays
See Us For Best Prices
Scrao Iron, Melfll, Wool, Riw Purs
M & W IRON %. METAL CO.
Tel. MM
Ml W. 2nd St
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
nw fun and wool I

Sam Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATED
Tel. SI47
4)0 W. Jrd

Rooms With Maals

85

OPENING FOR man and lady. OarnMz
Board & Rest Home, Lanesboro, Minn.
Tel. 4«-343».
Roomi Without Meals

83

FURNISHED ROOM for working O'rl, on
bui Hns. 415 E. Howard, Tel, Sm,
CENTER ST, 318 — 1 furnished rooms
for working girls or school or college
girls. Tal- *¦<«•

Apartments, Flats
MARK W.
Available
Mark,

90

740 — lower S room apt.
Jan. II. Inquire 7<W>,i W.

FIRST FLOOR. 4-room apt. Heat and witer furnished. Inquire 111 E, 6th,
TABLE LAMPS, *l.Mf pole lamps,
13 Mi kitchen step stools 11I.M. DORZYKOW «KI FURNITURE, 303 Manka- TWO-BEDROOM ground floor epl„ heeled, SM.S0. Tal. 4773.
lo Ave, Open evenlnoi,

DOWNTOWN 3-room apartment, hot waOROUP
ler, heat and water furnished. Til.
Please address replies to:
rcompletely furnish the
0-1024.
kitchen, bedroom and living room
with fine quality furniture. Pay only
S. E. Knudsen
THREE-ROOM heated apt., no children.
U.1I weekly,
IU E. 3rd, Tal. 27)7.
125 W, 8th
¦URKE'S PURNITURg , 3rd a, Franklin
Winona, Minn.
TREMPEALEAU, WIS.-1-bedroom, downGood Thinaa to Eat
65 stairs apt., heat and utilities furnlsheo.
Animal Health Center
Tel, SM-7711.
HEAVY SPRINO roosters, pen riedy. 40c
Help—Malt or Female 28 Hay, Grain, Food
SPACIOUS J bedroom, lower duplex, ga80 lb, Tal, a.JW.
rage, cenlral location, ample closets,
newly decorated, Tel. 4M4 for appointEXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER to hen- HAY, 1964 crop, 1st or 2nd) alto M 20 Ibe. BUR BXNK Russets m, large variety of cooking and eating apples, WIment.
die (ournals, general ledger and pay- acres of swell corn silage In stack.
nona Potale Market, in Market St.
rolls, Local firm. Wrlta E-fc Dnlly Newa ' Richard Lettner, Trempeelieu, Wl»,
giving qualifications, refe/antta, ate,
Tel. Centerville 539-3490.
Apartments, Furnished 91

(lit Pub. Date, Wed., Jan. t, IMS)
% NOTICI OF PUBLIC HHARINO
NOTICE IS HEREBY given that thi
Clly Council of the CM/ of Wlnona,
Minnesota, will meet on the IBin day
of January 1M4, at 7iM o'clock P.M,
n the Clfy Chamber In tha City Hall
located en the Southwest corner of
Fourth and Lafayette Streets, for the
purpose of considering and acting upon
the recommendation of the wlnona Situations Wanted—Fern, 29
Planning Commission lhat thi Zoning
Classification of Loll I", If, and N
'
in Block ii, Hamlllon'i Addition ta WILL TAKB ORDRRI for afottenl, sweat?he city of Wlnona ba changed from
ere, mltfene er anything V» knit. Tel.
Class M-i (Light Matiutatturlng) 1a
Homar WiM4.
iw in S I I I Ri M I I I W I ' 'mn* i ' liw II nweie i— . ¦[>
— ¦
Clan R-] (Risldintlil),
,
At the time and place above datta* CHILDCARI lit my f|om» by tfia hour,
nettd an opportunity will bt olvan fo
day or week. Also sewing, mending
all persons. Interested to be heard for
and Ironing, TQ|. 'M4H,
V
and agalnet tha said lonlng reclassification,
37
Dated it Wlnoni, Mlnneiota, January Business Opportunities
4, 1M4.
MILK
ROUTE
for
eale.
Write
BULK
John S, Carter
6-M Dally News.
City-Recorder

Quickly and easily you bring your
herd back to full milk productivity,
Contains tha wonder drugs sulfa and
penicillin , , . f'ghta msitlfls causing
organism!, ¦ ¦
_
II, Dr. Navtor 'a Teat Dllalori, 7K

TEP MAIER DRUGS

Houuhold Articles

67

ALFALFA AND CLOV4TR ~ 4,000 bates.
TWO ROOMS aim fcath for winter monthi,
John Lambert, Rt, 1, Trempialosu, •LUB (.ultra nol only rids carpeta ot tali
woman preferred. Inquire (12 Wilson.
Wis. Tel. Contervllle 519-3)81.
but leaves pile soil and lolly. Renl elec^
trie shampooer, ll. H. choete & Co.
MALB ROOAAMATa WANT«l>^raason.
JrToRT OF FEED? Oon'l sacrifice your
able rent, Immediate peeseealen, Tal.
replacement stock at today 'a prleei, I
70 Mil aller S:30.
have high quality feed end will board Mimical Marchandlie
Ihem for yoo, Tel. Allure 7531,
CHOPPED CORN and pea adage mixed,
high feed value and easy to handle,
,
Tel, Allure fUl,
HAY FOR SALE - Will deliver D. L.
Wright, SI. Charles, Minn., Tel. fJl4394.

EVERYTHING

IS IN THESE CARS

Economy—Performance
Durability—Qufllty
'
Beaui^W^Safety
'64 Pontiac Catalina >door
hardtop, automstio transfciaJTMuY LOCATED - 7 rooms, TH
jnisaion, power steering,
oalhi, ntantty redecorated.¦ S10.SO0. ,
radio, boater.
Tel, H130.
.. ' ' ,
V
'64
Pontiac Catalina 4-door,
sell
or
trade
buy,
IP YOU WANT to
ba lure to eae Shank. HOMBMAKER'S
automatic transmission,
¦XCHANOE, SO E. 3rd.
power steering, r a d i o,
heater.
0. IUILT IM 1«0, Ipaeloui }-6«droom
ranch Itvle home. Overslied garage,
brenewiy with barbecue grill built in.
'63 Pontiac Starcbief 4-door,
Pull besemenf wllh rtereitloft room. Alt
,
automatic transmission
oak flooring. Oil forced air hait. Located In Goodvlew. See this fine home , topower steering and brakes.
day. ABTS AGENCY, INC., REALTORS,
150 Walnut St. Tel. sous day or night.
'62 Ford Galaxie 500 4-door,
automatic . transmission,
- -power steering, r a d i o ,
heater.
'62 Pontiac G r a n d Prix
Tel W»
Coupe, automatic transC^
mission, power steering
r
m Canter 8t
;and
brakes,
mmmmmmmmmm mmmm w
4-door wagon, auto•61
Ford
January Specials
matic transmission, radio,
heater.
A. Three-bedroom brick,
SltSOO
nur Lincoln Ichool
'«0 Pontiac Catallna Moor,
B. Apartment House.
straight stick, radio, heatCenrtal location ...........H4.S0O
er.
C. New thrae-badroom, contemporary good,
'60 Rambler Ambassador
outlying location
, 111,500
wARon, automatic transD. Three-bednjom, tlrapliee,
mission, power steering
family room, In Winerest S1S.W0
and brakes. .
F. Downtown duplex, low down
'60 Ford Galaxie 4-door ,
payment
88,500
automatic transmission,
.
H, Cpllegevlew, three-bedroom,
radio, heater.
two baths, family room,
knotty pine kitchen with
'59 Ford Custom 4-door,
bullt-lns ..
. " . ;. $24,000
straight stick, radio, heatI. Assume Gl loan, pay down only
. ' er.
$400 on this threebedroom rambler
, $17,300
'59 Rambler American 2K. Story and a half, three beddoor, automatic transmis¦¦
rooms, oil heat and garage,
• ¦
sion , radio, heater.
Goodvlew .
. . . . $10,«C
•59 Chevrolet Bel Air 4rdr „
AFTER HOURS CALL:
. Wi L. (Wlb) Halzer 8-21S1
straight stick , radio, heatLeo Koil 45B1 .
er.
Laura Flsk 2118
Bob Selover 7827
'59 Ford wagon 4-door, automatic transmission, radio, heater. '
F"7 rsv/ ^
'59 Chevrolet Brookwood
wagon, automatic transIC^.W. . .- , T«L 2S4»
radio, heater:
mission,
1Z0 Center St.
1
'59 Renault 4-door, straight
stick, heater.
Sale or Rent,* ;Exchange 101 '58 Ford wagon 4-door, automatic transmission , raFOUR-BEDROOM modern home. In exdio, heater.
cellent condition, east c^itral location.
Possession Jan. 15. Tel. 7790 after 5.
!58 Chevrolet Biscayne 4-dr.,
straight stick, radio , heatWanted—Real Ettate
102
er.
WANTED—2 or 3 acres land, preferably
?58 Buick Special 4-door, aualong hwy., within 10 miles of Winona.
Tel. 5589 after j, if no answer call 4784.
tomatic transmission , radio, heater.
WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY
'58 Studebaker 4^(oor , au"HANK" JEZEWSKI'
tomatic transmission, ra(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer)
dio, heater.
P .O. Box 345
Tal. «I8 enj 7093
¦'58 Pontiac Super Chief 4Motorcycles, Bicycles
107
door hardtop, automatic
transmission, radio, heatMOTORCYCLE REPAIRS
¦ ' er.
PARTS * SERVICE
. - . '• • ^: . • ¦
¦ , Robb Bros.- . : ¦
.Motorcycle Shop
J73 E. 4fh
'58 Pontiac Chieftain 4rdr.,
automatic transmission*
Trucks, Tract's, Trailers 108
radio, heater,
CHEVROLET-1952 «-ton, a-speed, radio,
'58 Chevrolet Bel . Air. 4-dr.,
heater, 'signal lights. Good one. $200.
automatic transmission,
Will trade for livestock. Joe Humfeld,
La Crescent. Tel. 895-2449.
raidio, heater.
CHEVROLET, 1957 Mon No. 4100, duals,
'58 Chevrolet Biscayne 4-dr.,
hoist and stock rack; 194} 114-ton Instraight stick , heater.
ternational truck, 2-speed axle , very
good; No. 40 PTO spreadir; Stanhoist
loader, will fit most tractors; F.706 D
'58 Dodge 9 passenger wagdemonstrator tractor with plow, priced
on, automatic transmisto sell. Kalmes Impl. Co., Allure, Minn.
sion, power steering and
TRUCK HOISfS INSTALLED AT
brakes.
BERG'S
Tel. 4933
3950 W. 4lh., Gdvw.
'57 Buick Century 24oor
hardtop, automatic trans'
Used Cars
109
mission, radio, heater.
CHEVROLET—1944 Impale Sport Coups,
•57
Pontiao Chieftain 4-door,
327 engine, standard transmission, well
equipped, factory guarantee. Tel. Lewautomatic transmission,
iston 3933.
radio, heater.
OODOB- l»o4 Deri, ^-cylinder, straight
'57
Buick Super 2-dr. harditlctr , low mllcage/?«wlth new car war.
ranty, Merchants^ National Bank. Tel,
top, automatic transmis2837.
€
sion, power steering and
brakes.
1964 CHRYSLER
'57 Oldsmobile 88 4-dodr ,
Newport
automatic transmission,
4-door
hardtop.
Carefully driven
power steering, r a d i o ,
14,COO actual miles, by local owner.
Owner 's name on request. 4 years
heater.
or 36,000 mites left on new car
warranty, spire tire never . been
'57 Oldsmobile Super 88 conused. Especially priced.
vertible, automatic trans$3195
mission , power steering,
power brakes.
'57 Pontiac Chieftain 2-door ,
straight stick , radio, heat¦
Chrysler
P/ymoi/fh
er.
Open Friday Nights
'57 Oldsmobile 98 4-door
hardtop, full power and
'64 VOLKSWAGEN
air conditioning.
4-cylinder
'57 Chevrolet 210 4-door ,
Economy Champ
straight stick , heater.
•fr l-Owner ¦& Low miles
'57 Pontiac Chieftain 4-door
ft Radio iV Gats gauge
hardtop, automatic transmission, radio, heater.
# Other extras
'57 Plymouth Belvedere 2$1,595
door hardtop, automatic
transmission , radio , heatWe trade.
er.
. We Aoverilse Our Prkle
^^
Several 1Q56 and older
models to choose from.

Wednesday. Jiiraat? 1, 1M6
WINONA DAILY NETO U
U«td Cart

98
W« Service and StockT" HOUMI for Rant
SEVBN
ROCM
modern
house,
heel,
all
Needles for All
available Feb. 1, Inquire aimer Ledwlg,

RECORD PLAYERS

Hardt's Music Store
lit B. 3rd St.

s- '

Stockton, Minn.,Tal. Lewiston tn*.

NIVV

Two-aeoacwM howi^^rwt ',

Til. MW or STS1.

NYSTROAA'S

(gEOfcDg)
40 Years in Winona
" Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon »
Comet-Fairlane
Open Friday Evenings
nnd Saturday p.m.

ECONOMY
MINDfeD?
1956 VOLKSWAGEN
2-door
Rndio, heater, whitewall
tires, mud and anow tires
on rear , 1965 plates , good
runner.

$500

WALZ

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-GMC
Open Friday Nig hts

•64 GMC LVH 5009 Diesel,
5-specd and 2-speed.
'62 Dodge D 700, 5-spccd and
2-speed.
'59 GMC 370 Series , 4-specd
and 2-speed,
'56 Ford H4-ton , 4-speed and
2-speed, wilh box.
•52 Chevrolet V4-ton pickup,
'52 Chevrolet 1-ton, 4-spee<i
transmission , with box.
'49 GMC tractor , air brakes,
5-speed and 2-specd.
'49 Chevrolet 14-ton pickup.
'46 Dodge a/i-ton pickup,
All used units reconditioned,
winterized and guaranteed.
Bank or GMC Financing
available.

GUNDERSON
MOTORS

Preston & Fountain, Minn ,
Fountain Car Lot Open
Mon.-Wed-Fri. 'Til 9 P.M.

lOt

FORO-lfSI Felrlane 4-door sedan, V-fc
automatic new fires, intartor-eottarMr
excellent, radio, heater. Tal. MMte
¦
Ext. :«7. .
. ..] „
j - ,, . . , . : . . ¦
PLYMOUTH-W33 >door, anew tlrafc rum

yml. M& m i**.** **** ' -

1957 GHEVROLiT
\r- - y.y, &i/Ab -' '-y-y- y-

4-door, V-t, redio,
heater, automttie
transmiasicin, power steering, mWiwall tjrw, t *4am

§
\
\
/
\ /
\ /
\i

Ifaiah, exce^lcMlly clean.

Y

¦ $6957 7>
V. V . .

VENABliS:

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Friday Evenings

,,0# 7

tal. JMf

LUMBER YARD for sale In Ll Crescent,
with lots of spaea. Drive-In raifauranl
for sale In Wlnona. Alio good Mlecllon
of older restaurants and buslneslis.
CORNFORTH ¦REALTY
La , Crascanf, Minn. ¦ . ' Tal.yW5.HM ;

99

101

¦
wewwe ' ' . ' "'¦> ;¦*^Bm **^^m *vm *^
f ^^m "
^

E. S-STORY trick houie. 1 badroomi,
NMf Ml heaters. Lots of room. \Mt_»
iamlly lilfchwi. May be Hnwwad
wlm
tl^OO dawn pavmant, balance en cantract. Madlaen tr It. Casimir'a school
dtitrkt. f gll price tf.too. ABTI AOIN«¦ J¥.
CY. INC, Rdaltan, 15> walnut
;
MitS diy a> night. .

Commercial Buildings

v

>m

WANTIO t - o r } bag-room unfUrnlihM
apt. Move Fab. 1 or later'. Write B«
Dally News.

7-i7y 7 yy

" . Ngwi. .

98 Jsed Can

-"' ¦¦>'ap»eaws ' i a i'a' l pi"— w^—i ¦ aw m

«reWiW

LIKE' RUBBING a miplc temp or having
HOLSTEIN hllfee calvei, J weeks old.
a magic carped That' the difference In TO DISTRIBUTE lltiralure and pick up
Kenneth Rice, Lamoille, Mtnn. Tel.
*
the appearance of your floor coverings orders. 60 stops a day. Top pay plus
Wltoka aO-50M.
after pur axperti have cleaned and raliberal fringe benefits. Send resume to
vllillnd them. Removal of deep down
STOCK HO<»-fof, sale. Walter, PruKa.
E-81 Dally News.
grit, lmpoulb|t to set at with do-lt.your.
Rt. J, Rushford, Minn. Tal,' 144.1231.
self eleanlnj, restores colors, leaves pile
,
RUG CLEANHORNED Hereford bulls,
Start the new year with a REGISTERED
mi SERVICE,
.'S»l?!& WINONA
INO
116 W. 3rd.
2 years old end younger. Harland
Dew position, which will afRt.
1, Holmon, Wll. Tel.
Gabrlckson,
LA fr347«.
Furnitur* Repairs
18 ford you greater income, fiFURNITURB RIFINISHIN9 and miner
repairing. Reasonable prices, pick up
and dlllvary. Free esllmatta. Tel. H4t
noons and evenlnjs. Robert Graves.

STRICTLY BUSINESS r/
^

37

ECONOMY
MINDED
1959 VOLKSWAGEN
Gas heater. Real good
shape. Priced to sell.

¦ ¦' '
• ¦' / ¦ . $798

f^atzdffi

te ^ CHfVROUT^CO.
^ ;

105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
Open Friday Night Until 9:OO

WALZ'S NEW YEAR
.
CHEAPIES
1958 FORD V.
Fairlane 500
4-door sedan, V-8, automatic
transmission.

'
. VyV V

v$150. r

¦ '
: ¦

'

-

1956 PLYMOUTH
' 2-doqr sedan
Standard . transmission, •
cylinder, radio, heater .

$150

;
1955 MERCURY
4-door sedan
V-8, automatic transmission, radio, heater,
•

$100

Wmi

BUICK-OLDSMQBIU5-GMC
Open Friday Nighta

1959 CHEVROLET
Biscayne

§ ' . 4 - door, r ad io ,
i
V
/ heater, economy «
V / cylinder, standard
V / . transmission whiteV ¦ ¦ :¦ wall tires, tu-tone
¦?
.
finish.

¦ . -' ;¦ " ' : . $JS95; " .: - - ;- - - -VK

VENABLES

75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-^711
Open Friday Evenings

STOP IN AND
DRIVE ANY ONE
OF THE

30

CLEAN USED
CARS

ISPECIAL THIS WEEK!
1961 DODGE
4-door sedan
6 cylinder, automatic transmission, radio, h e a t e r ,
whitewall tires, canary yellow with brown interior , real
sharp one owner car.
NOW JUST $1045

INON A UTO
W RAMBLES f \ "OOOlOr

ir SALES .ir

Open Mon. & Frl. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649
Mobile Homes, Trailara 1
1
1
TWO BEDROOM 10x44 ft. mobile home.
like new. Will finance. Edgar Evenson. Rushlord, Minn. Tel. J6474W).
RENT OR SALE-Trellers and tamp- '
ers. LEAIIV'S, Buffalo Clly, Wis. Tel.
Cochrane 248-2532.
Auction Sal«t
~~
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTlONttR, city aim tiala licensed
and bonded. 252 Liberty SI. (Corner
t. ith and Liberty). Tel . 4taC
AUdTIONS I • I Household, Llv»ltOelTor
General. LVLB L BOBO, Rt. 1, Nouvton. Minn. Tel. Hokah IM-^IM. > licensed J. Bonded.
—

-

¦

'

Minnesota

»

Land & Auction Soles

Everett J. KohMr
131 Walnul. Tel. 1-3710 alter novra <»|4
JAN. J-THwrs. 1J:30 |im. 14 tall* N.
ot Dtcoreh, lown on U.S. tt«ry. , 4J,
then V> mile E. on lira lew«-Mlnr„ Mat*
line Elmer Ollbarfson m Mali earth,
owners; Knudsen
Erltksafs, wtlloiv
eers; Canton Mele*Bank, clan,
~
"
JAN. Il-Tuas, ll;» p.m. J tnllw "i of
Durand. Wis. Wll|lam. Avarlll. Mwen
Icon Scnrotder, aucllunetri CtlhiMwk
¦"
Valley f»|n. Co., clerk.

, -

By *°y Cp » n«

BUZ SAWYER

DICK TRACY

BY Ch

Ur Cou,d

"

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

THE FLINTSTONES

*Y Hanna-Barbor*

By Don Sherwood

DAN FLAGG

BLONDIE

By Chic Young

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER

STEVE CANYON

X

By Milton Canniff

I

APARTMENT 3-G

By Alex Kotzk y

I Plastic Wall Tile
Plastic Wall Tile
•

a^

TSI

For Walls i. Floors
Excellent Selection

A

I 116

^Q| Qlf llC

REX MORGAN, M. D.

{
£ %x> 25 "i~
%£ 16%
TT aftc Sq.
j f Ft.
/

9-Fl Linoleum
79' - 99c - '1.29^
, a>
99 - *1 - 1.69 *
12-Ft. Linoleum
Heavy Sandran Linoleum w *2.25y
n v%tz« '3.45 """
"Cushion Floor"

By Dal CurtU

c
° X°o 20%or

Gift Goods, Placques

Decorator s Throw Pillows <<¦ ' 20% °»
SALE! MARBLEHE AD Braided Rugs
Size
Reg

21x34
298

2.49

NOW
NANCY

26x70
6.98

3.99

5.99

3x5
6.98

4x6
9.98

5.99

6x9
22.95

8.99

8x10
34.95

19.99

29.95

9x9
49.95

39.95

9x12
49.95

39.95

s3" Nylon Upholstery
£ $2.45a
Formica, Asst Sizes & Colors
44 s
»3 98 Paint, Flat, Semi Gloss $ 3.18~
T9 Paint, Flat, Semi Gloss
99c
Inlaid Linoleum nriXt: 1" to *595,M"
Foam Back Nylon Carpet »£ $ 3.99&
Ceiling Tile 12x12
££?%. 18c

By Ernie Bushmiller

¦
>¦ .
,-

MARY WORTH

27x48
4.98

B y Saunder* and Ernst

¦¦- .. ¦—

¦ i—

I -I

¦

i

ti

METAL TRI MS
METALS FOR EVERY NEED! FOR CARPET , COUNTER TOP , LINOLEUM, WALL TILE , PLASTIC 1AMINATES.
¦

FINISH THE JOB NEATLY WITH METAll

I,

.

,
...„

....

, ,

._.

,

i

(9Ei«Ki{S\
I

^_^M/ w mJg/__M IL/^lvV U \

^WkW
|
—
______
. . ,. c. , .
„
Acreta
the Street from Krosge »
58 W. 3rd St.
Phone 8-3389
-

*

Winona

..

